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Volume 12 of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus
Gerhardinger includes documents that refer to the
growth and development of the mission of the School Sisters of Notre Dame in Hungary through 1879.
As part of the process leading toward the beatification
of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger, 5,337 documents,
which she either wrote or signed, were gathered and copied
by hand. These copies were notarized, numbered, packed in
a large trunk, and taken to Rome. On December 17, 1929,
they were presented to the Sacred Congregation of Rites for
further examination. This material is referred to here as the
beatification collection.
Since it was beyond the scope of this work to locate original letters still extant in numerous archives, translations
were done from the notarized copies in the beatification collection. Some of the material in this collection was copied
from archival copies of the original documents and these
archival copies did not always include a signature. This does
not imply that the original document was unsigned.
A few documents in the beatification collection were either undated or misdated. Further study of these documents and their context helped determine probable dates,
which are indicated in brackets. Since the documents in this
volume are arranged chronologically, they do not always appear in numerical sequence. A numerical list of documents
appears at the end of the book.
Words in the texts of the letters that appear in brackets
were added in order to help identify persons or places mentioned in the letters. Italics are used to indicate underlined
text found in the documents of the beatification collection.

x

Mother Theresa’s use of the name, Poor School Sisters
(Arme Schulschwestern), as well as the word order has been
retained in this translation.
Place names found in this volume are those commonly
used in Mother Theresa’s time. If the same place is known
by a different name today, a footnote supplies this information.
Efforts have been made to identify the recipients of each
letter. Titles are used in the headings and salutations, but
the nineteenth-century practice of repeating titles throughout the text and closing of a letter has been dropped for the
most part in this translation. Formal closings have been
simplified and are usually given as, “Respectfully yours.”
After the beatification collection was delivered to Rome
in 1929, additional documents were found that can be attributed to Mother Theresa or were commissioned by her.
Three of these documents are included in this volume and
identified with a number followed by a letter, e.g., 3486 a.
In this volume, documents that were not included in the
beatification collection are classified as 1) an autograph, 2) a
transcript, or 3) a typescript. An autograph is a manuscript
in the author’s handwriting. A transcript is an early, handwritten copy of an original document. A typescript is a
typewritten copy of a document.
In addition to the many contributors whose names appear in the Acknowledgements in Volume 1, a special word
of thanks is due to Sister M. Paschalis Pálos of the Hungarian province who generously shared her gifts and helped to
form the context from which the letters in this volume were
written. Sister Margit Donhauser provided valuable written
material that had been carefully preserved in Timişoara
through many decades of war and suppression. The kind
hospitality of Sisters M. Adrien Pekó and M. Monika Ulrik in
Budapest made it possible for me to share in the life of the
sisters of the Hungarian province. Köszönöm!

xi

Introduction
“The great number of School Sisters listed in last year’s
Directory of the Archdiocese of Munich and Freising filled
me with deep joy. For several years, there has been a great
desire to have this very beneficial religious institute for the
education of girls in Hungary. Preparations have already
been made for the sisters’ arrival.” 1 With these words that
were written in 1852, the archbishop of Esztergom called
Mother Theresa to open a mission in Buda, a thriving city on
the Danube River that would later join with Pest, a city on
the opposite bank of the river, to become Budapest. Circumstances prevented the establishment of a mission at this
center of Hungarian life and culture, but the same desire for
sisters prompted a later call to Temesvár, a provincial capital in the southern part of Hungary (now Timişoara in Romania).
In the summer of 1855, Alexander Csajághy, the
bishop of Csanád whose residence was in Temesvár, came
to Munich and looked for the motherhouse of the Poor
School Sisters. Upon his arrival, he was very impressed as
he observed the sisters teaching in the schools and institute.
He also ordered vestments, which the sisters would make
for his cathedral in Temesvár. When the bishop asked the
sisters if any of them would be willing to come to his diocese,
many raised their hands. He turned to Mother Theresa and
said, “If you are in agreement with the good inclination of
your sisters, I thank God, for then I have attained the purpose of my journey.” 2 Mother Theresa could hardly say no to
this second call to open a mission in Hungary.

1. See letter to Ján Scitovszky Archbishop of Esztergom, Document
1277, p. 2.
2 . See Copia Publica (Transcript, Generalate) 3445-48.
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Introduction

After the unsuccessful Hungarian revolution against
Austrian Hapsburg rule in 1848-49, Temesvár and its surrounding area were ruled by an Austrian military governor
until 1860. German continued to be the official language and
Catholicism was supported by the Austrian government.
Tensions were high in a city with diverse peoples, languages, and religious beliefs. Military oppression could not
crush the desire for Hungarian independence.
After visiting Temesvár in May 1858 and seeing the situation firsthand, Mother Theresa still did not hesitate to
send sisters to open a mission there a few months later.
In her letter to Bishop Csajághy, Mother Theresa wrote,
“We also hope and pray that Mary will send candidates to
this house, but this will not proceed without suffering, as is
the case with all the works of God.” 3
Many years passed before young women from the area
entered the congregation that originated in Bavaria. The exclamation, “Now God will have to help us with personnel,” 4
became a motif in Mother Theresa’s letters as new schools
were being built and new missions established in Hungary.
The letters in this volume also describe the various means
that God used, in answer to Mother Theresa’s prayer, to provide personnel for Hungary.
Several letters written by Mother Theresa to individual
sisters are also included in this volume and provide us with
a tiny sample of the countless personal letters that have
been lost because she herself asked that they be destroyed.
Nevertheless, Mother Theresa’s message is alive today in
the sisters who continue to follow God’s call in the area of
Europe that in her lifetime was known as Hungary.

3.
4.

Document 2857, pp. 29-31
Document 2527, pp. 10-12
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1852—1858
1271: To Archbishop Carl August von Reisach
Munich (Excerpt)
Motherhouse in Munich
November 28, 1852
J!M!
Your Excellency! Most Reverend Archbishop!1
The respectfully undersigned ventures to repeat her petition for permission to travel to Rome. 2
Your Excellency knows the reason for this journey. It is
none other than to provide necessary information about the
origin and development of the religious institute from the
standpoint of lived experience to the Sacred Congregation
which usually handles these matters. Papal approbation of
our future rule and constitutions is under consideration now
and this is very crucial for us. If there are any objections,
necessary explanations could be given in person, something
that is impossible to do in writing.
Further reasons for this journey include the opportunity
to pray in Rome.
Since the primate and prince bishop of Hungary 3 wants
School Sisters from Bavaria, negotiations with him are necessary. The journey to Rome could also include a trip to
Hungary. . . .
Repeating the petition submitted above, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Th. of J.

1. Carl August von Reisach (1800-69), Bishop of Eichstätt (1836-46),
Archbishop of Munich and Freising (1846-56), Curia Cardinal (1856-69)
2. In response to Mother Theresa’s first request for permission to travel
to Rome, Archbishop Reisach demanded that she present the reasons for
her journey.
3. Ján Scitovszky (1785-1866), Archbishop of Esztergom, Hungary
(1849-66)
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1277: To Archbishop Carl August von Reisach
Munich (Excerpt)
Motherhouse in Munich
December 3, 1852
J!M!
Your Excellency! Most Reverend Archbishop!
Respectfully complying with your episcopal order, the
letter from the prince primate of Hungary and my response 4
are enclosed. . . .
Once again, I submit my petition for permission to
travel to Rome. . . . 5
To Fr. Matthias Siegert
Munich

Enclosure 1
Esztergom
June 22, 1852

Reverend Father!
The great number of School Sisters listed in last year’s
Directory of the Archdiocese of Munich and Freising filled
me with deep joy. For several years, there has been a great
desire to have this very beneficial religious institute for the
education of girls in Hungary. Preparations have been made
for the sisters’ arrival. After consulting with the superior of
the order, I ask if you would kindly inform me whether it
would be possible for five or six sisters from the motherhouse in Munich to come to Buda6 and open a house there
which could later be raised to a motherhouse for Hungary.
If so, what are the conditions? When could the appointed sisters come to Hungary?
Looking forward to a speedy and positive response, I remain respectfully yours,
[No Signature]
4. See Document 1274, p. 3.
5. Document 1277 can be found in its entirety in Volume 3 of Letters of
Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
6. Buda is now a part of Budapest, which was formed in 1873 by uniting the cities of Buda and Óbuda on the right bank of the Danube River
and Pest on the left bank.

1852—1858
1274: To Archbishop Ján Scitovszky
Esztergom
J!M!

3

[After June 22, 1852] 7

Your Eminence! Most Reverend Prince Primate!
Your Eminence was pleased to inform me through our
confessor [Matthias Siegert] that you would like to call a few
School Sisters to Buda to establish a house of our order
there.
Just now, I am preparing to go to Rome to obtain the approbation of our rule. If it is acceptable to you, I will return
by way of Vienna and then come to Esztergom so that I can
consult with you in person about the topic under consideration.
Please be assured that we will comply with your wishes
as soon as possible. 8
Recommending our important cause to your prayers for
the sake of Jesus, and pleading for your episcopal blessing on
our journey, I remain respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
Superior of the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame

7. The date, November 28, 1852, is written in pencil on the copy prepared for the beatification collection, but an earlier date is more probable.
8. Since Mother Theresa never received permission from Archbishop
Reisach to travel to Rome, she did not travel to Hungary in 1852-53 either. No record of further communication regarding a mission in Buda or
Budapest during Mother Theresa’s lifetime has been found.
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2054: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár

Munich
November 15, 1855

J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency! 9
Having returned this morning from a journey of four
weeks, I hasten to answer in the respectfully enclosed statement the questions that you asked through our confessor
[Matthias Siegert].
Regarding the establishment of a motherhouse in your
diocese, I think it would be more appropriate to begin with
an ordinary elementary school for girls, or if this is impossible, with a private school or boarding school which would
now be allowed by the new concordat. 10 Then no one could
prevent you from starting the endeavor. The success of such
a small beginning would provide actual evidence to the people and the authorities, familiarize them with the religious
institute, and awaken their longing to establish similar
schools in other places.
If the sisters serve in complete fidelity, God willing, a
larger institute, a motherhouse, will gradually rise from the
small beginning. The Lord is wont to do this, for heaven and
earth belong to God. For such a holy purpose, we may confidently depend on God’s almighty help and even count on
complete success.
The motherhouse itself should always be in the city
where the bishop resides because we are in great need of his
pastoral care and must be in constant communication with
the diocesan ordinariate.
9. From 1851 until 1860, Alexander Csajághy (1810-60) was the
bishop of Csanád in Temesvár (now Timişoara in Romania). A learned
theology professor, Bishop Csajághy contributed to the renewal of
Catholic life in his diocese through the formation of priests, the education of girls, parish missions, and devotion to Mary.
10. The Austrian Concordat between the Catholic Church and the
Austrian Empire was signed on August 18, 1855. It regulated the nomination and appointment of bishops, the jurisdiction of bishops in the area
of education, and mixed marriages. Hungary belonged to the Austrian
Empire at the time.

1852—1858
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If God deems us worthy, how happy the respectfully undersigned would be to make a small contribution for the
honor of God and the salvation of the immortal souls of children.
A few years ago, a mission of our order was opened in
Freistadt, Upper Austria, 11 and the foundation document
has already been submitted to His Majesty, the emperor, 12
for his imperial and royal approval. If this is obtained, there
should be no objection to introducing our religious institute
into your diocese.
Awaiting your further kind suggestions, I remain respectfully yours,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
2055: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
[ca. November 15, 1855] 13
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
You were pleased to request a statement from the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters regarding (a) the conditions that would make it possible for us to conduct a city
school for girls and (b) the presentation of the statutes of the
order.
The respectfully undersigned submits the following response:
a) The required conditions for conducting a school for
girls are simply that the sisters would be allowed to use a
building with sufficient space for a small, poor household,

11. Candidates were sent to open a mission in Freistadt in May 1853.
12. Francis Joseph (1830-1916), Emperor of Austria, Apostolic King of
Hungary, and King of Bohemia (1848-1916)
13. This undated document appears to be the “respectfully enclosed
statement” referred to in Document 2054, pp. 4-5.
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living quarters, and the designated number of classrooms
needed for this beneficial purpose. An adjacent garden is
also needed so that the sisters can walk and relax after the
heat and burden of the day.
The amount needed to cover the cost of living is calculated according to the number of sisters required for the
school. In this country, we receive 200 florin, 14 most of
which comes from the girls’ tuition. Some places provide the
firewood needed by the sisters for their household. Since
teachers who become incapacitated usually return to their
motherhouse, they do not become a burden to the community due to a pension or anything else.
b) Our religious statutes are now before the Holy See
for approbation. They were drawn up in accordance with the
directives prescribed by the Holy See and guided by Divine
Providence to correspond with our religious institute and its
purpose. A copy of the interim decree of ecclesial recognition
of our religious institute, issued by the same Holy See, is respectfully enclosed. 15
The teaching sisters comply with the educational laws
of the respective country with regard to classrooms, subjects,
text books, and so forth, and submit to the authorities who
are officially in charge.
As required by their profession, the sisters themselves
are prepared to teach all the subjects including needlework
and music. They are prepared to be teachers, take a legal
examination, and, having passed it, are recognized as teachers. They are sent by the general superior to conduct schools
and educational institutes wherever Divine Providence
calls. Girls from their earliest years through young womanhood are entrusted to the sisters and are taught everything
required by the Catholic Church and the state educational
laws, the progress of the times, their level, and local conditions. The formation of the hearts of the children in fidelity
and virtue goes hand in hand with instruction so that they
will become faithful citizens in this life and the life to come.
14. Approximately $80 in American currency at the time
15. See Document 1581 [June 1854], which can be found in Volumes
4 and 9 of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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In order to dedicate themselves to their profession with
undivided hearts and without interruption, the sisters profess the simple vows of the Church. After several years, they
profess perpetual vows, whereby two groups of sisters are
formed. Sisters in the first group, soeurs religieuses, 16 are
sent to those places where it is impossible to connect the sisters’ convent with the church. Those in the second group,
soeurs professes, 17 who are bound to keep episcopal enclosure, 18 go to places where the sisters’ convent can be connected with the church.
Finally, the respectfully undersigned ventures to express her hope that our merciful God would ordain that, just
as our motherhouse developed from such a school, a tree
would grow from a similar mustard seed in the ecclesial
ground of the diocese of Csanád. May it branch out over your
entire diocese and bring forth much good fruit for the glory
of God and the joy, consolation, and well-being of both the
Church and the state.
Respectfully yours,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame

16. Sisters with temporary vows
17. Sisters who professed perpetual vows
18. Episcopal enclosure included regulations regarding (1) other persons entering the enclosure and (2) religious personnel leaving the enclosure. Without the written permission of the respective diocesan bishop, no
one except the ruling sovereign was allowed to enter the section of the
building set aside exclusively as living quarters for the professed sisters
and no professed sister was allowed to leave the enclosure or could be
forced to leave it. Exceptions were transfers to another mission, visitation, or the examination of a building site by the superior or her representatives. In the event of illness, fire, plague, or war, sisters were freed
from the obligation to keep the enclosure. See Document 1581 [June 1854]
in Volumes 4 and 9 of Letters of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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2086: To Fr. Jablonski
Jabuka

Our Motherhouse in Munich
January 7, 1856
J!M!

Very Reverend Pastor!
Mr. Pustet, a book dealer from Regensburg, gave us
your letter in which you ask whether the School Sisters from
Bavaria would come to Jabuka 19 and take charge of the German Catholic School for Girls in a rural border area. You
are offering us 96 florin conventional currency, 20 60 bushels
of fruit, a few wagonloads of hay, and four cords of firewood.
In the name of the congregation, the respectfully undersigned states that she is willing to take charge of the school
for girls under consideration, but it would be impossible to do
this before fall when sisters will be available. At least two
sisters are always sent and two would probably be needed to
conduct the school with 150 girls. They would also need a
lay person to take care of the household. Since we do not
know the price of food in your area, we must accept your offer on a trial basis. We will do this, trusting in the One who
feeds the birds of the air and clothes the flowers of the
field. 21 We trust in God’s help since we only seek to promote
the honor of God and the salvation of the children’s souls.
I also ask that you would please let me know if the rooms
for the school and the sisters’ living quarters are together in
one building. Do other people live in the same building?
Is this building connected with the church? If not, how
far is it from the church? We request a simple sketch, if possible, or a description of the building plan. Is a garden also
included? A garden would be a necessity!

19. Jabuka was located near Pancsova on the Turkish border (now
Jabuka near Pančevo, which lies northeast of Belgrade).
20. Austria, Saxony, and Bavaria adopted the conventional currency
system based on florin (gulden) in 1738. One florin was divided into 60
kreuzer and equaled approximately 40¢ in American currency. Therefore,
96 florin equaled approximately $38.
21. See Matthew 6:25-29.

1852—1858
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To which diocese does Jabuka belong? 22
Will the
bishop 23 also agree to the project? According to the new concordat, 24 the approval and introduction of these Church institutes are completely subject to the bishop. For this reason,
I am addressing our response to you first and, if it is necessary or advisable, you are free to make official use of it.
If you wish to write to us, please address your letter to
the Motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters in Munich.
In the meantime, we ask that you would remember us in
prayer, just as we entrust the cause under consideration
to God. May God’s most holy will be done. 25
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
2136: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
Our Motherhouse in Munich
March 3, 1856
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
We want to let you know that the ciborium cover you
kindly ordered will be sent by the beginning of Holy Week at
the latest. 26 It will be delivered to the Franciscans in Vienna,
as you graciously requested.
Since we do not know if the cross on the lid was included
in the 13-14 inches (30-42 cm), Sister Margaretha [Käss] is
afraid that it might not be the right size.

22. Jabuka belonged to the diocese of Bosnia-Szerém with its seat in
Diakovár (now Đakovo in Croatia).
23. Joseph George Strossmayer (1815-1905), Bishop of Bosnia-Szerém
(1850-1905).
24. See Footnote 10, p. 4.
25. Sisters were never sent to Jabuka.
26. Palm Sunday fell on March 16 in 1856.
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Please accept the expression of our deep gratitude for
the 60 florin27 that were forwarded to us for the chasuble.
We are recommending to God the cause regarding the
call of the Poor School Sisters into your diocese. We also
want to repeat our joyful willingness to dedicate ourselves to
the teaching and character formation of young girls in the
diocese of Csanád, if Divine Providence so directs and the
prevailing obstacles are set aside. 28
Requesting your episcopal blessing and assuring you of
remembrance in our poor prayer, I remain respectfully
yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
2527: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
Our Motherhouse in Munich
December 29, 1857
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
With you, we praise God for looking upon our lowliness
and calling us into your diocese in order to come to the help

27. Approximately $24 in American currency at the time
28. According to an article published in the Temeswarer Zeitung (Temesvár Newspaper) on December 25, 1929, Bishop Csajághy petitioned the
city council to transfer to religious teachers the education of the girls of
the cathedral parish. He wanted to incorporate the inner city parish into
the cathedral parish and allow the sisters to use the available parish
church and rectory for their school and living quarters. This was met with
opposition by the city authorities. After long disputes, the bishop turned
to the Department of Culture and Instruction in Vienna. The governor of
the Serbian Province and Temesvár Banat, Count Giovanni B. Coronini
Cronberg, supported the bishop and succeeded in obtaining the city council’s acceptance of his plan. Instead of the buildings originally proposed,
the sisters were given the use of the city school for girls located next to the
former Franciscan church. (Typescript, Budapest)

1852—1858
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of the young girls there. 29 In God’s name, we will wholeheartedly accommodate your wishes. We hope that God’s
poor servants will not be allowed to suffer harm, but that
they will be blessed instead and given the grace to lead the
souls of many children to the One who will give them the
greatest blessing.
Since His Apostolic Majesty 30 has now granted imperial
and royal approval to our institute in Freistadt in Upper
Austria and to the Institute for Deaf Children in Gorizia on
the Illyrian Coastland, 31 it is clearly God’s will that we work
in the vineyard of the imperial state.
I firmly believe that carrying out this blessed work will
involve many difficult struggles, but God be praised for this
as well, for these crosses are the consoling insignia of the
reign of God, the unmistakable forerunners of triumph.
God wanted to lay a deep foundation so that the house
will stand even more firmly and last even longer. Blessed be
the name of God for all eternity!
Although, for want of a plan, I cannot precisely picture
the sisters’ living quarters, according to your description,
they can be adapted to our purposes. After the beginning is
made—even if it would be in the stable in Bethlehem—you
will see how God continues to give miraculous help. Wherever we have gone, this has always been the case.
We are also satisfied with the promised means of support. It rarely happens that several sisters can live on the
salary of a male teacher, but when God blesses us, a little
bread is enough for many! We do not request a pension for
sisters who are incapacitated.
We will accept your kind invitation to see the place next
spring. Our school inspector [Matthias Siegert] offers you his
29. On December 11, 1857, Bishop Csajághy wrote to Mother Theresa
that permission had been granted for the sisters to open a mission in
Temesvár. In the hopes of establishing a boarding school and a motherhouse later, the bishop had purchased an additional building next to the
school. See M. Liobgid Ziegler, Magd des Herrn, (Typescript, Milwaukee)
305-306.
30. Emperor Francis Joseph
31. In 1857, the first sisters were sent to Gorizia, a small city on the Illyrian Coastland in the Austrian Empire (now in northeastern Italy).
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best regards and looks forward to an opportunity to meet you,
God willing, and to pay his respects.
Now God will have to help us with personnel! Although
we have a nice number of candidates, as you will see from
our small, respectfully enclosed directory, 32 they need a very
long time until they are thoroughly prepared. Trusting in
God, however, we believe that we can assure you that the
sisters will carry out their mission in Temesvár and the entire diocese of Csanád as satisfactorily as they have done
everywhere else up to now. You need not be afraid.
It is more difficult to determine a date for taking charge
of these schools. We hope to be able to conduct the classes in
Temesvár at the beginning of the next school year, but even
with the best will, it is almost impossible for us to take
charge of the other two schools next fall. 33 I ask for your patience. Would you kindly have these schools conducted as
they are now for a little while longer? It will be better to discuss this point in person.
In the meantime, if it would be possible to find a few
talented, native young women with teaching ability and a
vocation to the religious life who could join the sisters when
they come, a motherhouse could begin with a small candidature. It is likely that the school will be advertised and that
God will then move some hearts and awaken a few slumbering sparks in this regard as well.
How many children will probably attend the other schools?
We would like to see how many sisters are required. We cannot send fewer than two sisters to one place.
Wishing you health and blessing in the new year of grace,
I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus

32. Beginning in 1853, the generalate in Munich published an annual
directory listing the motherhouses, missions, and personnel at each place.
Statistical information and a report on the significant events in the congregation during the previous year were also included.
33. Bishop Csajághy requested sisters for schools in Temesvár, Perjamos, and Billet (now Timişoara, Periam, and Biled in Romania).

1852—1858
2538: To Emperor Francis Joseph
Vienna
J!M!
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Munich
January 9, 1858

Your Serene Highness! All-powerful Emperor and King!
Most gracious Emperor, King, and Lord!
It pleased Your Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty
to grant approval to the institute in Freistadt in Upper Austria, to the Institute for Deaf Children in Gorizia on the
coastland, and to the institute in Temesvár as branch institutes of the Order of the Poor School Sisters from Bavaria.
These institutes will remain in union with the motherhouse
in Munich. You granted this imperial and royal approval
with the express condition that no claim would be laid on
the imperial state treasury or public funds.
Please accept the expression of our deep gratitude, especially for the approval of the devout foundation made by
Mrs. [Theresa] Schwarz and her daughter in Freistadt. With
painful longing, the sisters waited five years for this approval. We want to show our gratitude through the sisters’
endeavors to train the girls to become God-fearing children,
well-behaved young women, and faithful spouses and subjects, thereby fulfilling the intent of our enlightened founder
[Francis Sebastian] Job 34 who was the confessor for Empress

34. Francis Sebastian Job (1767-1834) was born in Neunburg vorm
Wald and ordained in Regensburg in 1791. He was a professor of philosophy and theology in Regensburg, where he worked closely with Bishop
George Michael Wittmann until 1808. Fr. Job was then called to be court
chaplain, first in Stuttgart and, beginning in 1816, in Vienna. On August
14, 1833, Fr. Job completed writing the Spirit of the Constitutions for the
new congregation he named the Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame. He
died in Vienna on February 13, 1834.
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Mother Caroline Augusta. 35 The memory of these two persons will always inspire Poor School Sisters everywhere to
fulfill their duties with even greater zeal.
Please do not take it amiss if I respectfully add that our
founder Job certainly must have interceded at the throne of
God for us. Before he died, he told me about Your Majesty
with great enthusiasm and then prophesied that one day
you would ascend the imperial throne. 36
Our prayers will rise daily to the heavenly throne that
God will pour the fullness of blessing upon Your Imperial
and Royal Apostolic Majesty and the Most Serene Imperial
House. May God keep you for many years to come as a credit
and support to the Catholic Church and as Germany’s powerful refuge in our distressed times when the eyes and
hearts of all Catholics turn to you with such confidence and
go out to you like children to the best of fathers. 37
Respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
2589: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
Our Motherhouse in Munich
April 7, 1858
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
After such a long time, I am finally able to reply to your
letters of January 7 and March 29, 1858. We heard only
35. Caroline Augusta (1792-1873) married Emperor Francis I (17681835), who was the last emperor of the Holy Roman Empire (1792-1806)
and the first emperor of Austria (1804-35). After his first three wives preceded him in death, he married Caroline Augusta in 1816. The imperial
and royal couple had no children. Caroline Augusta devoted her life to
charitable works, fostered and promoted several religious communities,
including the School Sisters of Notre Dame, and established various
educational institutes.
36. Emperor Francis Joseph was not in the direct line to the throne
and only three years old when Fr. Francis Sebastian Job died.
37. Liberalism in the German States threatened to rob the Church of
the little control over its own affairs that it still held. Austria, which had
signed a concordat with the Church in 1855, seemed to offer a place of
refuge for Catholics who wished to continue living their faith as formerly.
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today that this year's examinations for our teaching candidates will take place next week. We had to wait for this announcement because plans for our journey and so many
other things depended on it.
In accordance with your wish, therefore, I want to tell
you that, God willing, we will arrive in Temesvár sometime
between May 10 and May 20 to discuss and settle further
details in the matter under consideration.
Thank you very much for the graciously outlined itinerary! Guests have already told us with great joy that the
School Sisters are coming to Temesvár. May the sisters live
in accordance with what God and you expect of them! In advance, I recommend these sisters and all of us to your devout remembrance in prayer.
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Th. of J.
2633: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár

Munich
June 13, 1858

J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
This letter and the package of drawings that we discussed are late, but you will forgive me when I say that our
journey extended from Temesvár to Gorizia and Trieste, and
from there to the northernmost area of Pomerania—an extremely long journey! 38
Once again, please accept the expression of our deep
gratitude for your kindness and gracious hospitality, as well
as for the way you accommodated all our wishes with such
pastoral care in order to foster God’s cause and the salvation of souls through the teaching and character formation
of the young people of your diocese.
On our journey, we had many opportunities to see the
38. Mother Theresa visited the mission in Grünhof, Pomerania (now
Śwęciechowo near Resko in northwestern Poland), where sisters conducted an orphanage and elementary school from 1857 until 1861.
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truth of our holy founder’s words, “Christ wants to be born
again of Mary.” Therefore, please bless the sisters often so
that they will be able to carry out the plans of God and the
Church and build up within the regional military fortress 39 a
more solid spiritual defense against other enemies who are
far stronger and more numerous. Then, with the grace of
God, heaven will be obtained.
I venture to submit my request once again that, if possible, the upper story in the recently purchased adjoining
building would be vacated so that the elementary school and
the institute could take shape and develop as intended, even
if the latter is very small at first.
On our journey, we often talked about the whole situation and wondered whether you obtained the building site.
God grant it, for it is only with God’s help that a motherhouse can be properly established. God will repay you without being outdone in generosity.
In closing, please do not take it amiss if I extend my best
regards and those of our confessor [Matthias Siegert] to your
retired brother, to the canon, and to the noble women.
Sincerely thanking you once again, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Th. of J.
2652: Dedication Document
Temesvár

Munich
July 11, 1858

Dedication Document
Representing the local authorities and in their name,
the city council of the provincial capital of Temesvár gives,
of its own accord and by virtue of this dedication document,
the rooms in the inner city building, No. 3, to the School Sisters, who will be established here by Bishop Alexander

39. The city of Temesvár developed around a citadel on the Bega River
that offered protection to the people of the surrounding area. The Turks
held the citadel from 1552 until 1718, when it was returned to Austria.
Until the end of the nineteenth century, walls and a moat surrounded the
center of the city where the sisters lived.
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Csajághy. This building is to be used as a school for girls and
living quarters for their teachers. It includes no more and
no less than all the space between the local parish church
and the Barbara Beck house and consists of five rooms on
the first floor, one room on the ground floor, two kitchens, a
cellar below these rooms, and a loft above them. The courtyard and the garden behind the building, the latter being
only as wide as the section of the building facing the alley,
are also included in this transaction made entirely in the interest of public instruction and for the fostering of the religious and scientific education of young girls.
It is given to the School Sisters for use as a school for
girls conducted free of charge. As soon as the School Sisters
begin teaching, the city council is obliged to hand over to
them all the teaching materials and equipment in the building. However, it must be expressly stated that the city will
always be the owner of these rooms, teaching materials, and
equipment, and that it is only the use of these that has been
given and transferred. The city publicly reserves the right to
confiscate these premises, just as it reserves the right to give
the above-mentioned School Sisters charge of the education
of young girls here or to take it from them. Moreover, if these
same School Sisters deviate from the purposes of even one of
these classrooms for girls or the teaching materials and
equipment, this city reserves the right to judge the results of
their instruction by means of public examinations conducted immediately by the appointed personnel.
The city, as the unquestionable owner of the classrooms
and building, must always keep them in good condition and
is solely responsible for repairs.

From the time that the School Sisters begin teaching the
young girls in the local school until they stop, the city is obliged to
give these same School Sisters the annual salary in quarterly
payments that is currently allocated for the teachers at the inner
city school for girls, that is, 700 florin (seven hundred gulden) conventional currency, 40 and 12 cords of hard firewood. It is expressly
stated that two classrooms must be heated.

40. Approximately $280 in American currency at the time
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It is also expressly stipulated that young women of all
religious denominations are accepted without discrimination and taught at the educational institute. Furthermore, if
more classrooms and teachers would become necessary, the
city will provide more classrooms and pay the new teachers
the appropriate salary. The existing precepts, which regulate the salary for other public elementary schools, are also
applicable to the institute that the School Sisters will open.
For the greater security of this dedication document,
drawn up by the mayor for the city, 41 it is signed by the
bishop and the superior of the above mentioned teaching
nuns as proof of the acceptance of all the provisos and conditions stipulated for the time that it is valid. It is also expressly stated that the city confidently assumes that its
wishes and reasonable demands will be taken into consideration at this educational institute.
Temesvár, May 22, 1858
Alexander [Csajághy]
Bishop of Csanád
von Speurquel
Royal Provincial Commissioner
Head of the City Council
Constantine Paulovitch
Representative
Carl Rauch
Forestry Councilor
Our Central Motherhouse in Munich
July 11, 1858
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
Poor School Sisters
of Notre Dame
41. John Nepomucene Preyer, a writer and historian, was the mayor of
Temesvár from 1844 until he was removed from office in February 1858.
Aloysius Marguet served as governing commissar until Carl von Küttel
became mayor of Temesvár in 1859.
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2653: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
Our Central Motherhouse in Munich
July 11, 1858
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Last evening I returned to our motherhouse after another journey in our country and found your esteemed letters that had arrived the previous day.
Before all else, please accept the expression of our deep
gratitude for your episcopal assurance of accepting our order
into your diocese and for the trust you are putting in us! May
God grant the grace so that the sisters who come will live
up to this trust and not only teach the children and young
women entrusted to them in a satisfactory manner but also
form them in genuine piety for the honor of God and the consolation of our holy Catholic Church.
Although the city dedication document 42 surpasses all
our expectations, the condition regarding the acceptance of
children of all denominations into the institute without exception gives us cause for concern because it is so general. If
someone would want to extend the condition, girls who are
not Catholic would also have to be accepted into the future
boarding school or secondary school and taught there, not
only by the sisters but also by the respective clergy who are
not Catholic.
If this requirement is already questionable in an
elementary school where, as experience taught us, the tendency is usually toward the left—to the Catholic children’s
disadvantage—then it would be of much greater concern for
the boarders and sisters in a secondary school.
It was for this reason that I hesitated to sign the dedication document until I could present this reservation to you
and then follow your wise judgment. If I sign it, I can do so
only on the condition we already discussed in Temesvár and
to which you agreed, that is, that the institute as such—the
future motherhouse with its candidature—will be and must
42. See Document 2652, pp. 16-18.
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be and will always be purely Catholic. It is even more disturbing because the boarding school provides our order with
the most and the best new members.
One remaining solution would be to establish a secondary boarding school for girls as a private institute. Since the
city council does nothing for these private institutes, it
would have nothing to say about this institute and remain
indifferent to it. Then no one could raise any objections.
Nevertheless, we are happy to open the elementary
school to children of all denominations, as long as only
Catholic clergy go there.
I promised to send sisters to the elementary school in
Temesvár this year and God will help us to fulfill this promise. It is beyond the realm of possibility to do more for
Temesvár this year, as I again learned after my return, and
therefore the secondary school for girls cannot begin until
next year. You have already arranged that the schools at the
other proposed places 43 would continue for one more year,
and we will do everything in our power to come to your help
next year.
Submitting this, my immediate response, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Th. of J.
2667: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
August 7, 1858

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
The reverend canon, whose name escapes me, delivered
your letters and visited our institute, even though it was not
in the best of order since the examinations will take place
soon. The various works and projects cause some disorder
in any case.
43. Perjamos and Billet, but sisters were never sent to Billet.
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Before all else, please accept the expression of our deep
gratitude for the itinerary and the tickets kindly acquired
for the sisters who are coming. Without really knowing who
will be going yet, the sisters are already dreaming about the
children there.
You are very serious now about acquiring new land for
building. That would be good no matter what happens because these building sites increase in value and could always be sold again if necessary. Perhaps we could do
without them later, but there is no thought of that now because they are needed for the proposed motherhouse that
will provide teachers for the girls of the large diocese. I also
think it would be desirable to keep the old building so that
the various departments could be separated and better
arranged. Therefore, I ask that you would kindly stop the
sale until the sisters’ work there is fully developed.
Please do not take it amiss if I express another thought
with regard to the middle school. 44 Would it be possible to
add another floor to the boys’ school so that the middle
school could be housed there?
The sisters could probably bring along the plans for the
motherhouse when they come.
Responding in haste and sincerely thanking you for your
benevolence and especially for the explanation of the point
under consideration in the dedication document, 45 the new
Austrian account books, 46 and so forth, I remain respectfully
yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus

44. The sisters did not conduct this middle school.
45. Bishop Csajághy’s letter referred to here has not been found.
46. New account books were necessary after Austrian currency was
adopted in place of conventional currency in 1857. One florin equaled approximately 38¢ in American currency.
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2704: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
Our Motherhouse in Munich
September 18, 1858
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
The time is approaching when the sisters will leave for
Temesvár. They will depart from here on September 25 in
the company of other sisters who were admitted to the diocese of Linz 47 and, God willing, they should arrive in
Temesvár towards the end of September. I also looked for a
French woman to travel with them.
Their baggage leaves here today and, as you kindly indicated, it is addressed to Anastaiće de Nako from Komlós in
the Banat 48 with delivery to the Catholic city school building
in Temesvár. May it arrive on time, that is, before or with
the sisters! Would you kindly see to it that it is kept in a
locked room until the sisters arrive?
Urgently recommending the travelers, as well as the entire cause, to your gracious benevolence and devout prayer,
I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
2723: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
October 1, 1858

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
There has been a delay in the sisters’ journey because of
troublesome passport requirements and the 700th anniver47. In October 1858, three sisters were sent to open a new mission in
Traunkirchen in the diocese of Linz in Upper Austria.
48. The Banat is a region of south-central Europe extending across
parts of western Romania, northeastern Serbia, and southern Hungary.
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sary of the city of Munich, which enticed so many visitors
that even the railroads with hundreds of coaches could no
longer accommodate them.
The sisters who are coming will not make a great impression externally, which I regret because that is what the
world seeks. I can tell you in confidence, however, that they
are all faithful, noble souls and truly virginal brides of
Christ who have died to the world. They are professionally
qualified sisters whom, to everyone’s regret, I tore from their
surroundings with a heavy heart, but I am convinced that
the founding of a motherhouse requires God-loving souls
and faithful sisters, just as these are, in order to lay a good
foundation. 49 Then we can do our part in planting the order
in such a far distant section of the Lord’s vineyard where it
is sure to bring many blessings. Bearing in mind our human
weakness, I write here what I know and recognize before
God.
In closing, therefore, I venture to recommend these sisters to your pastoral care and protection so that with God's
help they may live up to what is expected of them. I deeply
regret not having the opportunity to introduce them to you
personally.
Respectfully yours,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus

49. The first group of sisters sent to Temesvár included Sisters M.
Ludmilla Schenk, M. Gabriela Pfaffenzeller, and M. Abundantia Litschgi,
elementary teachers; M. Sigismunda Prückelmeyer, teacher of music and
French; M. Wunibalda Forster, teacher of needlework and drawing; and
M. Georgia Wimbauer, who took care of the household. Käthe Friess accompanied them in order to teach French and Julie Felser to serve as an
extern. The seven-day journey from Munich to Temesvár via Vienna was
made by train, boat, and stagecoach. See Reisenotizen bezüglich der ersten
Schwestern, die im Okt. 1858 nach Ungarn kamen (Autograph, Budapest).
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2724: To Aloysius Marguet
Temesvár

Our Motherhouse in Munich
October 1, 1858
J!M!

Your Honor! Highly esteemed Mayor! 50
Since the sisters are traveling to Temesvár, I could not
pass up the opportunity to recommend the new arrivals to
your good will and place them under your protection. It is
my hope that with God’s grace they will live up to all reasonable expectations regarding their profession and do their
part in the teaching and character formation of girls so that
they will become obedient children, well-behaved young
women, and virtuous Christian mothers. Then a new and
better generation will arise.
Expressing my deep gratitude for the trust you have
shown us by introducing our religious institute in Temesvár,
and recommending the sisters to your benevolence, I remain
respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
2725: To Count Giovanni B. Coronini Cronberg
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
October 1, 1858

Your Excellency! Right Honorable Governor!51
Please do not take it amiss if I recommend the newly arrived School Sisters to your gracious benevolence. I trust in
God that they will prove themselves worthy of this, live up

50. See Footnote 41, p. 18.
51. Count Giovanni B. Coronini Cronberg (1794-1880) was the military
governor of the Serbian Province and Temesvár Banat from 1849 until
1860, when he was appointed general military commander in Hungary.
He held this position until his retirement in 1865.
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to the reasonable demands placed on them by their profession, and make their small contribution toward the rise of a
better generation of young women.
Expressing my deep gratitude for approving the introduction of the religious institute of the School Sisters into
your province, 52 and confidently placing the sisters under
your noble protection, I remain respectfully yours,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior
2735: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
Our Motherhouse in Munich
October 18, 1858
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Thank you, thank you very much for all the news sent by
telegraph and by personal letters about the arrival of the
sisters and the opening of the church-related school to which
God has sent so many children. May God send help so that
when the children eventually leave the institute, they will
all be devout and well-educated young women. Suffering of
every kind will not be lacking, however, and so once again,
I urgently recommend the institute and the sisters to your
pastoral care and protection.
With regard to the boarding school that is to be opened,
I think a beginning should be made so that God’s work can
proceed well. Even if the beginning is small, and even if it is
only a beginning, God will continue to give help.
God knows how gladly I would have provided something
similar for Perjamos and Billet, but it was beyond the realm
of all possibility since we had so many cases of illness and
death in all the countries this year. If it continues like this,
I do not know how we can send sisters next year either. May
God help us!
52. See Footnote 28, p. 10.
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If it would be acceptable to you, I could do one thing for
the time being. I could send a few candidates who are certified teachers so that a reception ceremony could be held this
coming fall and mark the beginning of the motherhouse. The
Church celebration could also attract other young women.
We were all happy to hear that through your wisdom
and pastoral kindness, it was finally possible to purchase
the building sites that are absolutely necessary for the
prospective motherhouse. The cathedral canons donated
5,000 florin conventional currency 53 for this purpose,
which will bring down the blessing of God who will reward
them a thousandfold.
Opening a third class will serve the best interests of the
children and the sisters. In addition to being able to work
for the honor of God and the salvation of the children’s souls,
the sisters will be able to earn a little more income.
We will present our statutes as soon as they are approved by the Holy See and returned to us. In the meantime,
it should be sufficient for the secular authorities if you would
kindly tell them that, when accepting schools, the School
Sisters from Bavaria submit to the laws of the land regarding textbooks and are subordinate to the authorities in
everything stipulated by the Austrian Concordat.
Your expression of gratitude makes us even more
ashamed because we are only doing our duty, which I would
also like to repeat here.
Respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus

53.

Approximately $2,000 in American currency at the time
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2770: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
Our Motherhouse in Munich
December 24, 1858
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
The Poor School Sisters wish to be among your numerous admirers who unite today in expressing our best wishes
for the new year of grace. May Jesus, the Good Shepherd
who has entrusted the staff to your hands, guide and bless
the hearts of many. Then an abundance of joy and consolation will be yours during the coming year as you bring all
your sheep into the fold and win them for God.
May God also grant the sisters grace to make their small
contribution in bringing up a truly devout generation.
May there soon be aspirants from the Banat. I heard
that one has applied for the kitchen. 54 How happy I would be
to send many capable workers to the new plantation in the
Church so that the harvest will be very abundant. However,
we are afflicted with illness and death everywhere, resulting
in a great diminishment of personnel. We lost precisely the
ones whom we had chosen for Hungary. Nevertheless, we
will not let our trust decline. Perhaps the New Year holds
more consoling prospects. We lay these heartfelt concerns
at the crib of the Divine Savior of the World who will bless
us.
Here in Bavaria, there is very great interest in the
School Sisters’ new mission in Hungary and inquiries are
being made about how things are going in Temesvár.
Recommending our sisters to your gracious benevolence
during the New Year and requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
54. Frances Weidner cooked and took care of necessary business outside the enclosure for the sisters in Temesvár for five years before she was
received as Sister M. Armella in 1864.
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2857: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
March 16, 1859

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
May health and blessing be yours on your nameday! 1
This will be our prayer to Jesus in honor of Mary who has always blessed you through her Divine Child. Mary’s blessing
will continue!
Before responding to your gracious letter, I must first
ask your forgiveness that in my last letter with greetings for
the New Year, 2 I did not mention your handwritten copy of
the dedication document. In my haste, I thought it was the
same as we had received earlier. 3
Even if it is late, please accept the expression of our
deep gratitude for this document. My poor words cannot express my appreciation, but I cherish the consolation that
God, whom you honor by doing everything through Mary,
will abundantly repay you for everything through the powerful intercession of our most loving mother.
Please be assured that it is my very serious intention to
do everything possible for the cause. Indeed, it would redound to my greatest honor and joy if I could do something
about the cause. Mary helped in the past and will continue
to help! Ave Maria!
Praise and thanks to our gracious God, who blesses the
sisters’ efforts in their small sphere of activity! It is not our
work. It is often the surprising success of work done by very

1. March 18, the feast of St. Alexander of Jerusalem
2. See Document 2770, p. 27.
3. See Document 2652, pp. 16-18.
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ordinary sisters, as well as the grace of our vocation, since
God loves holy obedience so much and blesses it so gladly!
Our gratitude also goes to you for the undeserved pastoral kindness and notable sacrifice evident in your personal
dedication to God’s work! Thank you, too, for the great forbearance and graciousness you always show the poor sisters. Without Your Excellency as its noble patron, without
this strong, lofty pillar, the entire work would not have the
support or make the progress that is so readily seen there.
I spoke with our very skillful architect about the building sites and plans, describing and explaining the situation
as well as I could. Nevertheless, he said he could not do more
than what is on the respectfully enclosed sheet of paper. He
also stated that, after he receives the necessary information,
he is most willing to do everything he can.
If you would allow me to say one word on the subject
under discussion, it would be this—please do not sell the acquired building where our sisters and boarders are now living, but buy the expensive bakery next door instead so that
we will gain some space, even if it means going into debt. 4
God will pay off the debt and we will not owe anything. We
are in great need of space if a motherhouse is to develop for
the honor of God’s name and the salvation of the souls of the
children. Even this space will be extremely limited because
only buildings with one story are allowed.
I venture to make a suggestion with regard to the building capital that is lacking and must be raised, but I do not
want to influence you in the least and I ask for your forgiveness in advance. Could a Marian Association be established in the diocese to contribute toward the building of a
motherhouse for the diocese? The offering made by each
member who voluntarily joins could be set at a very small
amount, perhaps one kreuzer 5 per month. If someone cannot
give that much, she pays less. If someone wants to give
more, nothing would prevent that either. Most of the faith4. According to his letter of January 22, 1859, Bishop Csajághy did not
recommend the building housing the bakery since it was dark and stuffy.
Even expensive renovations would not make it suitable for the desired
purposes. See Copia Publica (Transcript, Generalate) 4980-83.
5. Less than half a penny in American currency at the time
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ful would give such a small alms for a good purpose and even
poor people would not find it difficult, especially if the pastors would encourage their parishioners to do it. The pastors
could collect the offerings and send them to you. Surely a
nice sum would accumulate in one year if, as we hope, God
blesses it through Mary.
The establishment of this religious association for the
training of devout young women would be in harmony with
the deeply moving pastoral letter you graciously sent us.
The dear Mother of God will help her spiritual daughters obtain a building. We also hope and pray that she will send
candidates to this house, but this will not proceed without
suffering, as is the case with all the works of God. Until
now, we always acquired the best candidates from the sisters’ boarding schools and secondary schools. After the institute is better known and established, we will do the same in
Hungary.
Thank you very much for the beautiful booklets you sent!
The prayer book is very nice. Evidently the author is a deeply religious and holy priest, because he holds the old prayer
book of our Blessed Peter Fourier 6 in such high regard that
he hardly dared change the old expressions into our modern
language. It is unfortunate since it does not quite conform to
our holy rule.
Asking that you would continue to bestow your pastoral
benevolence upon us, and requesting your episcopal blessing
for all of us but especially for the one who remains respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mary Theresa of Jesus

6. St. Peter Fourier (1565-1640) was a Canon of St. Augustine and pastor in Mattaincourt in Lorraine. Together with Blessed Alix Le Clerc
(1576-1622), he founded the Congregátion Notre-Dame in 1597. The members of the congregation were also known as Canonesses of St. Augustine
to assure their recognition as apostolic women religious. Peter Fourier
was beatified by Pope Benedict XIII on January 20, 1730, and canonized
by Pope Leo XIII on May 27, 1897.
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2870: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
March 26, 1859

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Oh, what unexpected, sad news your letter of March 18
brought us! The strong and kindhearted Sister Ludmilla left
her post so quickly, left all of us, and finished her earthly
course! 7 I could not sleep the entire night that she died. I felt
that one of the sisters was summoning me to a patient who
was seriously ill. It was the good Ludmilla!
What a loss for the new institute in Temesvár! What a
loss for our entire order! When we opened the death announcement, all the sisters of the motherhouse stood there
with tears in their eyes, wringing their hands. Everyone
loved Sister Ludmilla because of her innocence and affability. She was so devoted to the order, so open and attached to
her superiors, so motherly to others! When I sent the sisters
to Temesvár, it was a consolation to have this sister to lead
them. She knew how to teach and train the children well.
Although she was very plain exteriorly, she had a very holy
and powerful influence over souls. The Lord of life and death
has done this, however. God gave her to us and then took
her away. Blessed be the name of God forever! 8
She has left us only in body; she is still in our midst.
Since the harvest is great and the laborers so few, Ludmilla
will plead at the throne of God that other good workers will
be sent into the vineyard.
I am convinced that Ludmilla conscientiously fulfilled
the duties of her vocation, just as the other sisters did, but
I also believe that with the unforeseen throng of so many
children, the work required too great an effort. Ludmilla and
the other sick sisters may have also stayed up too long,
worked themselves to exhaustion, sacrificed too much, and
given too much of themselves.
7. Sister M. Ludmilla Schenk died in Temesvár at the age of 33 on
March 18, 1859.
8. See Job 1:21.
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In the beginning, we only counted on two classes, for
which I made adequate provision. The boarding school was
to develop later. The entire institute increased and multiplied so rapidly, however, that the work doubled, placing
heavy demands on the strength of the sisters. Since I seriously warned them against this and never expected them to
carry such a burden, it hurts me even more.
What you said about too much secrecy is very unclear to
me. Ludmilla was never like that. She was always open, but
as they used to say, she was not careful about little omissions. Being in charge, she probably should have been even
more attentive to those things. It could be that she considered the rash, which you wrote about, as something insignificant and passing and did not want to make an
immediate fuss about it. 9
You consider it necessary for me to impress upon the
rest of the sisters the obligation to exercise moderation in
mortifications! I intend to do this as my duty requires and I
will do it. Please do not take it amiss, however, if I venture
to say that it is a general principle in our motherhouse and
religious institute not to practice strict, physical mortifications. Even when fasting, we only do the ordinary fast prescribed by the Church and nothing extraordinary, because
teaching is classified as heavy work. We look more toward
interior mortification and this is what we try to promote.
As superior, Ludmilla must have taken this upon herself voluntarily. I do not know, but I would not have approved of it. Moreover, our present generation does not have
the kind of physical stamina that can be treated with such
severity. At least, that is what I observe in our country.
Nevertheless, one or other soul is driven to mortification of
every kind as, for example, Abundantia [Litschgi] and Wunibalda [Forster], but they were always kept in check and
often given the penance to eat and drink more instead of
fasting. If they are now doing something else, it is definitely
not my will and I will not neglect to direct my special attention toward this.
9. A rash was one of the first symptoms of the illness that caused Sister M. Ludmilla’s death.
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Thank you very much for graciously putting Sister M.
Gabriela [Pfaffenzeller] in charge of the sisters for the time
being. That was what I was also thinking. God helped Ludmilla. May God help Gabriela as well!
You may have been taken aback by the number of persons that I sent at first (instead of three, eight came). However, according to your letter, eight are not enough for
Temesvár and more are needed. Since we have been afflicted
with so much similar suffering this year that I do not know
what God has in mind, it will be extremely difficult to send
more sisters. It is precisely for this reason that I cannot help
you as much as I would like to and should. Although we
have over 90 candidates again this year, only about 20 will
take the teaching examination. It takes a very long time before they are trained in asceticism and pedagogy and become
sufficiently knowledgeable in all the subjects to be sent to
the missions.
I turned to several of our houses to find candidates who
could be prepared for reception in Temesvár, which, by the
grace of God, could take place this fall if you agree to it.
If only it were possible for me to find one sister soon
whom I could accompany to Temesvár! Then I could discuss
various matters with you, especially those regarding the
building. If I could absent myself from here for a time, how
gladly I would fill a need there!
You have our letters regarding the building project now.
We await your comments so that we can have the plan
worked out in detail. I forgot to say that if the school for girls
would be on the new building site, a suitable motherhouse
could not be built there. May God help us through the intercession of Mary!
For my part, I agree that the school for girls should
stay where it is now and that the old, adjoining building
where our sisters are living should be renovated for educational purposes that will increase over time. Then the actual institute building could be put up on the new site. Of
course, the two buildings could be connected—God will also
see to that.
In closing, I implore you to continue to be the sisters’
protector and patron. Please do not allow laywomen to be
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sent to the institute so that they can be trained as teachers
and do their practice teaching at the school for girls. The sisters recently told me that this has happened. Ever since we
began, we avoided having laywomen in any of our houses on
the principle that if a kingdom is not united, it will destroy
itself. I have had sad experience of this. We also avoid it because the sisters’ time and energy, which are needed for the
one thing necessary, become fragmented. They should be
serving everyone but end up serving no one instead.
How can I thank you for all you did in your charity and
self-sacrifice for our dear departed M. Ludmilla and for the
sisters left behind? I know of no other way than to pray,
“May God reward you a thousandfold, now and in eternity!”
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
2871: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
Telegram

[After March 26, 1859]

Close the day schools for a time. Necessity demands.
I will try to find aspirants to help out, but is it advisable
to send them now? 10
Theresa
2877: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
Postscript

April 1, 1859

Just as we were about to send the first letter, 11 a
telegram announced the serious illness of two sisters. My

10. The Kingdom of Piedemont was seeking independence from Austria and unification with Italy and war was imminent.
11. See Document 2870, pp. 32-35.
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God, what suffering you have to endure with us! All the
works of God proceed through suffering of every kind. In all
this, we are consoled with the thought that it is the proof of
God’s work. Since those who sow with tears reap with joy,
bright prospects for the future are opening up for us. May
God be satisfied with one offering12 and give us back the two
new patients.
In the meantime, I have not been idle. Since I cannot
send a sister in the middle of the year, I have been trying to
get aspirants for Hungary. I even turned to our house in Illyria 13 so that I could bring at least one certified teaching
candidate to Temesvár. In God’s name, the others must finish their studies in Temesvár and, when they are ready,
take their examination so that they can be received. It is
very difficult. They do not make such a decision quickly, and
I cannot impose obedience on them as I do on the sisters.
Then I worry that these young people might also become ill
if an epidemic goes through the house where there is so little space and no garden! 14
The personnel will come as soon as possible. We will let
you know the day of their departure from here.
When similar things happen here, the schools are always
closed for a short time. As I said in the telegram, 15 this will
be necessary now in Temesvár.
Praised be Jesus Christ!
[No Signature]

12. Sister M. Ludmilla Schenk
13. The mission in Gorizia
14. The building where the sisters lived and taught was surrounded by
other buildings, barracks, and trenches. The inner city of Temesvár was
surrounded by a moat and both the air and the water were badly polluted.
The sisters did not have a garden. In addition to preparing for classes
with up to 72 children, the teaching sisters shared the household tasks.
They were still obliged to pray the entire breviary, which took at least two
hours each day and required that they rise at 4:00 a.m. See Die Lebensweise im ersten Kloster (Typescript, Budapest).
15. See Document 2871, p. 35.
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Munich
April 11, 1859

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Good things take time! As much as I tried to comply
with the wishes expressed in your kind communications, I
was unable to give you reliable news about the travelers
until today.
Six candidates will leave for Temesvár on the first train
tomorrow. Because of the urgency, I am sending them to
help for the time being since, as I said, no sister is available
for Hungary.
One of these six candidates is Anna Mannes, a certified
teacher whom I called from Illyria. I had two young women
come from Westphalia, Marie Riecks and Sophie Jasper.
Marie is already trained in the theory and practice of teaching. The superior in Westphalia 16 wrote that she could pass
the prescribed examination immediately. Sophie will be very
helpful since she is prepared for needlework as well as the
care and character formation of boarders. Walburga Forster,
Marie Dirnberger, and Ottilie Köppel are also coming. God
willing,Forster and Dirnberger would pass their teaching examinations in a short time and Köppel some time next year.
You can see from this list what kind of candidates are
coming. If the need in Temesvár were not so great, or if I
could help in some other way, we would have been happy to
keep them here, complete their education, and have them
take their examination first.
After the end of the school year in September, I will be
able to send a second group with at least two certified teaching candidates.
With this first group, I am counting on being able to
send help to Temesvár for the elementary and needlework
schools, as well as for the institute. I hope that God will send
many blessings. As far as we can judge from our human
16. Sister M. Willibalda Deischer
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point of view, these young women are all thoroughly good
and very capable. In many respects, this is the best beginning for a new motherhouse.
Who will finish instructing these young people so that
they will be able to pass the teaching examination? God will
answer this question in the best way possible. Therefore, I
hope and pray that, after giving us so many favors, God will
add one more and send an experienced priest who will take
on this responsibility and sacrifice himself for God’s work.
On his nameday, St. Joseph recently brought us an assistant priest. 17 Although Fr. [Matthias Siegert] has recovered
from a very serious illness, he can no longer handle the constantly increasing amount of work alone.
In order to take the examination, the young women who
are coming will need time to learn more about Austrian history and the Austrian accounting system. Since you will be
caring for them in a pastoral manner, the examination will
not be very rigorous for them. Later on, the new motherhouse
will definitely need a priest to instruct the aspirants in religion and pedagogy. The sisters will teach all the other subjects. Surely, God will take care of this through you since
God’s chosen ones can be found everywhere and in every position.
If you would consider what would be necessary for the
examination and kindly let us know, we would be most willing to help in whatever way we can. We will give the children of God an outline, or send it later, so that you can see
how the same teaching examinations are conducted in our
country. Perhaps this will also help the examiner with regard to our people. Then, if it is agreeable to you, those who
take the examination can be received in autumn. We would
be willing to help in this regard as well.
I am very sorry that I am unable to accompany the good
young people, but I cannot leave so quickly now. A journey
to Tyrol immediately after Easter was scheduled earlier and
cannot be postponed since it also involves a foundation and
mission there. 18
17. Fr. Anton Kammerseder
18. Negotiations regarding a prospective mission in Kronburg in Aus-
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We had difficulty with the passports. We could not obtain the regular ones because there was not enough time,
but through the exceptional kindness of our local royal police director, we were able to get provisional passports that
are valid for four weeks. Since it affects the institute, we
hope that the real passports will arrive on time. In case one
or other passport would arrive somewhat later—contrary to
our expectations and through no fault of ours—could you
please vouch for those who still do not have theirs?
Exhausted by the journey, these children of God will
need a few days to rest. May God prevent infection from
smallpox and graciously spare us from war, so that their
parents do not become frightened and keep their children
from us. 19
Recommending all this to God and your pastoral heart
and placing everything under Mary’s protection, I remain
respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
2894: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
Our Motherhouse in Munich
April 24, 1859
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Before I could answer your letter of April 9, which we
received on April 13, your second letter of April 18 arrived
on April 22. I was waiting for the sketch of the building plan
that is being drafted but now I hasten to respond to both letters as well as I can.
First of all, may God reward you a thousand times for
your genuine, pastoral kindness in adding the favor—the
Mass foundation for Sister Ludmilla [Schenk]—to all that
trian Tyrol were taking place at the time.
19. Austria issued an ultimatum to the Kingdom of Piedemont on April
11 and invaded the kingdom on April 29, 1859, to dispute its plans for unification with Italy.
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you have already done for us! It will always be a good sign
and a touching memorial. Before you told us about what was
being done in Temesvár, Sister Ludmilla’s former schoolchildren in the Au Suburb 20 took the initiative to do the
same. Not satisfied with the Mass said for her in the convent, they collected their kreuzer and had their own Solemn
High Mass celebrated in the parish church for their teacher
who was so dear to them. The clergy were deeply moved. It
is our confident hope that God will grant Sister Ludmilla
eternal rest—the God whom she followed and served with
love and fidelity and in whose service she died. God will not
let her trust be put to shame. 21
I also agree with you that the superior of a motherhouse
should not be bound by any other duties, but that cannot
happen immediately. For years, I also had to fill the positions of teacher, novice director, and superior until God sent
help. All the works of God have small and painful beginnings, which is precisely the reason why they grow. This also
seems to be the case in Temesvár where the superior will
have to bear several responsibilities in the beginning. Nevertheless, that will change soon.
Besides the children, four aspirants came. God grant
that they have a vocation to the religious life and talent for
teaching—a double vocation. We may not lose sight of that
in our religious institute. If these children of God are going
to qualify, they must be very young—still children, I would
like to say—and gifted with extraordinary talent, a cheerful disposition, and sociability. They must also be of legitimate birth.
Until our house in Temesvár is ready, it would be very
advisable if the first aspirants would come to Munich for
their training. That would be the shortest and surest way
to achieve the desired goal. If God grants me life and good
health, I will postpone my visit to Temesvár until the first
reception in September in accordance with your wish. If the
dear children have the above qualities, I could take them

20. In 1839, a mission was opened in the Au Suburb of Munich (now
Munich-Au).
21. See Psalm 25.
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back with me. If they do not have them, our formation would
be in vain. Since these young people often leave, they should
have sufficient means to cover the costs of their candidature
and novitiate. Otherwise, the motherhouse will be completely exhausted financially without having any benefit
from them.
We would be equally willing to bring a priest here to initiate him into our entire way of life, interiorly and exteriorly. Since you painfully lament the shortage of priests,
however, I will look for a priest here if that would be agreeable to the bishop. In addition to the qualities usually required, he must have a spirit of sacrifice and be willing to go
to the sisters in Temesvár and to serve God in the position
under consideration. All of this takes time.
According to what you wrote, the children of God whom
we recently sent arrived safely in Temesvár. 22 Thanks be to
God! It is true that the foundation of a candidature is a great
responsibility and therefore much is required. Mary will also
help us.
I sent the examination questions for your private use in
case they are needed. Our examinations here are very difficult and it would be desirable if they would not be as rigorous in Temesvár. Ever since the death of the former royal
government commissioner, who conducted the examination
with Fr. [Matthias Siegert] as archdiocesan commissioner, 23
we cannot have the teaching candidates officially certified
here. Formerly, the royal government inspected the written
papers and returned them to the examination commissioners for verification, but this is no longer possible.
In our country, decisions regarding the examinations
and examination commissioners are made together by the
royal district government and the archdiocese and not by
the royal department of education. In any case, I ask that
you would insist that the examination take place at the
motherhouse in Temesvár. There are many reasons that
make this highly desirable—to say nothing of the travel expense or the distance from the motherhouse that is always
disturbing for these young women. What is lost now at the
22. See Document 2886, pp. 37-39.
23. Msgr. Matthias Schön died on March 17, 1859.
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beginning will probably be lost forever.
Moreover, the candidates who were sent are not extraordinary individuals and still need much to complete
their education. For this reason, they were only allowed to
help in the schools now and then. Their school certificates
will arrive soon.
In our country, the government makes an exception for
religious teaching candidates and allows them to take their
examination at the time requested by the convent. Only one
examination is sufficient although two or three are required
of lay teaching apprentices. The imperial and royal government in Austria will surely be in agreement with this petition from you. It lies in the religious institute’s best interest
to train its teachers so that they are equal to all the demands
made on them in the schools, even when they are isolated on
the missions. This means giving them all the necessary
classes and preparation, both in theory and practice.
The candidates have most of the books they need. If possible, we will send to the sisters the rest of the books as well
as written notes and the candidature curriculum. Our candidates, or at least those from here, were taught how to use
the calculator and how to teach with visual aids. These ordinary teaching methods are highly praised wherever the
sisters have been sent.
I also think that the sisters in Temesvár have already
learned the few distinctive features in the language so that
they could easily teach them to the candidates. However,
this must be done only after the candidates have been thoroughly instructed in grammar according to the new universal standards and have a comprehensive understanding of it,
both in theory and in practice.
If our sisters have already learned whatever might be
different in the new Austrian accounting system, 24 I prefer
that the sisters instruct the candidates in this.
As soon as our holy rule is approved by the Holy See,
we will not delay in presenting it to you. If the impending
turmoil of war does not place new obstacles in the way, 25 we
24. See Footnote 46, p. 21.
25. See Footnote 19, p. 39.
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have good reason to hope that the rule will be approved.
Therefore, we ask for your gracious forbearance until then.
In the meantime, I will give the sisters precise directives regarding the acceptance and formation of the candidates and
their reception into the novitiate. Then you will not have to
be burdened with such things because the sisters can do that
for themselves, just as we are accustomed to doing it here.
Nevertheless, they will prepare a copy of the ceremonies and
present it to you.
Regarding the sketch of the building plans, we still
counted on both sites, C and D, and I had the plans worked
out so that the building would suit our purposes. At least
that is what I thought, but after having read what you wrote
in your last letter, I fear that all our work was in vain.
Putting up vaulted ceilings on the ground floor of the
new building would certainly not be in accordance with the
purpose of a motherhouse. We had something similar in the
buildings next to our motherhouse that we purchased at
great cost—or rather the ground on which they stood—just
to get rid of them. They were such a problem for us.
Be assured that we will do everything we can to help the
new motherhouse in Temesvár. It lies in our own interest.
Sincerely thanking you for your consoling telegraph
messages, all your handwritten letters, and all your endeavors, and wishing you a very joyous Alleluia, 26 I remain
respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
Thank you very much for the newspaper articles which
you graciously enclosed with your letter. It is very consoling
to us that the school is progressing well. May God, to whom
all honor is due, continue to grant us grace!

26. In 1859, Easter occurred on April 24, the day on which this letter
was written.
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2914: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
Our Motherhouse in Munich
June 12, 1859
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
I hasten to respond to your esteemed letter of May 30.
In the meantime, you have also received the requested candidates’ visitor certificates. We were waiting for the certificates from Prussia but they still have not arrived. We will
send them as soon as we receive them and we ask for your
gracious forbearance until then.
May God grant that Marie Riecks 27 will soon get over
the malady that constantly afflicts her. We were assured repeatedly that it never prevented her from fulfilling her vocational duties and we sincerely hope that God will also send
help.
May God grant that the city council will build the school
for girls because in the present circumstances, it would be
impossible for our religious institute, especially after the
small addition to the motherhouse cost 3,000 florin in Austrian currency. 28
In the meantime, we will continue to pray for you and
especially that the treatment at the spa will be very beneficial and that you will be able to regain your strength.
Finally, I must tell you the good news of great joy that
the Church has now approved our holy rule. If some changes
seem necessary, we have six years to make a new application for approval. The Holy See does this for all religious institutes like ours without exception. Praise and thanks be
to God! On June 5, the feast of St. Boniface, the Holy Father
called a special meeting of the Sacred Congregation for this
purpose. On June 9, we received a telegram with the good

27. Candidate Marie Riecks was sent to Temesvár in April 1859.
28. Approximately $1,140 in American currency at the time
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news. As soon as we have the holy rule in our hands, we will
have it printed and present a copy to you (if temporal circumstances allow). 29
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
2946: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
Our Motherhouse in Munich
August 4, 1859
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
What great joy your letter of July 15 from Marienbad 30
brought all of us! Yes, Mary has helped and will continue to
help again and again. Since your letter arrived, I was away
from the motherhouse several times. Then there were the
many examinations in our candidature and in the elementary and secondary schools. Your pastoral kindness will
surely forgive my delay in writing.
All the building plots have been acquired for the new
motherhouse that, with the help of God, will be a complete
entity. Praise and thanks be to God! Without God’s help,
the motherhouse would have been only half the size.
God willing, I greatly look forward to seeing you in
Temesvár again toward the end of September. The candidates’ examination still needs to be held in Temesvár and
there are many other things to settle before the reception
ceremony. Since the sisters are asking for personnel for
household services, I am also thinking of bringing a few
other persons with me.

29. Austria was still at war with the Piedmontese and the French over
Italian unification, which finally ended with the Austrian defeat at Solferino on June 24, 1859.
30. Now Mariánské Lázně in the Czech Republic, which is noted for its
healing waters and spas
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I hope to meet you in the best of health. We pray daily
that God will bless the treatments at the spa so that the
motherhouse will be able to enjoy your pastoral care for
many years to come. We also pray that from the tiny mustard seed, a tree of life will grow, blossom, and bear fruit a
hundredfold for the entire diocese.
Praise God if you obtain a priest from the diocese of Regensburg for Temesvár. There are very worthy priests there,
but a motherhouse position requires a combination of both
ascetic and intellectual qualities. Love for God’s work and
self-sacrifice, both of which demand much patience, are especially needed. Praise, honor, and thanks be to God and to
Your Excellency!
With great joy, our archbishop 31 brought us the papal
decree and the approved holy rule last Sunday. 32 Deo gratias!
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
2968: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
September 12, 1859

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Under the patronage of the Most Blessed Virgin Mary,
Mother of our order, we are sending to Temesvár the young
women mentioned in a previous letter. 33 Most of them are
being sent for household services. Sister Winfrieda [Sterner]
passed her examination in needlework. Aloysia Schmederer
was attracted to Hungary through Sisters Ludmilla
[Schenk] and Gabriela [Pfaffenzeller] and could not be held

31. Gregory von Scherr, OSB (1804-77), Archbishop of Munich and
Freising (1856-77)
32. July 31, the feast of St. Ignatius
33. See Document 2946, pp. 45-46.
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back any longer. She is trained in needlework and has great
intellectual talent. Aloysia also has a slight physical disability.
In order to staff the motherhouse well, such positions
must be filled with reliable persons so that everything will
progress in an orderly manner.
I believe we have now covered the desires and needs of
our sisters. I recommend the new arrivals to your pastoral
care and request your episcopal blessing for them and for all
of us.
We were very sorry to hear from our sisters that you
continue to be ill. We trust in God's goodness and pray that
God will give you strength.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
2969: To an Unidentified Person
Vienna
J!M!

Munich
September 12, 1859

Your Honor!
Last spring we gratefully made use of the recommendation by the director of the Institute for Deaf Children in
Gorizia34 and relying on this, we sent to you our sisters who
were on their way to Temesvár. We still owe you an expression of our gratitude for your good care of them.
With this letter, therefore, we have the honor of expressing our gratitude. At the same time, we call upon the
kindness you have already shown by recommending to your
gracious care the sisters who are now traveling to our mission in Temesvár. Would you kindly help them and give

34. Fr. Andrew Pauletig
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them the advice and directions they might need. It is always
difficult for strangers in an unknown city and it will be doubly difficult for these travelers. 35
Trusting in your proven kindness, expressing our sincere gratitude in advance, and praying that God will reward
and bless you, I remain respectfully yours,
The grateful Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
3001: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
Central Motherhouse in Munich
December 28, 1859
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
How surprised and touched I was when I returned from
a six-week journey (during which Divine Providence visibly
protected us from an accident) and found your gracious,
handwritten letter in which I read about what great things
the Lord has done through you for our dear children of God.
You paid the entire purchase sum and deposited the amount
needed to pay off the remaining debt. 36 Furthermore, you
put money into the savings bank to cover the cost of the
bricks still to be delivered. May God reward you a thousandfold!
On December 26, just as I was about to respond to your
letter of November 27 (received December 4), your second
handwritten letter of December 18 arrived. You told us that
although the oratory was under roof, it is not ready to be
used.
35. When the first sisters traveled to Temesvár in October 1858, they
stopped in Vienna and stayed overnight in a hotel filled with military personnel. (The first mission in Vienna was not opened until October 1860.)
The next morning, the sisters missed the boat that was to take them to
Budapest. After much searching, they finally found a convent near the
Danube and spent their second night with the Franciscan Sisters there.
See Reisenotizen bezüglich der ersten Schwestern, die im Okt. 1858 nach
Ungarn kamen (Autograph, Budapest).
36. See Document 2914, p. 44.
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I share deeply in your lamentation that the city council
still has not given an answer regarding the school for girls. 37
If the forthcoming congress brings turmoil, 38 then we could
help with some Austrian bonds until next spring when they
could be returned to the generalate. May God be with us.
Our consolation is that God rules the world and that Christ
the Lord heads the Church. Since we faithfully follow Jesus,
we will not be abandoned either! Let us hope for the best!
With great effort, our rule has finally progressed to the
extent that today we will be able to submit a German translation of the French original to our archbishop 39 for confirmation. Therefore, we should be able to present a copy to
you soon. 40
According to the paragraph in our holy rule regarding
the acceptance of gifts, individual sisters may accept gifts,
but they must be given to the community at once. We cannot and may not do otherwise. In any case, it would be of
benefit to the motherhouse if these gifts to individuals,
which cause so much suspicion and jealousy and result in
new obligations, would be stopped or at least prevented as
far as possible.
Thank God if our dear children were well enough to
take up their duties immediately. 41
If only something could be done about improving the enclosure.
37. See Document 2914, p. 44.
38. After the 1848-49 revolution against Hapsburg rule in Hungary,
the Serbian Province and Temesvár Banat was formed and ruled by
Count Giovanni B. Coronini Cronburg, an Austrian military governor
with headquarters in Temesvár. On December 27, 1860, the province was
dissolved. Although the area was still under Hapsburg rule, it was incorporated into Hungary and enjoyed a slightly greater degree of autonomy.
See Alexandru Cuţara, Timişoara * Temeswar (Timişoara, Amarcord,
1998) 14-15.
39. Archbishop von Scherr
40. According to a decree issued by the Archdiocesan Ordinariate in
Munich and Freising on February 24, 1860, the German translation of
the original French text of the rule of the congregation was given episcopal confirmation. See Regel und Constitutionen des klösterlichen Institutes
der armen Schulschwestern de Notre Dame, approbirt von Seiner
Heiligkeit, Papst Pius IX. (Munich: Pössenbacher, 1860).
41. See Document 2968, pp. 46-47.
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How should I respond to your gracious, pastoral greetings for the new year of grace? I know of nothing better than
to pray that God will always be with you! In the difficult
times that threaten to befall your country, may God be your
refuge and shield, your consolation and guide. Then, come
what may, everything is sure to go well.
Our confessor [Matthias Siegert] frightened us again
with a relapse, but we hope that it will not have any serious
effects. Since he does not dare to burden you again by writing, he asked me to extend his best regards and the expression of his gratitude. He will have a few books sent to you.
We asked our aspirants to write to you on the first day,
but they hesitated to do so before the New Year. Babette
[Olofson] and Amalie [Czapek] are well, but Wilhelmine [von
Lupp], the good child, is running a fever. Our doctor says
the climate here is a more effective antidote against Hungarian fever than medicine. She enjoys Bavarian beer and it
is good for her. So far, the three of them are doing well.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
3081: To Bishop Alexander Csajághy
Temesvár
Our Motherhouse in Munich
[January 17, 1860] 42
J!M!
Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
How sorry we are to hear that you are ill again! We pray
daily that your health will be restored. May God graciously
hear us!
Although we rejoice in the consoling message that Gyárváros 43 wants to hand over its school to the School Sis42. In the beatification collection, Document 3081 is dated June 17,
1860, but internal evidence indicates that it was written on January 17,
1860. Bishop Csajághy died at the age of 50 on February 7, 1860.
43. Now Timişoara-Fabrica, a suburb of Temesvár that grew rapidly
in the 19th century due to industrial development
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ters, we are embarrassed that we cannot immediately hasten to your help in accordance with the need and your
wishes. Nevertheless, what can happen will happen for the
love of God and for your benefit.
If it would serve the purpose, the most we could do is to
send at Easter a certified teaching candidate for the first
class (here the lowest) and another candidate for needlework. Of course, this is if God grants both of them life and
good health. We have been afflicted with so many deaths
among the sisters.
We hope that we will be able to send another teaching
candidate for the second semester, that is, if the examination of our teaching candidates will be completed by then.
On the other hand, I will not be able to send help for the
kindergarten before this year's profession.
According to Sister Gabriela's [Pfaffenzeller] letter, the
school and the kindergarten in Gyárváros are in separate
buildings. It would be very desirable to have both institutes
in one building. Perhaps one building could be sold and, in
its place, an addition to the school could be built for the
kindergarten. Otherwise, religious discipline would suffer
very much. A double household would turn out to be even
less favorable.
One more thing! What about the boys in the kinder
garten? According to the newly approved rule, which we
hope to present soon, we may accept only girls.
What are your cherished hopes regarding the novitiate?
May God bless it so that the good seed scattered with such
great effort will yield sweet fruit that brings joy to the heart
of God and to yours!
Hoping for your rapid and complete recovery, I remain
respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
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3107: To Canon Joseph Martinsky
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
September 1, 1860

Very Reverend Prelate and Canon!44
I hasten to reply to your letter of August 24 by saying
that it is impossible for me to travel during the month of
September. Therefore, I am returning the free ticket with
the request that it would be validated for mid-September
until mid-October. This should not be any trouble because it
is all the same to the company whether we use the ticket
this month or next. If we knew how to change it, we would
have gladly done it, but since that is not the case, we must
appeal to your kindness once again.
Our personnel are leaving for Linz [Upper Austria]
today. From there they will go directly to Temesvár by way
of Vienna, but I do not know how the itinerary from Vienna
to Temesvár should be arranged. In the past, we traveled
from Vienna through Pest 45 and Debrecen 46 and then to
Temesvár, but I must leave this to your better judgment so
that the free ticket will not be issued in vain for us. I also
ask that you would kindly write up our new itinerary after
the ticket is changed. However, we still cannot determine
the day on which our people will arrive there.
I think reception should take place on the same day that
it was held last year. The profession ceremony could be at
the same time on the following day.
It is only with great effort that we are able to tear ourselves away from here in order to travel there again, especially our father spiritual [Matthias Siegert] who is tied
down with many responsibilities. On the other hand, how
could we resist your pleas? In any case, it is impossible for
me to come before October.
44. Canon Joseph Martinsky was the confessor for the sisters in Temesvár. Before he died, Bishop Csajághy entrusted the welfare of the sisters to Canon Martinsky.
45. Now a part of Budapest
46. A city in eastern Hungary
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Seven persons will probably come but only two will be
for school. Two will come for needlework and the rest for
household duties. One layperson will come for the boys in
the kindergarten.
Unfortunately, we will have to bring back poor Wunibalda [Forster] in order to forestall any further disturbance
of the peace. I must leave it to Sister Gabriela [Pfaffenzeller]
to decide which of the proposed places could be staffed with
the new personnel and how.
During these two years, we have done all in our power
with regard to personnel. In fact, we have done so much that
we have had to leave positions unfilled in our own country.
It would be equally necessary to send sisters to Perjamos
and Billet because they have been put off for so long. Then
the motherhouse in Temesvár could send their sickly people there, 47 and other personnel could be transferred.
As advantageous as it would be for the Catholic cause to
open a mission in Temesvár-Gyárváros, I am very sorry that
this will probably be impossible again this year because,
even with the best of will, we simply cannot find any more
people for Temesvár, as we have already said. Many sisters
became ill this year and some of them have died. Sisters
must also be sent to other places in this country where applications were made nine or ten years ago and approved
several years ago.
With my long letter, I have taken up so much of your
valuable time and now I must close so as not to appear presumptuous.
Asking for your prayer and recommending all the sisters to your continued, pastoral benevolence, I remain respectfully yours,
The most grateful Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
P.S. Unfortunately, we could never admit our dear
Amalie Czapek to an examination because she cannot manage the work in school. The thoroughly good child has many
talents for needlework, however, so we must move her from
47. Perjamos and Billet were located in a healthier rural area northwest of Temesvár.
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preparing for elementary school subjects to needlework.
Therefore, I am inclined to send her with the others to
Temesvár where she could continue her formal training in
needlework as well as she could here.
3153: Dedication Document
Gyárváros

Temesvár
September 30, 1860

Dedication Document
On behalf of the city of Temesvár whom it represents, in
accordance with the resolution of the city council (No. 9115)
during its meeting of September 28-29, 1860, and by virtue
of this dedication document, the city council of the provincial
capital, Temesvár, freely hands over the building in
Gyárváros, No. 378, to the Order of the Poor School Sisters
of Notre Dame. The Gyárváros Kindergarten Association
took over this building and furnished it for the designated
kindergarten and school for girls, as shown in the enclosed
four copies of the inventory. This transaction is for the sole
purpose of fostering and promoting the kindergarten, public
education, and the religious and scientific education of girls,
but the building must be used exclusively for a kindergarten
and a school for girls that is conducted free of charge. Together with this building, the city council is also obliged to
hand over all the classrooms, teaching materials, and equipment as listed in the inventory.
It is expressly stipulated that the city council reserves
the right of ownership of this property and inventory, such
as teaching materials, publicly and forever, and has only
transferred their use. Moreover, the city council also publicly reserves the right to confiscate this property and take
it back, just as it reserves the right to give the above-mentioned School Sisters charge of the kindergarten and instruction of the girls and young women, or to take it from
them.
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Furthermore, if these School Sisters deviate from the
purpose of even one of these rooms as a kindergarten or
school for girls, or its equipment, this city reserves the right
to judge the results of their teaching by means of public examinations conducted immediately by the appointed agents
and to make a statement in this regard.
The city, as the unquestionable owner of the classrooms
and building, must always keep them in good condition and
is solely responsible for repairs.
From the time the School Sisters take charge in the
kindergarten and begin teaching in the school for girls in
Gyárváros, the city is obliged to give these same School Sisters the allocated annual salary, 1,281 florin (one thousand
two hundred eighty-one gulden) Austrian currency, 48 in
quarterly payments, and 18 cords (eighteen cords) of hard
firewood. It is expressly stipulated that the two kindergarten rooms, the two classrooms for the girls, and the room
used for needlework instruction must be heated.
Furthermore, the School Sisters are allowed to continue
charging the children the current monthly supervision fee
of 50 kreuzer (fifty kreuzer) Austrian currency 49 per child
that was formerly paid to the kindergarten association, unless these children are able to show a certificate of poverty
issued by the Roman Catholic Parish (the local school authority in Gyárváros).
Moreover, it is expressly stipulated that, in the kindergarten, boys and girls ages two to six and, in the school, girls
and young women of all religions must be accepted and
taught without discrimination.
Finally, if, in accordance with the existing precepts for
other public elementary schools that are also applicable to
the educational institute to be opened by the School Sisters,
more classrooms and teaching personnel become necessary,
the city is responsible for providing the classrooms and contributing to the financial support of the new teachers.
For greater security, this dedication document, drawn
up for the city by the mayor and two city councilors, is
48. Approximately $486.78 in American currency at the time
49. Approximately 19¢ in American currency at the time
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signed by the representative of the diocesan ordinariate and
the superior of the teaching nuns as proof of the acceptance
of all the provisos and conditions stipulated as long as this
document is valid.
This document also expressly states that the city confidently assumes that the same educational institute will do
justice to the city’s wishes and reasonable demands.
Proviso
During the city council meeting on September 28, 1860,
the above dedication document was read aloud and fully confirmed. It was also stated that in accordance with this document, instruction by the School Sisters includes conducting
the following classes:
a) Literary instruction of the first and second classes of
girls in the two designated classrooms.
b) Instruction of these two classes in needlework in the
designated separate room.
c) Kindergarten, with boys and girls separated in the
two designated rooms.
Temesvár, September 30, 1860
Stephan Oltvány 50
Canon and Vicar-General
Carl von Küttel
Provisional Mayor
Royal Free City of Temesvár and its City Government
Wencel Wessely
City Councilor
Carl Sprung
City Representative
George Toth
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
50. Canon Stephan Oltvány was the vicar-general of the diocese of
Csanád in Temesvár.
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3154: Dedication Document
Perjamos
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Perjamos
September 30, 1860

Dedication Document
On behalf of the market town of Perjamos whom it represents and by virtue of this dedication document, the board
of directors of the market town of Perjamos gives to the Religious Order of the Poor School Sisters the space in Building No. 245 that has been used as a school for girls and
living quarters for two teachers. This space includes one
floor and its enclosed yard and garden measuring approximately .5 acre (2,000 m2). In 1858, Alexander Csajághy, the
diocesan bishop, called these sisters from their motherhouse
in Munich and installed them in Temesvár.
The market town applied to the imperial and royal government for this transfer and obtained its permission on
January 29, 1858 (No. 1118/96). This transaction is made
freely and solely for the purpose of public instruction and
the furthering of religious and scientific education of girls
and young women. The space, however, must be used exclusively as a public school for girls that is conducted free of
charge. As soon as these School Sisters are called by the
Church to serve by teaching and training the girls and
young women in Perjamos, the market town is obliged to
transfer to them all the teaching materials and equipment.
Nevertheless, it is expressly stipulated that the market
town reserves the right to ownership of this building, the
teaching materials, and the equipment that are being transferred, and gives the above-mentioned School Sisters only
the right to use them. Just as the market town has the right
to give the above-mentioned School Sisters charge of the instruction of young girls and women, it also reserves the right
to confiscate and take back all these rooms.
As the unquestionable owner of the entire school building, the market town is solely responsible for needed repairs,
the annual cleaning, the sweeping of the chimneys, and the
maintenance of the fence around the yard and garden. The
market town must always keep everything in good condition.
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As soon as the School Sisters take charge of the public
education of the girls, the market town is obliged to pay
them the fixed annual salary for two teachers, that is, 420
(four hundred twenty) francs. It must also give them in quarterly installments 25 (twenty-five) bushels of white wheat,
8 (eight) cords of hard firewood for the heating of the classrooms, and 4 (four) cords of straw.
The Order of the Poor School Sisters is obliged to provide qualified teaching personnel to instruct the girls of
school age in two elementary classes in the prescribed subjects according to the government curriculum. They will be
under the authorized school director and, with the help of
God, will further the moral and religious training of these
young people to the best of their ability.
For greater security, this dedication document, drawn
up by the board of directors for the market town, is signed
by the representative of the diocesan ordinariate and the superior of the above-mentioned School Sisters as proof of the
acceptance of all the stipulations made here.
Perjamos, September 30, 1860
Witnesses:
Stephan [Oltvány]
Canon
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
Matthias Leitz
Jacob Ehlinger
Andrew Vollmann
John Huss
Jurors
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3166: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Vienna
J!M!
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Temesvár
October 11, 1860

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency! 51
We did not have the honor of meeting and speaking
with you when we passed through Vienna and now, having
arrived in Temesvár, I wish to express our sincere regret. I
am consoled with the hope that, on our return trip, we will
have the happiness of making a formal visit in Vienna on
October 25 or 26 in order to discuss many things regarding
our institute in Temesvár.
The poor, orphaned novices of the Poor School Sisters
will profess their vows on October 22, the day on which they
were received last year, during a religious ceremony that
would have been transformed into a joyous celebration by
your noble presence.
The opening of the institute in Gyárváros is scheduled
for October 21 when the school for girls and the kindergarten will be transferred to us. For a long time, everything
has been ready at the institute in Perjamos which will be
opened later. 52
How all our sisters look forward to your installation so
that they can present their tribute to their highly revered
shepherd, receive your blessing, and enjoy your immediate
protection.
On the occasion of your consecration, we will make it
our greatest concern in all our houses to pray for the fullest
measure of God's grace so that you will shine as a bright

51. Alexander Bonnaz (1812-89), bishop of Csanád in Temesvár (186089), was born in France. His father died in 1813 and the family moved to
Hungary. After his ordination, Bonnaz served in various parishes and
then as a theology professor. He was appointed inspector of the national
schools and became acquainted with the School Sisters of Notre Dame
soon after their arrival in Temesvár. After Bishop Csajághy’s death on
February 7, 1860, Bonnaz was appointed bishop of Csanád, but he was not
installed until December 1860.
52. The mission in Perjamos was opened on October 28, 1860.
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light in the ecclesial heaven. May you remain a strong pillar
for the preservation of the Catholic faith during our stormy
times. Strengthened with divine weapons, may you protect
and defend this treasure of the faith and may the Lord, who
founded the Church by his blood, grant divine consolation
and powerful help in the sorrows and difficulties that befall
us so that all who see this will praise God in heaven. These
are our heartfelt wishes on this occasion.
I also recommend my dear sisters to your gracious
benevolence.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
3167: To Canon Stephan Oltvány
Temesvár
J!M!

Temesvár
October 12, 1860

Very Reverend Canon and Vicar-General!
Conducting the Public School for Girls
and the Kindergarten in the Gyárváros Suburb

Reference to Episcopal Decree No. 427, October 4, 1860

On my arrival, the episcopal decree with the enclosed
dedication document regarding the above 53 was given me by
the superior of the motherhouse of the Poor School Sisters of
Notre Dame in Temesvár. 54
Expressing above all our deep gratitude for your gracious pastoral care, I venture to submit my response. The
dedication document is now signed and I want to repeat my
statement that, by virtue of Episcopal Summons No. 1236,
made on May 18, 1858, the Poor School Sisters are willing to
take charge of the public school for girls and the kindergarten in Gyárváros.

53. See Document 3153, pp. 54-56.
54. Sister M. Gabriela Pfaffenzeller
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In accordance with the expressed wish of the dean, 55 the
opening of the two institutes will take place on October 21.
Sisters M. Demetria Forster, M. Emerika Köppel, M. Thais
Straubinger, M. Ancilla Massanari, and M. Symphoriana
Hartl are being sent to conduct the two institutes in
Gyárváros. I request that the diocesan ordinariate would
grant these sisters the same good will that was shown so undeservedly to the sisters in the motherhouse in Temesvár
up to now.
As far as the precepts regarding enclosure are concerned, I venture to refer to our holy rule that will be respectfully submitted to the diocesan ordinariate.
On this occasion, I also request that the same benevolence be shown the sisters who are being sent to Perjamos.
Finally, I submit my request for the episcopal appointment of an ordinary and an extraordinary confessor 56 for the
sisters who are being sent to Gyárváros.
Placing this institute under the protection of Mary who
has helped us up to now, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior

55. Fr. Francis Xavier Hofstättner, Dean and Pastor in TemesvárGyárváros
56. An ordinary confessor was appointed by the bishop for each convent
in the diocese to administer the Sacrament of Penance to the sisters living
there. An extraordinary confessor was also appointed to administer the
sacrament four times a year during Ember days.
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3242: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
April 8, 1861

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Your letter arrived while I was away from the motherhouse. Please accept the expression of my deep gratitude for
your words of consolation, which soothed my heart like cooling balm.
Thank you, thank you very much, for the favor of visiting our houses and assessing them with so much thoughtfulness and forbearance. Beginnings are always difficult
until one has become spiritually and physically acclimated,
especially in foreign countries. If the foundation (which, to
our regret, was lacking everywhere) is laid so that we can
continue to build on it, we trust in God that each year will
be better.
How my soul will praise God if, with the grace of God, the
sisters make their small contribution to the development of a
better generation through the teaching and training of young
people! Since you are so obliging to them, give them such great
pastoral care, and inspire them with such sincere confidence,
the sisters will continue doing this with doubled zeal.
In all our houses—a list of which you will find in the enclosed copy of our little directory—we pray daily for your
health and well-being, now and in eternity. 1 May God reward you a thousandfold for all that you have done for us in
our poverty!
Please continue to grant us your pastoral
benevolence.

1. The Directory for the Year 1861 lists 18 sisters and 6 candidates in 3
houses in Hungary—the motherhouse in Temesvár and the missions in
Gyárváros and Perjamos.
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May God grant that the political turmoil will be resolved and that we will have peace again! 2 We have complete confidence that the Church will come forth from all
these hardships more purified and glorious, but the catastrophe is heavy, deadly, and of long duration!
In these days of affliction, we especially recommend our
sisters to your episcopal protection.
We urgently and repeatedly asked our sisters to learn
Hungarian and we hope that they will live up to the expectation that they acquire fluency in it, just as our sisters in
America learn English.
On the feast of St. Alexander, we will pray especially
that you will receive many blessings, including that of good
health.
Our father spiritual [Matthias Siegert] was very happy
with your kind remembrance and he sends his best regards.
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully
yours,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
3275: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Motherhouse
August 10, 1861

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
We learned from the letters of our dear sisters in
Temesvár that a few candidates will be received this year
and that you hope that their number will include the candi-

2. The February Patent of 1861 established a constitutional monarchy
in the Austrian Empire, whereby power was transferred from local legislatures to a more centralized national government. This met with opposition on the part of Hungarian nobles and property owners and furthered
the struggle for increasing Hungarian independence from Austrian rule.
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dates who will be coming to Temesvár soon. We are sending
three candidates, but only two of them are elementary teachers (we had promised three earlier, but one became ill and
cannot come) and one is a needlework teacher. Their examination certificates will follow as soon as the government releases them.
We are planning on having these three candidates depart for Temesvár on August 26 and having them stay with
our sisters in Vienna for one or two days. We would be very
grateful if you could obtain free tickets from Salzburg for
them.
May the Lord of the vineyard grant the new laborers on
Hungarian soil strength, grace, and blessing for the glory of
God and the salvation of the souls of the children!
My representative 3 has been detained in Illyria for a
long time due to the death of one of the sisters, 4 and we do
not foresee her return before the end of November. To my
great sorrow, therefore, I cannot fulfill my promise and must
cancel my trip to Hungary. Please hold me excused for this
time. If urgent circumstances demand my presence in
Temesvár later, I will always be ready to follow the call.
In accordance with her request, I have granted the
motherhouse superior in Temesvár 5 permission to hold reception. According to our holy rule, it is the motherhouse superior’s responsibility to submit a petition for reception to
the respective diocesan bishop. Sister Gabriela will do this
as formerly, and I ask that you would graciously approve
this petition.
In closing, I also venture to request that you would not
deprive the sisters of the consolation and joy of having you
conduct the reception ceremony in person. The joyful and
grateful remembrance of this day and this ceremony will
stay in the hearts of all who take part.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus

3. Sister M. Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann
4. Sister M. Sidonia Schleicher died in Gorizia on December 25, 1860.
5. Sister M. Gabriela Pfaffenzeller
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3278: To Canon Joseph Martinsky
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
August 25, 1861

Very Reverend Prelate and Canon!
The free tickets, which the bishop 6 graciously obtained
and which you mentioned in your letter of August 19, have
arrived, but they are for the six persons whom we thought
last spring we could send. My letter to the bishop on August
10 stated, to our regret, that only half that number will
come. 7 One of the designated candidates became seriously
ill, the second also became ill in late summer and we did not
dare send her, and another problem came up with the third
that is keeping her back.
Therefore, only the two elementary teachers will come,
Caroline and Julie Schneeberger, and a needlework teacher,
Babette Olofson, whom you already know. We earnestly and
confidently recommend these candidates, as well as all of
our sisters in Hungary, to your pastoral care and kindness.
We know that they will be entrusted into good hands.
Unfortunately, I cannot come to Hungary this year. As
I have already written, I am so bound to this house because
of the continued and unexpected absence of my representative. 8 Therefore, I must submit my petition in writing and
ask that you would kindly look after the Poor School Sisters
and perhaps, in your pastoral goodness, conduct the retreat
for those preparing for reception. God will reward your efforts with abundant blessings.
If my presence in Temesvár becomes necessary later,
and if Sister Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann has returned
to the motherhouse, the winter cold will not deter me. There
will probably be personnel changes, or rather a change of
superior, because Sister Gabriela [Pfaffenzeller] will have
completed three years in office this coming spring and our
holy rule requires a change after three years.
6. Bishop Bonnaz
7. See Document 3275, pp. 64-65.
8. Sister M. Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann
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Our father spiritual [Matthias Siegert] thanks you for
your friendly greetings and sends his best regards.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
3279: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
August 25, 1861

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Since I do not have the favor of personally introducing
the new arrivals, 9 I would like to do so in writing. For the
sake of Jesus and Mary, I earnestly recommend them to you,
as I recommend all the sisters.
We also wish to express our deep gratitude for the tickets you kindly obtained for us.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Ther. of Jesus
3285: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
September 1, 1861

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
You kindly sent a handwritten letter telling us about
the coming reception, how things are regarding the schools
and personnel, and the postponement of the reception ceremony to September 14 or even October. You also invited me
once again to come for the celebration.

9. Candidates Caroline Schneeberger, Julie Schneeberger, and Babette
Olofson
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When considering our difficult situation, what should I
say to all of this? In the absence of my representative 10 and
the recurring, prolonged illness of one of my assistants, I
could make the journey only if it would be extremely necessary. On the other hand, I do not want to be or even appear
to be ungrateful to you. The only thing I can do is to recommend the entire matter to God’s protection and care. Unless
something unforeseen absolutely prevents me from leaving
here, I must tear myself away by force, as it were, and go to
Temesvár.
The sisters also wrote that because of his frequent chest
pains, Canon [Joseph] Martinsky cannot conduct the postulants’ retreat that must precede the reception ceremony.
Since they do not know where else to turn, they urgently requested our father spiritual [Matthias Siegert] to take on
this difficult task and conduct the retreat this year again.
We assume that the sisters have also spoken with you about
this and that it is acceptable to you.
In God’s name, therefore, we will come soon. God must
keep and protect the house here, and Mary must advise and
help us in the meantime!
Since you graciously suggested that reception be postponed until the middle of October, I will take advantage of
that and, because of the retreat, we will try to come a few
days earlier.
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Th. of J.

10. Sister M. Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann
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3299: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!
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Munich
November 24, 1861

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Having returned from our journey, I cannot help but express once again my deep gratitude for the undeserved favor
and pastoral, benevolent attention that you showed us during our last visit in Temesvár and that you continue to give
our houses and sisters in your diocese.
May God reward all this a hundredfold, now and in
eternity!
Praying for this daily and asking for your continued
pastoral benevolence and gracious mediation, especially regarding Gyárváros, I remain respectfully yours,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
3305: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
December 29, 1861

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
When you receive tributes and best wishes from the entire diocese on New Year’s Day, may you be pleased to allow
the Poor School Sisters to join in the ranks.
The higher the waves on the stormy sea rise and beat
upon the ship, the Catholic Church, may Jesus, the eternal
Good Shepherd, continue to grant you that much more
strength and energy. May the members of the flock entrusted to your care also be of good will so that they can
bring joy and consolation to your pastoral heart! May you
lead their full number to God and to eternal happiness!
May the Poor School Sisters perform their sacred obligations with conscientious fidelity so that the great burden
of your episcopal office will not become even more difficult!
Once again, I want to express our deep, heartfelt grati-
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tude for the gracious benevolence that you were pleased to
bestow upon us during our last visit in Temesvár.
Please continue to bestow on the Poor School Sisters the
benevolent recognition that they have always enjoyed in
such great measure and grant your episcopal blessing to the
one who remains respectfully yours,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
3406: To Sister M. Gabriela Pfaffenzeller
Temesvár

Freising
August 16, 1862

J!M!
Dear Sister Gabriela,
Since we had to leave on our journey so quickly, we
could not write to you from the motherhouse and will use the
quiet hour here that God is giving us for this purpose.
By now, the bishop 11 must have arrived in Temesvár
safely and in good health, as we hope in God. He granted us
the undeserved honor and great favor of staying with us a
whole day and two nights, of celebrating Holy Mass in our
chapel, and of visiting the Au Suburb. He expressed his
great satisfaction with everything and was exceedingly affable and kind. The bishop was very friendly and natural
without any hint of pretense. Our only regret was that he
could not meet the entire group of boarders since most of
them had already left for vacation. The bishop is so at ease
with children.
While the bishop was still at our house, a letter that
gave him great joy arrived from Lippa. 12He told me that you,
dear Gabriela, and Canon [Joseph] Martinsky inspected the
house for a proposed mission in Lippa. It is his dearest wish
that our order would continue to spread in his diocese.

11. Bishop Bonnaz
12. Now Lipova in Romania
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The bishop asked for capable teachers for Lippa. I leave
it up to you, dear Gabriela, to make some suggestions. We
already wrote something about what you can expect from us
with regard to personnel. Wilhelmine Lupp is coming, and
with her, two capable teachers, Anna Oelhafen and Theresa
Meier, whom you must keep in the motherhouse. Then you
will have to send the older sisters out to the missions.
Since the Austrian securities have risen, I offered to
give him a few more bonds for the building, but he said it
was unnecessary because everything was taken care of already. Would you please thank him again in our name for
this favor and for all the graciousness and charity that he
showed us by his visit here. I cannot help but see the effectiveness of the intercession of the deceased Bishop Alexander Csajághy in the fact that this bishop is so well-disposed
toward us. Let us pray that God will keep him in this spirit
for a long time!
August 19
The month of August is already drawing to a close. In
accordance with your wish, Sister Margaret [of Cortona
Wiedemann] and I will leave for Vienna on Friday or Saturday of this week or possibly only on Monday of next week.
(I cannot give the exact day yet.) We will stay in Vienna one
day and then the three candidates will continue their journey to Temesvár alone. They will send you a telegram from
Szeged 13 with the time of their arrival.
If the house in Lippa is established, you, dear Gabriela,
will probably have to remain there for some time and hand
the motherhouse over to Sister Abundantia [Litschgi] until
you return.
The bishop wants a boarding school to be established, but
where will you get a French teacher? Wilhelmine Lupp
can teach only beginners. The bishop also asked for a capable needlework teacher for Lippa. Since we have no one to
send, you will probably have to give up Wunibalda [Forster]
or, better still, Winfrieda [Sterner].
If you go to Lippa and take with you the two candidates
who are coming, Lippa will be well-staffed with teachers,
13. A city in Hungary
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but then you cannot have reception this year. Would that be
advisable? If you do have reception, the only thing left to do
would be to send out some of the older sisters but then the
two candidates would be in charge because they are teachers. Jesus bless you!
M. Th. of J.
Praised be Jesus Christ!
P.S. Should the two candidates’ beds be sent? The
freight is terribly expensive and you could probably obtain
new beds for them at almost the same price. However, if you
still want them, please write by return mail and tell us
whether and how they are to be sent so that you will get
them soon. Please pray for a safe journey!
3453: To Sister M. Gabriela Pfaffenzeller
Temesvár

Motherhouse
October 7, 1862

J!M!
Dear Sister Gabriela,
The letter just arrived with your urgent and repeated
plea that I come. Ah, my dear Sister, my heart bleeds because I must repeat my earlier response that I cannot come.
Until Sister Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann] returns, I
cannot possibly step out of the house. We have not visited
the Brede Convent 14 for two years and there is such great
need there. We probably will not get there anymore this year
either. If God grants me life and health, however, my first
journey next spring will be to Temesvár. Therefore, be consoled until then.
Did not the good God let me find a teacher for Hungary?
Anna Westermeier, whom we told you about in an earlier
14. In 1850, a mission was opened at the Brede Convent located just
outside of Brakel in Westphalia. Augustinian Nuns had lived at this convent from 1483 until they were disbanded in 1810 as a result of the Secularization. Although named Mariae Opferungsthal (Valley of Mary’s
Presentation), the convent was more commonly known as the Brede Convent.
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letter, 15 has decided to go to Hungary. She is strong in
French, English, Italian, German, and music. I think you
should send her to Lippa, where it might be better for her
because of the climate, and then your house would remain
untouched. Since Anna is still too much inclined toward the
world, she must have a sister with her who will be a good influence on her. If Sister Ludmilla [Riecks] and Theresa
Meier would go to Lippa, that house would be well staffed.
Sister Ludmilla must have the courage to speak up and give
Anna the loving admonitions that she needs.
I am sorry that Theresa will have to wait another year
for reception. We had promised it to her and if she had not
gone to Hungary, we would have received her. But now, in
God's name!
Back to Anna Westermeier! She is still in Vienna, waiting for the layperson whom we instructed to bring [Anna]
Oelhafen back to Vienna and [Anna] Westermeier to
Temesvár. Oelhafen, however, wants to stay now. What
should we do with Westermeier? I dare not let this young
woman make the long journey alone. Nevertheless, I must
leave it up to you how Westermeier should come to you. The
only thing left would be for you to send a companion to meet
Westermeier. What is Oelhafen doing? I called her here
twice, but she refused both times. How often will this happen? If she wanders about much longer, I cannot assign her
a small place here either. I think she should leave Temesvár
and then you would have peace!
We would have house sisters, but not one who would be
of any use to you. As much as I thought about it, I was unable to release any from our houses either. We ourselves are
in a great predicament when it comes to capable house sisters. I cannot send you any from among those who would be
available, because, as can be expected, I would only burden
you with one more cross, a heavier one than you already
have. As much as I, with all my heart, would like to help, I
simply could not do that!
Yes, Temesvár and Lippa are our houses every bit as
much as the motherhouse here, but I simply cannot send a
15. A copy of this letter has not been found.
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house sister or layperson to help you. God sent us such a
hard year. In God's name, let us also accept this with gratitude from the hand of God. When the time is right, God will
help us again.
Jesus bless you! Praised be Jesus Christ!
M. Th. of J.
3457: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
October 18, 1862

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
According to your gracious letter of October 7, which, to
my regret, remained unanswered during my absence from
the motherhouse, the mission in Lippa will be opened on October 25.
As happy as I would have been to follow your invitation
to be present when the school for girls in Lippa is handed
over to our religious institute and to visit the good sisters in
Temesvár, so many unforeseen circumstances are preventing me from coming this year that I am forced to refrain
from doing so. Since I feel very secure under your noble protection, however, it is with even greater trust that I recommend to your pastoral heart both the new mission called to
life through your gracious benevolence and the sisters whom
we are sending there.
By no means would the weather have kept me back.
Since it is impossible to travel to Temesvár now, God’s
all-wise providence appears to be postponing the joy of seeing you and the good sisters until next spring. Praised be
God’s holy will forever!
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
Mar. Th. of J.
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
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Motherhouse
January 10, 1863

J!M!
Dear Sister Gabriela,
We were consoled with the hope that the French classes
were taking their usual course in Temesvár when your letter of lamentation, written on January 6, arrived and told us
that Käthi 16 was expected in Regensburg by January 15.
We sincerely sympathize with you in your pain over such
news because your weal and woe affects us just as
deeply as ours here. If Käthi herself did not directly say that
she wanted to stay, you will not be able to stop her. It seems
to us that there are other intentions at the bottom of this,
but where can we find someone to fill her position? Dear Sister, if someone were available, we would not have to be
asked twice and would be very happy to send her immediately. As difficult as it is for us, we must write again today
that we have no one to send. By summer, it might be possible to find one or other candidate to teach German, but we
cannot promise that either. Nothing has been said and who
knows what God will decide by then? Not a single person is
available at this time. God knows our need and will send
help at the right time. We can only trust!
Even though Anna Westermeier would have sufficient
knowledge, we certainly believe that she cannot handle four
classes of French. We would have never thought that she
would behave the way your last letter told us. After such experiences, Anna Westermeier should be recalled immediately with Miss Friess, but after the latter’s departure, you
will need Anna. Otherwise, you will have absolutely no one.
If Anna displays that kind of attitude, her prospects are not
very good for us or for her father. God forbid that the saying
“pride goes before the fall” will come true for her! What suffering it would cause our good, worthy Sister Gerhardine

16. Käthi Friess, a French teacher, traveled to Temesvár with the first
group of sisters in 1858.
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[Westermeier], who always hoped that Anna would improve,
if she would see her now, so absorbed in worldly pursuits
and pleasures!
Instead of giving you the consoling hope that help is on
the way, we must send you another negative response to
your request. We have already made inquiries, but it is in
God’s hands whether we receive a satisfactory response or
not! If we do, we will let you know immediately.
Temesvár seems to be written in the hand and heart of
God in a very special way because one cross after the other
is being sent. Now Sisters Ancilla [Massanari] and Gerharda [Schneeberger] are sick. Pray that God will send help.
The death notices that you received will tell you something about how things are going for us here. Unfortunately,
we must add two more notices, that of Sisters Cantianilla
Petzl and Gordiana Thalhofer. 17 All symptoms indicate that
our young Sister Borromäa Ohlwerther will probably follow
both of them soon. May God have mercy on us!
We are writing to Regensburg and Augsburg to see if
we can find a young woman. 18
[No Signature]
(Typescript: Budapest)

3489: To Sister M. Gabriela Pfaffenzeller
Temesvár
J!M!

January 13, 1863

Mary helped us before, helps us now, and will continue
to help us! After receiving your letters of December 9 and
28, we asked Professor LeMaitre 19 if he could recommend a
young woman for French and piano. He said that he does
not know of anyone just now but he will make inquiries. If

17. Sister M. Cantianilla Petzl died in Munich on December 23, 1862,
and Sister M. Gordiana Thalhofer died in Weichs on December 28, 1862.
18. The typescript of this letter ends here.
19. Professor LeMaitre taught French to the candidates in Munich.
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he should hear of someone, he will remember Temesvár but,
dear Sister, such a person will always demand a salary of
500 to 600 florin. 20
You may be sure, dear Sister, that your need for personnel causes us no less sorrow than it does you. We always
worry that the sisters are overworked. May God mercifully
prevent this and give you strength! We pray diligently for
you because it is the only thing that we can do for you now.
Sister Sigismunda’s [Prücklmeier] efforts with Anna
Oelhafen were in vain since the latter wrote that she would
stay only until the end of the school year and then leave. It
is impossible for me to answer Anna or Theresa [Meier],
whose letter also lies before me. Please give both of them my
heartfelt greetings. They should be good and train the children in piety and fear of the Lord.
The building for the boarding school is finished and can
be occupied in spring. 21 We will wait and see if we can fulfill
your request that we come when the boarders move into
their new quarters. We will try to do what is possible, but we
are always in the hands of God who often steers us in a very
different direction than the one we expected.
We received Stephana Mannes’ testament 22 and sincerely thank you for it. Laura 23 is always somewhat ill and,
as she says, has not been well ever since she had pneumonia. The trip made so soon after her illness may also be
partly to blame. Pray for her!
We are sending you a little book from which we often
took plays for our boarders. Nothing better is available.
Would Canon [Joseph] Martinsky bring things like this if
you ask him? Just ask him!
Jesus bless you! Praised be Jesus Christ!

20. $200 to $240 in American currency at the time
21. Bishop Bonnaz dedicated the new building in Temesvár on November 8, 1862, but needed to dry out before it could be occupied. See Document 3523 a, p. 86.
22. Sister M. Stephana Mannes died on October 18, 1862.
23. No family name was given.
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January 17
We just received a negative reply from the professor. He
made the offer to two young women but it was not accepted.
We have no better news from Regensburg. I do not know
how to help you in this difficulty.
M. Th. of J.
3507: To Sister M. Gabriela Pfaffenzeller
Temesvár

Motherhouse
February 21, 1863

J!M!
Dear Sister Gabriela,
God continues to favor us, and now we have succeeded
in obtaining a French teacher after all. She was born in
Lunéville, France, and passed her teaching examination in
Nancy. After teaching for five years, she went to Count
[Maximilian Joseph] Arco-Zinneberg’s castle, where she
stayed for ten years as governess for four small children.
Now Professor LeMaitre recommended her for your house.
She introduced herself in the parlor today and said that,
in accordance with her relative's wishes, she would like to
return to France for a visit before going to Hungary. Before
she leaves, however, she would like to be assured of a position with you. In order to have a thorough discussion with
this young woman, would you, dear Sister, please send us
the following information by return mail.
1) What salary did Käthi [Friess] receive from you? It
will probably have to be raised. How much can you afford?
2) How many lessons will she be expected to give?
3) Has the boarding school already been moved into the
new building?
4) Can you give this new teacher a different room and
not the one that Käthi had?
5) Of course, the sisters will have to pay her travel expenses.
We need your response by return mail. This teacher
wants to pick them up on Thursday, February 26, so that
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she can begin her journey to France and then leave for Hungary the first week after Easter. 24
We also have an extern in Freistadt, Philomena Rappan, who has been with the sisters for several years and has
given complete satisfaction. According to statements by Sister Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann], she sews very well
and can do the usual kind of needlework. If you are interested and could use her services, she would be willing to go
to Hungary. This young woman could travel with the French
teacher, whom we like, and then the teacher would have a
companion, at least from Linz [Upper Austria]. Sister Margaret says that Philomena would be capable of conducting a
needlework school in the country and that she gives us
greater reason for hope in this regard than Wolfgang Pannajot 25 did.
Please write to us immediately about these two points
so that we can make further arrangements. Jesus bless you!
Praised be Jesus Christ!
M. Th. of J.
3508: To the Candidates
Temesvár

[After February 21, 1863] 26

J!M!
Dear Children of God!
You asked to be allowed to give up secular clothing and
to wear the religious habit. With joy, I grant your request
because you considered this step carefully and, as I hope,
are about to take it in response to the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit.

24. Easter fell on April 5 in 1863.
25. Sister M. Wolfgang Pannajot, a native of Hungary, was received in
Gorizia on January 19, 1862. Two months later, she fell down a spiral
staircase and was seriously injured. Shortly after professing her vows, she
died on May 10, 1863.
26. This date was added to the copy of the letter prepared for the beatification process.
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You must be fully aware, however, that this is the
Lord's bridal dress. Remember at all times that when you
set aside your secular clothing, you must also put aside your
old self and never take it back again. To achieve this transformation, your Divine Bridegroom is granting you a trial
period when the whole of heaven will be watching to see how
you make use of this precious time. Your peace, joy, and happiness will depend for the most part on your faithful use of
this time. A beautiful morning is followed by a beautiful day,
just as a favorable spring is followed by a fruitful summer
and blessed autumn. A good novitiate lived according to a
religious rule will be followed by a blessed end. Therefore,
put your hand to the plow!
Let us first clear away all the thorny bushes and stones.
Let us break up the hard lumps of soil and plant the most
beautiful flowers in God's garden. With God’s grace, let us
curb our faults, bad habits, and imperfections, eradicating
them more and more each day. Let us take a good look at
them in our daily meditation, and water them with the tears
of repentance during the particular examen at noon and the
general examination of conscience in the evening. Then,
with the tireless exercise of the virtues that Jesus taught us
through his divine word and example, let us plant, care for,
and tend them so that they will blossom and mature, beginning with humility and ascending to love. Then the Heavenly Gardener will walk with pleasure in this new paradise
on earth, and the holy angels will gladly come back to stay.
The spiritual exercises that we begin here on earth will
continue forever in heaven. Never cease praying in spirit
and in truth in order to call down sunshine and heavenly
dew upon the garden of the heart. Then, the flowers will not
wither and the tree of life will continue to bring forth green
leaves and fresh fruit.
In spiritual reading and in Holy Communion, you will
partake of manna and you will find strength and refreshment in the living waters flowing from the rock. Indeed, God
will be with you and your strength will be in silence and in
hope!
Always remember that your Divine Bridegroom is also
your novice director who watches you at all times and in all
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places, listens to your every word, and considers all your
works to see if your thoughts, words, and deeds are directed
towards God, inspired by God’s love, and presented to God
as burnt offerings of praise and thanksgiving.
During your novitiate, live as if you have already consecrated your goods, your body, and your soul to God, as if
you have already vowed to renounce all things and to follow
Jesus. Do not let Jesus out of your sight. Walk in his footsteps and try to become more and more like him in all things
because our perfection consists in this and especially in love.
Then heaven will be in your heart and in your house, the
novitiate will go well, and you will obtain the goal of your
endeavors and aspirations.
Mary, the Holy Mother of our order, and its holy
founders, whom we call upon daily, will plead with God for
the graces you, their spiritual children, need to survive the
struggle, achieve the victory, and receive the crown of life.
Praised be Jesus Christ!
M. Th. of J.
3523 a:

To Sister M. Gabriela Pfaffenzeller
Temesvár
J!M!

Motherhouse
March 10, 1863

Dear Sister Gabriela,
We received a response from the young woman who is a
prospect for you. 27 She wrote that she will go to Temesvár,
but she expects us to cover her travel expenses and, if she
would leave again because of us, her return trip as well. If
she would leave of her own accord due to the climate or
something else that does not agree with her, she will give
us a six-month notice and make the return trip at her own
expense. She also requested free laundry, heat, and light,
two to three free hours each day, and an annual salary of no

27. See Document 3507, pp. 78-79.
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less than 300 florin (Bavarian money). 28 We promised her
this, as well as Christmas and nameday bonuses.
Since she had already left for France when your letter
of February 25 arrived, we could no longer speak with her
about the room where she must be allowed to give piano lessons. We will tell her about this when she returns, which
she promised to do on April 7 or 8. During that same week,
if she still wants to go, we will arrange for her trip with
Philomena Rappan as her companion.
Since the sisters who negotiated with this young woman
liked her very much, we trust in God that she will meet our
expectations. Nevertheless, you, dear Sister, must also support what God has offered us. We, together with Professor
LeMaitre, have gone through a lot of trouble and made every
possible inquiry until we finally succeeded in finding someone for you. It is very difficult for a woman like this to decide
to go to Hungary. The fact that even the bishop 29 failed in
his efforts to find someone shows how hard it is.
We certainly believe that you would prefer a sister for
this subject, but what good are wishes that cannot be fulfilled? Be assured, dear Sister, that it would give us the
greatest joy if we could send you the required personnel, but
not even one person is available. We do not know how to
meet the demands here because illness and death make it
impossible for us to fill so many positions. Eight to ten years
must pass before a sister is sufficiently trained as a French
teacher so that she can meet the demands placed on her and
even then, her skills can never measure up to those of a native French speaker. Furthermore, you can be happy with a
person like this because then you can also be assured of having someone to accompany and supervise your boarders
when they go out for walks.
If you treat this woman with indifference and disdain,
she will soon grow tired of everything and you will be without help again. After the bishop has been so generous toward our order, we must do everything possible on our part
to comply with his wishes.
28. Approximately $120 in American currency at the time
29. Bishop Bonnaz
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Do not move into the new building too soon because otherwise your personnel will become ill. Open the windows so
that it will be aired out well. Make sulfur dioxide steam and
set out chlorine lime so that the building will dry out by the
time you move into it.
The wine you sent arrived. Thank you very much!
Sister Irenäa Schmederer’s money also arrived and we
will send it along with the young woman. Sister Ludovika 30
will write further details about this.
Thanks be to God if Sister Ancilla [Massanari] is better
again!
How will it be when this French woman gets together
with Anna Westermeier? This woman has great ideas about
a convent and only hopes to find edifying things there. She
could have the best position in the world because she was
with Count Arco-Zinneberg for ten years and so well liked.
We thank God that she decided to go to Temesvár and we
must ask you again not to take it so indifferently. Otherwise
it will go wrong from the beginning.
Anna Westermeier wrote several letters recently. We
will be very ashamed if they are shown around Munich, as
they probably will be. She talks only about how much work
she has, about the boarders and how bad they are, and that
she is so unhappy, cries her eyes out, and cannot pull herself
together. She also says in her letters that she put on three
plays during the carnival days—one in German, one in
French, and one in Hungarian—in which she had a role and
donned a grey silk dress. She put on extra performances of
these plays and the most respected people of the city were
invited. (Is that true?) Furthermore, she has nothing but
vanity and splendid clothing in her head and she writes that
she wants to leave Temesvár. This puts her father in great
misery because he does not want to have her here. On the
other hand, we would be happy if she would leave Temesvár
before the French woman arrives because such a character
would not make a good impression on her. I would be very
happy if you could remove Anna Oelhafen from the house as
well because it seems to us that when these two are to30. Sister M. Ludovica Pfahler, General Assistant
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gether, one of them stirs up the other. Anna [Westermeier]
did well in Gorizia, which makes us fear that she is so unruly now because she has free rein in Temesvár. Do write to
us about how things stand in all the points that we have
listed for you!
For the salvation of your poor soul, make good use of
the second half of the holy season of Lent. Meditate often
and devoutly on the suffering of our dear Lord. Ask the Sorrowful Mother to come to meet us graciously at the hour of
our death.
Jesus bless you! Praised be Jesus Christ!
M. Th. of J.
(Typescript: Budapest)

3543 a:

To Sister M. Gabriela Pfaffenzeller
Temesvár

Motherhouse
April 16, 1863

J!M!
Dear Sister Gabriela,
After the news received in our last letter, you were probably expecting Miss Montvilla and Philomena Rappan to arrive at any hour, on any day, all this week. Unfortunately,
a letter is coming today instead.
Miss Montvilla came back from France and then spoke
about her fears regarding the climate in Temesvár with
Count Arco, for whom she had worked, as you know from our
previous letters. She has a slight liver problem. The count’s
personal physician who had previously treated her came to
us and, in no uncertain terms, advised us not to send her to
Temesvár. With her condition, she could not last for two
months and a quick return trip would be unavoidable.
Then we explained to her that, although we are in a
predicament since we were counting on her and had not
made any further inquiries, under the prevailing circumstances, we would not talk her into going to Temesvár. We
had to conclude that it was not God’s will.
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It is true that a second young woman was available.
Since she is only 20 years old and was described as having
a somewhat loose character, however, we dared not accept
her. Once again, we are unable to help you.
In the meantime, a letter from Freistadt arrived and
told us that Philomena Rappan became ill, is still confined
to her bed, and will probably never be able to enter the
order.
It is another proof, dear Sister Gabriela, of how difficult
it is to get someone for Hungary. Despite all our efforts and
those made for us by well-disposed people, just when we
thought we had reached the goal, our hopes were shattered
again. Let us not lose courage, however, because God never
abandons us. Sometimes God gives us long and painful trials and then consoles us even more generously. Let us continue to pray!
Our Sister Blanca, whom the bishop 31 interviewed and
liked very much, has been in the infirmary for three years.
We can no longer send her to teach because her attacks are
increasingly frequent and severe. 32 She needs supervision
day and night. Otherwise, we would have taken the last possible resort and sent her to you, but that would not have
helped you either.
We were reassured by your last letter in which you explained that the gentlemen insisted that you have the
plays. 33 Even here, a false rumor was spread that very
worldly pieces were performed, the play was advertised in
the daily newspapers, and so forth, which, of course, aroused
a sensation. Unfortunately, we cannot publish the reason
behind it. If only Anna Westermeier would stop writing such
detailed letters as she has been doing up to now, not only to
her father, but also to other secular persons who show them
all around. When such worldly letters telling about those
kinds of things are read, the conclusion is made that our
house in Temesvár must not be a convent.

31. Bishop Bonnaz
32. Sister M. Blanca Voisard, a native French teacher, suffered from
epilepsy for 19 years before she died in 1878.
33. See Document 3523 a, p. 83.
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We also have deaths. We recently sent you the death
announcements and God has come again since then. Sister
Borromäa Ohlwerther died on the Saturday before Palm
Sunday and M. Sidonia von Mann on April 7. Both were devout, young, capable sisters. 34 What God does is always well
done and we will not complain. We write about it, however,
so that you can pray for them and see how things are going
for us.
Jesus bless you! Praised be Jesus Christ!
M. Th. of J.
(Typescript: Budapest)

3557: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
June 3, 1863

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Having returned from a visitation journey, I found your
letter of May 5 with its cry for help for our houses in Hungary.
With what great joy I would have anticipated this request and met the need in Hungary long ago, if I could have
found a remedy and solution! Our hearts bleed every time
we think of our sisters there, and we cannot help but ask,
“But where can we find personnel?”
Even though we were by no means idle in trying to find
people for Hungary, no one is available now. Perhaps in September we will succeed in what we are now striving for in
vain. God will help us! We ask for your prayers for this intention.
I am still unable to determine when I will again have
the consolation of paying my respects in Hungary, and I
doubt very much that I will be able to come this year anymore. After being held up here for months because of our

34. At the time of their deaths, Sister M. Borromäa was 22 and Sister
M. Sidonia was 23.
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candidates’ examinations, we must still visit a large part of
this country where we have not been able to go for two years.
Requesting your episcopal blessing for ourselves as well
as for our houses in the diocese of Csanád, I remain respectfully yours,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
3610: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
November 10, 1863

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
I still owe you an expression of our deep gratitude for
the undeserved favor you granted the Poor School Sisters
when you gave them a public recommendation during the
Church synod. 35
May God help us so that we will be able to meet all
reasonable expectations and be a source of joy and consolation to you in this world and the next!
I did not want to write merely a letter of gratitude, however. I wanted to wait instead until I could tell you about
the results of my journey in this country and abroad with
regard to finding and bringing suitable personnel to our
motherhouse in Temesvár. We returned here from Silesia
and Westphalia on November 7, which explains the delay in
my letter. In a few days, we will begin our journey with the
people whom we engaged for Hungary and we will discuss
further details with you there.
Asking for your episcopal blessing on this journey and
on our endeavor, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters

35. In 1863, a provincial synod was held in Kalocsa, Hungary, to settle
Church affairs with the government.
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3698: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Marienbad
J!M!

Munich
July 26, 1864

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
During my absence, your kind letter from Marienbad 36
arrived. What a happy surprise when I returned from my
visitation journey!
The small rooms where you stayed once before are
available and you are most welcome to stay with us. I will
arrange my journeys so that either I will be back in the
motherhouse when you arrive or that I could be summoned
easily.
Unfortunately, the royal government has not informed
us of the date set for the examination at our educational institute.
If you travel by way of Regensburg, as you kindly told
us, I ask that you would grant our sisters there the favor of
a visit.
I hope that we will be able to discuss the details with
regard to Oravicza and Versec. 37 Despite all our efforts for
years to acquire personnel for Hungary, we could not get as
many people as would be needed for these two places and
we will probably have to wait until next year to staff them.
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully
yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Ther. of Jesus

36. Now Mariánské Lázně, a city in the Czech Republic known for its
healing waters and spas
37. A mission was opened in Versec (now Vršac in Serbia) in October
1864 and in Oravicza (now Oravita in Romania) in December 1864.
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Temesvár
J!M!
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Munich
October 11, 1864

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
No doubt you have been waiting a long time for definite
news about the number of teachers Hungary will receive
this year.
I have done everything possible to honor your word. 38 It
was with great difficulty that I arranged for Sisters M.
Amanda Sölch and M. Hildegard Riedhammer to come after
they volunteered to serve in Hungary when you were in
Regensburg. Besides these two sisters, two more will come.
Although they have not taken a teachers’ examination, with
their knowledge and clear understanding they will be able to
take a first class in a rural school, just as Margaretha—now
M. Monica Weber—did in Perjamos.
If nothing unforeseen happens in the meantime, we
plan to have these four sisters depart for Temesvár next
week. We sincerely regret that we cannot remedy the situation any better than this. Due to circumstances that have
arisen, we cannot personally accompany them either. This
year we must send sisters to a few missions in our country
where applications were made many years ago and they cannot be put off any longer.
Finally, I respectfully recommend the following sisters
to your benevolence: M. Amanda Sölch, M. Hildegard Riedhammer, M. Marcella Peter, and M. Silvana Trauner.
Please do not be angry with us. We have done all that
was in the realm of possibility. The two houses under consideration39 might have some help yet, meager as it is, and
perhaps God will grant us the grace to be able to send more
personnel next year.
With regard to the recent reception, I cannot conceal my
misgivings about Marie Huber, just as I expressed them last
38. Bishop Bonnaz promised sisters for the two new missions that he
established with his own financial means.
39. Oravicza and Versec
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year about Philomena Oelhafen and Nepomucene Meier. Experience has shown that they were not in vain. May God
help us!
Sincerely thanking you for the pastoral care extended to
the sisters of your diocese, and requesting that this will continue, I remain respectfully yours,
Mar. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
3748: To Cardinal Nicholas Clarelli-Paracciani
Rome (Excerpt)
J!M!

Munich
October 27, 1864

Your Eminence! Most Reverend Cardinal Protector!40
Once again, we have reached the end of our school year,
and I would like to make my report to Your Eminence on the
most significant moments of our religious institute during
the course of the past year. . . .
Despite last year's famine, which caused many deaths
in Hungary, God blessed our sisters so that they did not suffer want themselves and were able to provide bread and
soup for the poor children and adults. At the same time,
their field of activity continued to grow. . . .
The sisters were asked by Bishop Alexander Bonnaz to
accept the second class of girls in Temesvár-Józesfváros, 41
which they did in March of this year.
In Versec in the Banat, Bishop Alexander also furnished
the entire house and school for the sisters so that it would be
easier for the parish. On October 2, two classes of girls were
entrusted to the sisters. This city is the center of a Greek
Orthodox diocese and has a teacher-training college.

40. Cardinal Nicholas Clarelli-Paracciani (1799-1872) was appointed
the congregation’s cardinal protector in 1859, a position he held until his
death in 1872. On October 10, 1860, he was also appointed prefect of the
Sacred Congregation of Bishops and Religious.
41. On March 3, 1864, a mission was opened in Józsefváros (now Timişoara-Josefin in Romania).
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The city of Oravicza near the Turkish border in Hungary sent a special delegate to Bishop Alexander in order to
obtain School Sisters for the three classes of girls there. This
mission was opened with a church ceremony in October.
Four sisters were sent there from our central motherhouse,
together with three candidates who are now novices. . . . 42
3765: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
December 3, 1864

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
We did our utmost to help fulfill the promise you made,
set all forces in motion, and sent a telegram to Sister
Valentina [Schlecht], which released her from her position
as superior at the Institute for Deaf Children in Gorizia so
that she could go to Hungary.
Sisters M. Valentina Schlecht, M. Germeline Zeus, M.
Theobalda Frei, and M. Syna Meier will leave from Vienna
for Temesvár on Thursday evening, December 8.
The first sister is a capable and experienced elementary
teacher. She is also skilled in needlework and household
management.
M. Germeline is an elementary teacher who conducted
a class in Bavaria to the complete satisfaction of her superiors. She is of a rather gentle disposition and, if the number of children is not too large, she will do best in a middle
class. She also draws well.
We tore M. Theobalda away from our educational institute in Munich where she directed the needlework school.
She will be sorely missed here.
M. Syna Meier is also experienced in housekeeping and
she will serve well in her field.

42. Document 3748 can be found in its entirety in Volume 5 of Letters
of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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In entrusting and recommending all these sisters to
your pastoral care, I also want to express my deep gratitude
for the 500 florin 43 you provided to cover the traveling expenses for the last group of sisters who came to Temesvár.
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
3532: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
March 29, [1865] 44

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
As you know, the Poor School Sisters received the approbation of their holy rule from the Sacred Congregation
in 1859 and after six years, they are required to apply for
its final approval. These six years are now coming to an end
and we are about to turn to the Holy See for this favor. At
this time, we need testimony from the bishops in those dioceses where School Sisters have missions and conduct schools for
girls.
We are approaching you for this purpose now. We ask
that you would please write, in Latin, an episcopal testimony regarding the Poor School Sisters’ effectiveness and
way of life based on the rule mentioned above, or, if necessary, recollections of anything contrary to this rule.
Ever since you have been bishop of the diocese of
Csanád, you have seen for yourself the effectiveness of the
Poor School Sisters’ work, which has developed in both the
motherhouse itself and the elementary schools in Temesvár,
as well as in the missions and boarding schools founded later.
43. Approximately $200 in American currency at the time
44. Although the year 1863 is given on the copy prepared for the beatification collection, internal evidence indicates that this letter was written in 1865 when Mother Theresa requested testimonials from bishops of
all the dioceses where the sisters were serving at the time. See Document
3856, pp 93-94.
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If the results are still poor because of the children’s inadequate background, you know from your government position 45 what these schools for girls were like before we
came—especially the schools that the sisters took over from
male teachers. You will therefore graciously excuse us until
the entire situation improves.
On the other hand, we also think that even now, the
girls have developed in morals and religious practice. We attribute it to the grace of God that the desire to entrust the
girls to the Poor School Sisters is growing in several other
places. If only we could satisfy all of them immediately!
We pray daily that God will reward your pastoral kindness and charity.
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
3856: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
April 25, 1865

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
What great joy and favor you granted us by writing such
a beautiful and exceptionally valuable testimonial regarding our holy rule! How have we deserved your pastoral support of our cause? May God reward you for all the proofs of
your benevolence!
It will be a new impetus for us to discipline ourselves
even more, to live according to the holy rule, and thus bring
consolation to your pastoral heart!
We pray daily for you, for your council, and for your
priests, but especially that the infinitely gracious God will
keep you for a long time for the glory of God’s name and the

45. Bishop Bonnaz was the national inspector of schools before he was
appointed bishop of Csanád.
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well-being of the Church and of our religious institute. May
God make you steadfast in hardship! We trust that our
prayers will not be in vain.
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
3913: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
August 25, 1865

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Hoping that you have safely returned to Temesvár by
now, we hasten to express in writing once again our deep
gratitude for bestowing on our house the favor of a visit. If
only we could have enjoyed your presence longer and not
been separated from your pastoral interest so soon!
After you left, a letter of apology arrived from Sister
Germeline [Zeus] in Oravicza in which she sincerely promised to change and improve. May God grant her perseverance in her resolve! Sister Gabriela [Pfaffenzeller] hesitates
to call her to Temesvár, where I would have hoped for the
best through your pastoral mediation.
In the meantime, it seems that Frieda Werch is staying
in Józsefváros. She also wrote to us, clearly hinting that she
would like to continue working with our sisters. We trust in
your wisdom to do what is best for the order and for the salvation of the individuals concerned.
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Ther. of Jesus
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Munich
October 31, 1865

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
God helped us after all and we are sending two candidates for our Hungarian missions—Rosa Zwack, who passed
her teaching examination and did her practice teaching in
Bavarian schools, and Caroline Rethbauer, who has been
engaged in needlework for several years. Both are almost
ready for reception.
We are also sending a sister to accompany them—the
professed Sister M. Berchmanna Meier who conducted
schools in Bavaria for a number of years and cherishes the
desire to go to Hungary.
God knows how gladly we would have doubled the number of travelers, but we cannot manage to send any more
now and must leave it to the future.
Since we are prevented from having the honor of recommending them to your pastoral care in person, we are
writing this recommendation for these sisters. Several new
missions must be established and opened and we must save
our visit for a later time.
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
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4202: To Cardinal Nicholas Clarelli-Paraccani
Rome (Excerpt)
J!M!

Munich
October 28, [1866] 46

Your Eminence! Most Reverend Cardinal Protector!
. . . There is also new life and vitality in Hungary where
our father spiritual [Matthias Siegert] gave a retreat recently. The candidature is experiencing strong growth with
young native Hungarian women from the best families. We
can regard this as a miracle from God because when our sisters first arrived there, all appeared lifeless.
The bishop of Csanád 47 cares for the sisters and their
houses like a father. He cherishes the hope that the young
women there will improve and have a beneficial influence on
the families. It is incredible how degenerate the people had
become. The children now accept religious instruction from
the sisters with such avidity—just as the parched earth
soaks up drops of rain. . . . 48
4221: To Cardinal Nicholas Clarelli-Paracciani
Rome (Excerpt)
J!M!

Munich
December 26, 1867

Your Eminence! Most Reverend Cardinal Protector!
. . . Until now, it was peaceful for us in Hungary but just
as in Bavaria, there is a movement to separate the schools
from the Church and to establish nondenominational
schools. . . . 49

46. Although the copy prepared for the beatification process gives the
year 1867, internal evidence indicates that this letter was written in 1866.
47. Bishop Bonnaz
48. Document 4202 can be found in its entirety in Volume 5 of Letters
of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
49. Document 4221 can be found in its entirety in Volume 5 of Letters
of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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Munich
June 26, 1868

Right Reverend Abbot and Canon! Your Excellency!
Due to my absence from the motherhouse, our statement arrived in Nagyvárad 50 too late last year, which I sincerely regret. If you intend to entrust this mission to our
order, I venture to express once again our willingness to accept the two or three postulants mentioned in your inquiry
of June 10. If this is not the case, we are very sorry, but we
are unable to comply with your request. It would be inappropriate if we were to have aspirants from another order
with ours because it would serve neither your purpose nor
ours. 51
Due to the rising cost of food, the annual amount requested for board and tuition for one postulant is 300 florin
Austrian currency. 52 Other necessary expenses for clothing,
school supplies, or illness, are charged to her.
We would be very happy if this is agreeable to you.
Respectfully presenting this response and asking for
your benevolence and a devout memento at the Altar of the
Lord, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame

50. Now Oradea in Romania
51. Since a copy of the abbot’s letter has not been found, the reference
is unclear.
52. Approximately $114 in American currency at the time
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4372: To Cardinal Nicholas Clarelli-Paracciani
Rome (Excerpt)
September 9, 1869
J!M!
Your Eminence! Most Reverend Cardinal Protector!
. . . October 20: Please forgive me for delaying so long
before sending this letter. A telegram called me to Hungary
so suddenly that it was impossible for me to finish writing
before my departure.
Now that I have returned, I would like to tell you about
our missions in that country. The seed is gradually beginning to sprout and gives promise of a good harvest. There
are nine native candidates preparing to take the teachers’
examination in the motherhouse and several young women
at the mission houses have asked for admission.
The schools are so filled with children that they have
no more room. The children and their parents are fond of
the sisters and very grateful to them, especially in Oravicza
on the Turkish border.
While we were in Temesvár, however, the city council
told the sisters that they would be tolerated only one more
year. The sisters’ gardens in Temesvár and in the suburb,
Józsefváros, have been set aside for the boys’ gymnastic exercises. His Excellency, Bishop Alexander Bonnaz of Temesvár, is greatly dismayed by this and considers, day and
night, how he could save the sisters for his diocese. The
great sums he has already spent on buildings for our sisters
in his diocese notwithstanding, he intends to put up new
buildings in Temesvár, Józsefváros, and Lippa in order to
provide more space for the sisters. Then, if God allows them
to lose their [elementary] schools, they could accept a
greater number of students in their academies and boarding
schools and still have work. May God reward the good
bishop for his concern for us! . . . 53

53. Document 4372 can be found in its entirety in Volume 15 of Letters
of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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Munich
November 11, 1869

J!M!
Very Reverend Dean! 54
. . . It is God’s singular action that there should be such
a great demand for sisters in the Rhine Province just now
when so few personnel are available. When we were in Hungary, we brought up the subject, as well as the sisters whom
we frequently mentioned. 55 The bishop 56 urgently pleaded
that we would not take the sisters from him at precisely this
time and we had to submit. . . . 57
4390: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
November 17, 1869

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Bishop!
Once again, this time in writing, we wish to express our
deep gratitude for the gracious hospitality that was so undeservedly granted us during our presence in Hungary and
for all the proofs of your pastoral disposition showered upon
us on that occasion. We can only pray for you in return but
God will reward all that you have so generously given to the
poor sisters.
It was a great consolation for me to see the seed sown in
Hungary flourishing with such hope. I will plead daily with

54. Fr. Frederick Bruns (1805-71), Pastor and Dean in Brakel (184671)
55. By 1869, a considerable number of sisters and candidates had been
sent to Hungary from the Brede Convent in Westphalia.
56. Bishop Bonnaz
57. Document 4388 can be found in its entirety in Volume 8 of Letters
of Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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God that the tenor of our times does not destroy what has
sprouted so beautifully under your pastoral protection.
Please do not spurn the small, enclosed piece of artwork! Perhaps on your journey to Rome, 58 the Poor School
Sisters could be inscribed in the pages of the little book so
that they could be recommended to the Holy Father. Although we have caused you sufferings of various kinds, the
Divine Child represented in the picture holds aloft the banner of triumph over the instruments of the Passion. May we,
too, rejoice in the victory!
Requesting your continued protection and noble benevolence, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior
Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame
Sad necessity forces us to call Sister Theobalda [Frei]
from Oravicza.
The sisters in Oravicza are praying that the Divine Savior will look upon them with mercy and call out to them as
he once called to Zaccheus with the consoling words, “Today
I must stay at your house!” 59 Conscious of our unworthiness,
I dare not refer their petition to you, but it would bring the
poor sisters immeasurable consolation and joy if their longing would be fulfilled through the intercession of St. Barbara. 60 Especially in the distressing circumstances of our
times, they would feel urged to pray with redoubled fervor
for you and for the intentions of the Church and the [Vatican] Council.

58. The First Vatican Council began in Rome on December 8, 1869.
59. See Luke 19:1-10.
60. St. Barbara was the patron of the mission in Oravicza. The sisters
were asking for permission to have the Blessed Sacrament reserved in
their chapel.
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4485: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
September 25, 1870

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Bishop!
Divine Wisdom, who was victorious as a Child in the
temple at Jerusalem over 1,800 years ago, is now triumphant over the sophistry of the world in Hungary. If we
turn the victory banner around, however, we read on the reverse side, “Bishop Alexander’s generosity turned the tide,”
written in large letters. 1
Praise and thanks to God and to Your Excellency! Our
eyes filled with tears when we read the latest news from
Temesvár and we could only stammer, “May God reward
you a thousandfold, now and in eternity!”
We have already given our sisters instructions to make
the necessary arrangements for reception and, if you have
not already designated another priest, we ask your permission to allow a Jesuit to give the retreat on this occasion.
Our father spiritual [Matthias Siegert] cannot leave now because the school year has already begun and a third examination for the candidates will take place in the near future.
I still cannot say anything about sending another group
of sisters, but I ask you to hold fast to the conviction that we
will certainly do everything possible. If only our merciful
God would put an end to illness and death among our sisters.

1. According to the Chronological Sketches for the year 1870, when it
was determined that all the public schools in Temesvár would be nondenominational, Bishop Bonnaz offered to provide the sisters’ support if the
city council would allow them to use the city buildings for their convent
schools.
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We ask that you would please grant our request and not
withdraw your pastoral care and undeserved recognition
from us in the future.
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
4494: To Fr. Frederick Bruns
Brakel in Westphalia (Excerpt)
J!M!

Munich
October 25, 1870

Very Reverend Dean!
. . . In response to what you indicated about the sisters
sent here some time ago for the missions in Hungary, we
can only reassure you that they were sent to us without our
asking them to come, together with the remark that M. Ambrosia [Steinbach] could no longer be restrained. 2 They have
their field of labor in Hungary now and, despite our repeated
personal requests, the bishop 3 will not release them. The
prayers of the grateful hearts of the children, who cling to
the sisters with great love, will bring powerful recompense
to the Brede Convent for the sacrifices made for the Hungarian missions—this is our hope from the dear Lord. . . . 4

2. According to her obituary, Sister M. Ambrosia arrived in Hungary in
1867 and remained there until her death on May 20, 1901.
3. Bishop Bonnaz
4. Document 4494 can be found in its entirety in Volume 8 of Letters of
Mary Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger.
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J!M!
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Munich
December 22, 1870

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Bishop!
Your untiring kindness and support encourages me to
present a petition today that is very crucial for the religious
life of our sisters in Hungary and would insure their continued existence.
The sisters have often expressed the desire to have a
priest who would be willing to visit the sisters at the missions at least once a year, give them a religious conference,
hear their confessions, and thus meet their religious needs
that often remain unsatisfied.
Fr. [Joseph] Németh, the director of the seminary and
master of ceremonies, 5 would be excellently suited for this
position. With his favorable disposition toward our order,
there is no reason to doubt that he would accept this responsibility. Therefore, I support the good sisters’ petition
that, in your kind consideration of the situation, you would
please appoint Fr. Németh as father spiritual for our houses
in Hungary.
I wish to express my sincere gratitude for your pastoral
care regarding Theobalda Frei. 6 These are sad occurrences!
Here in Munich, as elsewhere, attempts were made to
deprive the schools of their Christian character and, above
all, to abolish the convent schools. When this rumor circulated, however, Munich's entire Catholic citizenry rose up
and solemnly protested the proposal made by the city council with the result that these plans were thwarted, at least
for now. Therefore, we cannot see how we can send personnel to poor Hungary now. If the above plan had been successful, there might have been hope. Who knows how long

5. Joseph Németh (1831-1916) was born in Szeged and ordained in
1854. After serving as secretary to the bishop for a number of years, Fr.
Németh was appointed director of the seminary in Temesvár.
6. Sister M. Theobalda Frei left the order in 1870.
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the parallel classes 7 in the Au will continue? If they do not,
then there will be personnel available for Hungary.
We will confidently place this intention in the Infant’s
crib. We also wish you good health and we hope that our
prayers for you will be heard. 8
Wishing you God's blessing on the approaching feasts
of Christmas and New Year and, with heartfelt gratitude,
requesting your continued kind attention, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior
4512: To Fr. Joseph Németh
Temesvár

Motherhouse
December 22, 1870

J!M!
Very Reverend Director!
You made a great contribution in both word and deed to
our order in Hungary, and we do not doubt that His Excellency 9 will grant our petition. Therefore, we also present to
you our sincere request and ask that you would accept the
position of father spiritual in Hungary and come to the aid of
the forsaken sisters in the mission houses by visiting them
at least once a year, giving them religious conferences, hearing their confessions, and in general, meeting their spiritual
needs where gaps often appear.

7. In order to provide parents with a choice of teachers, parallel classes,
one with a teaching sister and the other with a lay teacher, were being
introduced in Munich at this time.
8. Bishop Bonnaz became seriously ill during the First Vatican Council
(1869-70) and never recovered completely. Nevertheless, he remained
bishop of Csanád until his death in 1889.
9. Bishop Bonnaz
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We ask that you would not decline this great new task
but accept it instead for the sake of Jesus and the holy work.
It is my hope that the sisters will seek to lighten your burden by zealously striving for perfection, as well as by reimbursing your expenses.
Confidently looking forward to your gracious acceptance
of our request, offering our sincere best wishes for the approaching feasts, and asking for a remembrance in prayer,
I remain respectfully yours,
The grateful Poor School Sister,
M. Ther. of Jesus
4544: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
March 2, 1871

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Bishop!
The photograph of the newly built school and institute
building came to me from Lippa 10 with the note that you
asked the sisters to send it to me. Please accept the expression of my deep gratitude for this undeserved favor. The
sight of this magnificent building inspires hope that the convent, school, and boarding school will flourish, grow, and
thrive interiorly to the greater glory of God, to your consolation as its founder, and for the salvation of the souls of the
children entrusted to us.
This building was scarcely completed when, in your tireless zeal for souls, you embarked upon another plan. According to the latest news from Temesvár, the Lord of the

10. According to the Chronological Sketches for 1871, Bishop Bonnaz,
at his own expense, connected the convent and school buildings, added
another floor, and arranged for a chapel so that 50-60 boarders could also
be accepted in Lippa (now Lipova in Romania).
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vineyard has deposited a treasure with annuities set aside
to bring sisters to Szeged 11 and Becskerek. 12
Please do not take it amiss if I express my humble opinion concerning this. Everything would be easier if the sisters would start with a private school in both places because
then they would not require a large number of people or
such large buildings at the beginning. Some of the existing
capital could be used for the sisters’ living expenses. Later,
if their work becomes better known, the people themselves
might express the wish to give them the elementary classes.
In the meantime, the sisters would have time to become
stronger and to establish a boarding school.
Sister Philomena [Blattner], superior of our motherhouse
in Breslau, 13 will give you a sister who is a native
Hungarian certified teacher and two German certified
teaching candidates by Easter. Two more have already volunteered for next year, and I cherish the consoling hope that
God will not let us pray in vain for Hungarian aspirants.
Perhaps Szeged will prove to be fruitful in this regard.
Our situation here remains in the same critical condition because the Liberals’ aim is nothing other than to get
rid of the convent schools. Although the required secular
teaching personnel are not yet available, 13 new schools are
being built. Religious personnel are allowed to continue
eking out their existence in the meantime.
Please accept the expression of our sincere gratitude for
all the evidence of your kindness and good will, which you
have granted us in such abundance. We pray daily that God
will strengthen you and keep you with us for a long time.
Recommending our sisters in your diocese, as well as all

11. In his last will and testament, Canon Stephan Oltványi, an honorary citizen of the royal Hungarian free city of Szeged as well as the vicargeneral and cathedral provost of the diocese of Csanád in Temesvár, left a
considerable sum for the establishment of a convent school and institute in
Szeged.
12. In her last will and testament, Carola Szatmáry left a significant
sum for the establishment of a convent school and institute for girls in
Becskerek, now Zrenjanin in Serbia. A mission was opened there in 1880.
13. Now Wrocław in Poland
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of us, to your further gracious benevolence, and requesting
your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
P.S. Sister Gisela Stangl wrote to me directly and asked
to leave. I told her she must make her request directly to
you as her ecclesial authority. 14
4566: To Canon Joseph Németh
Temesvár

Munich
May 31, 1871

J!M!
Very Reverend Canon!
A recent communication from His Excellency 15 brought
us twofold joy. First of all, you have been appointed father
spiritual for our houses in the Banat. What great consolation
this is for all of us! We have long revered you as a great
friend of our order who shared our sorrows and joys with us
and stood by our sisters, protecting, advising, and assisting
them in need.
The letter then announced your elevation to the rank
and dignity of a canon in the diocese of Csanád. Although
we realize that this title carries with it new burdens, we extend our congratulations and express our hope that Divine
Providence will be pleased to exchange the infula 16 of a
cathedral canon with that of a bishop someday!
This appointment gives us even greater joy because we
are now assured that you will continue to reside in
Temesvár. May God’s infinite wisdom direct everything in
the best interests of all those who love God!
Please grant our petition to take on the responsibility of
father spiritual for our sisters for the love of Jesus and the
14. Sister Gisela had not made perpetual profession.
15. Bishop Bonnaz
16. The two ribbons that form part of a mitre.
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sake of God’s work and continue to be in this difficult time
what you have always been for us. I look forward to a
change for the better in some of our houses in Hungary. God
will reward you in ways we cannot.
Requesting that, as we offer our prayer for you daily,
you would also recommend us to the Sacred Heart of Jesus
at the Most Holy Sacrifice, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
4571: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
June 14, 1871

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Bishop!
You were pleased to appoint Fr. [Joseph] Németh as
cathedral canon as well as father spiritual for the Poor
School Sisters in the diocese of Csanád. What consolation
this is for the poor sisters and for us! Please accept the expression of our deep gratitude for this new favor!
Canon Németh, a devout man, always sought to promote the welfare of our order with such sincerity, selflessness, and zeal. In his new and influential position, he will be
able to do this even more. He seems to have been chosen as
the instrument to help God’s work in Hungary get back on
its feet again.
Shielded by your vigorous intervention and authority,
the political skies with regard to the schools in Hungary are
calm again. While this is also the case in Bavaria, the fire
glows under the ashes and we expect a new outbreak in the
near future. May God have mercy on us and not let us fall
into the hands of the enemy!
We pray daily for you. We also pray that God will guide
and direct many talented young women to enter our religious association in Hungary. Then, after so many victims
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have been called home to God, 17 the number of laborers in
the Lord’s vineyard will increase. Jesus, who made the
promise, “Ask and it will be given to you,” 18 will not abandon
us before the throne of God.
If Bavaria should fall prey to the anti-Christian endeavors of our times before Hungary does, we renew our
promise regarding personnel.
Finally, I ask that you would kindly excuse the delay in
my reply. Our father spiritual [Matthias Siegert] went to
Rome and has been absent for almost four weeks. 19 Venerable Sister Margaret [of Cortona Wiedemann] is in England.
The work piles up immeasurably.
Requesting your episcopal blessing and your continued
pastoral benevolence, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
4578: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
J!M!

Munich
July 15, 1871

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Bishop!
With eloquent words and picturesque descriptions, several letters from Lippa told us about the great expense you
undertook to carry out the building project there. You not
only generously care for all the sisters’ needs but also take
into account their health and relaxation. Amazed by such
pastoral charity and generosity, we can only say in our
poverty, “May God reward everything a thousandfold in this
world and the next!”
Since you are staying at a health spa so close to us, may
we request the consolation of a visit to our motherhouse here

17. Twelve Sisters had died in Hungary by June 1871.
18. Matthew 7:7
19. In June 1871, Fr. Siegert participated in an international pilgrimage to Rome on the occasion of the silver jubilee of Pius IX’s papacy.
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so that you can rest a little? You would be happy with everything here and, in our confused times, even more so.
Please do not take it amiss that I speak so candidly, but
do accept our invitation and grant us your episcopal blessing
in advance, especially to the one who remains respectfully
yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Theresa of Jesus
4691: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
July 8, 1872

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Bishop!
We gathered from your last letter that the alb we sent,
although a simple piece of needlework, was very pleasing to
you. How embarrassed we were! Do we not owe you such
gratitude for all the great sacrifices you have already made
for the greater glory of God and the well-being of the sisters,
as well as for the sacrifices that you still intend to make?
We were very sorry to hear that you still suffer so much.
We therefore venture to send you a few vials of St. Walburga's Oil 20 that gave our father spiritual [Matthias
Siegert] so much relief during his most recent illness. This
miraculous oil is world-renowned because it still flows from
the bones of St. Walburga in Eichstätt and brings about such
noticeable healing when used.
On the other hand, it gave us great consolation to hear
that you and Canon [Joseph] Németh found everything in

20. St. Walburga (710-779) was an English Benedictine who devoted
her life to the conversion of Germany. Every year a mysterious moisture
collects on St. Walburga's relics in Eichstätt. Eventually it became known
as Walburga's Oil. Healings continue to be attributed to the saint’s intercession when this oil is used.
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good order and harmony in Lippa. We are especially concerned about the progress of delightful Lippa, your favorite
child, and we are no less concerned about Oravicza. May
God give the sisters a few sparks from the fiery love of the
most Sacred Heart—and Your Excellency forbearance and
patience with their deficiencies and weaknesses!
Please accept once again the expression of our special
gratitude for the favor you granted the sisters by arranging
the visit of His Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty 21 to the
motherhouse in Temesvár. This will be a day to be remembered, now and in the future.
Since you have always shown such a keen interest in
all that concerns our weal and woe, we take the liberty of
enclosing a copy of the petition submitted by the city council of Munich to the royal government, and which so clearly
reveals their progressive direction. 22 We can expect that before long, the same action that is now being carried out in
Rhenish Prussia, Westphalia, Silesia, and Glatz, 23 will also
happen here. All religious teachers (and therefore our sisters as well) must be dismissed and secular teachers must
fill the vacancies within three months. 24 If the plan is carried
out in Munich, this measure will make available as many
sisters as you need.
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters

21. In August 1872, Emperor Francis Joseph visited Hungary in order
to help alleviate the suffering caused by flooding in the Banat region.
Bishop Bonnaz arranged that the emperor would visit the sisters in Temesvár on August 5. On this occasion, Emperor Francis Joseph approved
the bishop’s foundation of 200,000 florin (ca. $80,000) to provide an orphanage for girls in Temesvár.
22. A copy of this petition was not included in the beatification collection.
23. Now Kłodzko in southern Poland
24. On June 15, 1872, a royal precept ordered the dismissal of all religious teachers from the public schools in Prussia as soon as possible.
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4692: To Dr. Bruno Schön
Vienna

[ca. December 13, 1872]

J!M!
Reverend Father Bruno! 25
As painful as the news of our dear Sister Ilona’s
[Pánczély] emotional suffering was, good Sister M. Abundantia [Litschgi] consoled us by telling how you so lovingly
accepted the heavily afflicted soul and offered her every possible help. May God reward you as we cannot and give you
abundant blessings in your laborious and difficult position!
Requesting your continued benevolence and a remembrance in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior
4751: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
December 13, 1872

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Bishop!
Our dear Sister Abundantia [Litschgi] felt she must
hurry home after staying with us for three days because she
knew that the sisters, who are almost overwhelmed with
work in any case, could not be left with an even greater burden because of her absence. I only wish that you could have

25. Dr. Bruno Schön was a chaplain at the Imperial and Royal Hospital for Mental Patients in Vienna. According to the Vienna Chronicle,
Sister Ilona was his patient in November and December 1872.
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witnessed the touching scene when the two Litschgi sisters
saw each other again so unexpectedly!26
M. Abundantia will return to Hungary in the company
of four new sisters. I regret, however, that they will scarcely
provide the personnel demanded by the difficult schools in
Hungary. If the houses in Silesia are dissolved, as our
institute in Glatz will be by Easter, we hope that we can
send you more sisters. 27 Since Bavaria faithfully follows in
the footsteps of the Prussians, perhaps the same will also
happen in Bavaria soon. In Munich itself, not only the elementary school, but even the institute and kindergarten are
threatened. Like the Jesuits, we are simply declared dangerous to the state. No further proof is needed. 28
In Baden, the sisters have already been withdrawn
from two missions, 29 and we expect those from Steisslingen
next week. May God protect Austria and Hungary!
How amazed and deeply moved we were when Sister
Abundantia related how, like a father, you care for the sis-

26. On April 2, 1872, an amendment to the school law in Baden was
passed, stating: “Members of a religious order or a similar religious congregation are forbidden to teach in the schools and educational institutes
in the Grand Duchy of Baden. The state government is authorized to
make allowances for individual persons until further notice.” Sisters M.
Veneranda Litschgi, M. Aloysia Sproll, M. Bertha Stütz, and M. Elisabeth
Werhle were dismissed from the school in Munzingen in Baden on November 29, 1872, traveled to Munich, and then accompanied Sister M.
Abundantia to Hungary.
27. On December 3, 1872, Bishop Bonnaz wrote and thanked Mother
Theresa for sending a few sisters and aspirants from Prussia and from
Miltenberg in Bavaria. “If any more sisters were available,” the bishop
asked that Mother Theresa would remember Hungary, where “the ranks
had been thinned by illness and death,” and several new places were asking for sisters who would be most welcome. See Copia Publica (Transcript,
Generalate) 4331-33.
28. On July 4, 1872, the German Parliament passed the so-called Jesuit Law with an amendment stating that “all similar orders in the German
Empire are to be dissolved and expelled.” Since Bavaria became a part of
the German Empire on January 2, 1871, it was also subject to this law.
Mother Theresa appealed to the royal Bavarian government and it was
finally determined that the Poor School Sisters were not related to the
Society of Jesus.
29. Hugstetten and Munzingen
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ters and, recently, for our poor Sister Ilona [Pánczély] in her
suffering, even giving your own valet as protector and escort on the journey and assuming all expenses for both the
journey and the cure. God will not let such charity go unrewarded in this world or the next.
Please do not hold it against me if I venture to make a
suggestion.Would you like to breathe the nerve-strengthening air of our Bavarian mountains in spring so that your
health could improve? There is a goodhearted dean in
Garmisch who would consider it the greatest favor to offer
you a modest little room at his place.
Another available place would be our little country
house on the Hörtenberg near Pfaffenhofen on the Inn
River, a few hours from Innsbruck in Tyrol. 30 Nearby, there
is a little forest where you could remain alone and rest for
hours during your vacation. Fr. Alexander Lehner, a Franciscan from Padua, stays there during the summer. He built
a little chapel where he could say Mass and his presence
would make a lonely stay somewhat more pleasant. The
road to the Hörtenberg is impassable and it is difficult to
climb the hill, but we would be happy to be of service to you
in any way!
Repeating the expression of my deep gratitude, recommending the sisters to your pastoral care, and requesting
your episcopal blessing and your prayer in the days of storm
and affliction befalling us, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters

30. In 1865, a mission was opened in Pfaffenhofen, a small town approximately 18 miles (31 km) from Innsbruck in the Tyrolean Alps. In
order to support themselves, the sisters acquired the Hörtenberg, an adjoining small farm with surrounding property and woods.
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Motherhouse
January 14, 1873

Dear Sister Ilona!
We rejoiced over the small outpouring of childlike love
and gratitude written by you and enclosed with the last letter from Sister Abundantia [Litschgi], since we gathered
from it that your sufferings have lessened and that you are
feeling better again.
Do not cease to pray and trust in Mary, our Mother of
Perpetual Help. Try to be a good, true, devout child of Mary,
as you were in the past, and she will always prove to be a
loving, helpful mother to you.
We extended your best regards to Fr. [Matthias Siegert]
who takes a deep interest in your weal and woe and sends
you his priestly blessing from afar. If love and gratitude
move you to kiss my hand, take the small crucifix of your
rosary and kiss the five wounds of our Savior with loving
reverence. Then we will be united in spirit.
Jesus bless you! Praised be Jesus Christ!
Mary Theresa of Jesus
4813: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

May 30, 1873

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Since I was not at home when our Prussian sisters left
for Hungary, I was unable to give you a recommendation in
writing and I would like to do this now.
At the same time, I would also like to inform you that, in
response to the repeated urgent petition of good Sister Gabriela [Pfaffenzeller], I transferred the burden of the office of superior to the shoulders of dear Sister Abundantia
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[Litschgi]. The relationship between the two sisters is fundamentally the same and it is only a formal change as listed
in the directory, which the sisters will have submitted to you
by now.
May you be pleased to grant my request and continue
the same pastoral disposition toward the sisters that has
given them so much joy and provided them with consolation
and support in all the trouble and sorrows up to now.
In return, we promise to pray to God daily for your wellbeing, hoping that we will be heard through the intercession
of Mary, the Mother of our order.
Requesting your blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior
What will be the lot of the Poor School Sisters in
Bavaria? If we are threatened with the death sentence, we
ask to be taken into the diocese of Csanád.
5123: To Sister M. Ignatia Drewes
J!M!

[September 1873]

Mary Ignatia! 31
St. Ignatius and his brothers offered to go to the missions wherever the Holy Father would decide to send them.
Following his example, you offered to go to the mission
in Hungary, a decision that demands great sacrifice. The
dear Lord will never be outdone in generosity and will reward you if you continue to take the great St. Ignatius as
your model, follow his example, and do everything out of love

31. According to her obituary, Sister M. Ignatia Drewes (1848-1931)
was received in Breslau in August 1873. A few weeks after reception, she
left for Hungary in the company of other novices who also volunteered for
this mission. (This also helps determine an approximate date for this letter.) On September 9, 1875, Sister Ignatia made her first profession in
Temesvár. She remained in Hungary for the rest of her life.
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for God and for the greater honor and glory of God. There
was a reason why you were given this passionate, loving
saint as your patron at reception.
Regarding your relationship with us, dear Sister, please
be assured that you are written in our heart, just as all those
sisters whom we know—and that we are praying for you.
Please do the same for us!
Jesus bless you! Praised be Jesus Christ!
Mary Theresa of Jesus
4862: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
October 1, 1873

Most Reverend Bishop! Your Excellency!
Sister M. Dionysia Reichart, who was a prospect for
Hungary some time ago, will follow the sisters who came
from Silesia to Temesvár. She will bring an orphan who has
been staying with our sisters in Miltenberg for four years.
Filled with courage and joyful determination, this girl will be
a tiny seed for the new aspiranture that was begun
through your loving self-sacrifice. A second orphan from the
same institute also wanted to go, but she is still dependent
on the charitable association and may leave only after a few
more years of probation and preparation.
Sister Dionysia is a certified teacher in both elementary
subjects and needlework but she has been more active in the
latter than in the former.
When Sister Abundantia
[Litschgi] was here in the motherhouse, she said she would
like to have Sister Dionysia for the candidature. Sister
Dionysia is capable of filling this position.
I now recommend the two travelers to your benevolence,
which is such a great favor for our sisters in Hungary since
it lightens their burden and sweetens the bitterness of their
difficult vocation. I ask that you would graciously extend
your pastoral concern to the two new arrivals. Unless God
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prevents the enemy from attaining its goal, 32 we might be
able to send a few more sisters at Easter.
Requesting your episcopal blessing, I remain deeply
grateful and respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
4884: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
December 30, 1873

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Bishop!
Recently we heard from our sisters in Temesvár that
the delicious grapes from Hungary were obtained through
your generous heart. Your kindness is deeply appreciated.
May the merciful God hear our heartfelt best wishes for
the New Year and reward you a thousand times for all your
goodness! We pray daily to Jesus, the Good Shepherd, asking that he would lessen your sorrows and that you would
not experience any further grief and worry because of our
sisters to whom you give so much pastoral care.
The new mission in Szeged has already had some illness. 33 May this mission progress with greater blessing for
the greater glory of God, the good of our order, the good of all
who are involved there, and your consolation!
We are still hovering between life and death in our own
country of Bavaria, but so far, God has not let our enemies
have power over us. As God wills! With wisdom and mercy,
God can and will direct all for the best!
In Breslau, Sister Philomena [Blattner] is recruiting
very diligently for Hungary, but the results are up to God.
Some of the houses there have obtained a one-year reprieve
on the notice to close and will remain open until 1875.

32. The dismissal of religious teachers from the schools
33. See Footnote 11, p. 106. In October 1873, a mission with seven sisters was opened in Szeged.
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Requesting your blessing and recommending our sisters, ourselves included, to your further gracious benevolence, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
4901: To [Dr. Bruno Schön]
[Vienna]
J!M!

February 5, 1874

Reverend Father! 34
Your recent letter gives me a welcome opportunity to
repeat the expression of my heartfelt gratitude for all the
loving care you have given poor Sister Ilona [Pánczély] and
so many other sisters in Vienna and Hungary. God will reward what we cannot. This is our prayer!
What you have told us about Sister Abundantia
[Litschgi] and the other sisters in Hungary is a matter of
great concern for us because we know well how great is the
harvest and how few are the laborers. Please help us pray
for competent new members, young women with a happy
disposition, intellectual talent, and a religious vocation.
The sisters also told us that Canon [Joseph] Németh has
been appointed auxiliary bishop. We rejoice and wish him
well!
I am sorry that we cannot offer our services regarding
the brochure. 35 We must remain very quiet and neutral in
this respect so that we do not come into conflict with the authorities, which has already happened to another congregation and gotten into the newspapers. I believe that you
would reach your goal sooner by turning to the Redemptorists and the Jesuits in America. They have more opportunities to help you because they also have schools and
seminaries.

34. Internal evidence indicates that this letter was addressed to Dr.
Bruno Schön. See Footnote 25, p. 112.
35. Since Dr. Schön’s letter has not been found, this reference remains
unclear.
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Thank you very much for the copy you sent!
Requesting that you would remember us in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
4917: To Msgr. Paul Oltvány
Szeged
J!M!

March 21, 1874

Very Reverend Papal Chamberlain and Dean! 36
Soon it will be six months since our sisters entered their
new field of labor in Szeged. Today I would like to make up
for what the brevity of time and amount of work did not
allow me to do at that time, that is, to recommend the sisters
in particular to your benevolence and care.
The letters received from Szeged are sufficient proof,
however, that such a recommendation is unnecessary because the sisters cannot stop marveling over the generosity
and self-sacrifice with which you provide for all their needs.
In order to expand the institute, you even purchased a building next door and managed to assure the sisters of a secure
income from the bishop. 37
You also intend to help provide them with a chapel and
the Blessed Sacrament. If, with God’s grace, you succeed in
accomplishing this, Szeged will certainly become the pearl of
our missions in Hungary. It is precisely for this reason that
I expect abundant blessings for the convent, the school, and
the city.
Please accept the expression of my deep gratitude for
all the efforts, care, concern, and great sacrifices that rest on

36. Msgr. Paul Oltvány was the administrator of the last will and testament made by his uncle, Canon Stephan Oltvány, who left a considerable sum of money to provide schools for the girls and young women of Szeged, his birthplace. In order to carry out his uncle’s intent and to serve as
director of the new schools, Msgr. Oltvány was transferred from his parish
in Földeák to Szeged in 1872.
37. Bishop Bonnaz
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this work of God in Szeged. 38 God’s angels will record in the
Book of Life every step you take for this cause so that, on
the great day of reward, not one of them will remain unnoticed!
Repeating our recommendation and the expression of
our gratitude, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Th. of Jesus
General Superior
4934: To Bishop Joseph Németh
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
April 16, 1874

Most Reverend Auxiliary Bishop! Your Excellency!
According to what the sisters from Temesvár told us,
you have been named bishop, and the appointment has been
confirmed. 39
Please accept the expression of our great joy and our
heartfelt congratulations and best wishes. We will present
these wishes in prayer before the Blessed Sacrament and
trust that in God’s eternal love, they will be heard. We pray
for all the heavenly gifts of grace so that you can glorify the
name of God, further the reign of God as a chosen instru-

38. According to Msgr. Oltvány’s letter to Mother Theresa on March
29, 1874, he had been following the development of the School Sisters’
missions in Hungary from the very beginning but noticed that the sisters
taught only in German schools. The Hungarian schools were also neglected, but there were no Hungarian religious communities to staff them.
Since he hoped that the mission in Szeged would develop into a motherhouse that would provide Hungarian personnel for the schools, Msgr.
Oltvány did everything possible to make this happen. See Copia Publica
(Transcript, Generalate) 4540-45.
39. On January 16, 1874, Canon Németh was appointed auxiliary
bishop of Csanád in Temesvár. From 1905 until 1908, Bishop Németh was
apostolic administrator of the diocese. He died at the age of 85 on November 12, 1916.
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ment in the hand of God, and be a support to the oppressed
Church and the suffering Bishop Alexander [Bonnaz].
Please allow us to add one more request—that the Poor
School Sisters may continue to remain as close to your pastoral heart as previously!
Asking for your blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters,
4973: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
September 20, 1874

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Bishop!
Your latest letter brought us the consoling news that
the building housing the boys’ school in Temesvár has already been purchased so that it can be adapted for convent
purposes. We can only admire your tireless and inexhaustible charity! We pray that God will reward with hundredfold interest what you have already done for the work of
God on Hungarian soil.
In order to fulfill the wishes expressed in your letter of
August 21, I wrote to Sister Philomena [Blattner] in Breslau
and received the answer that she could offer more personnel
only if the houses in Striegau and Münsterberg 40 would be
closed in the near future. Otherwise, no one would be available.
Since the promise has already been made, however, we
are now writing to the sisters in Temesvár about the plan to
postpone taking over the city middle schools, where initial
steps have already been taken, so that we can help Lugos. 41

40. Now Strzegom and Ziębice in Poland.
41. On October 1, 1874, a mission was opened in Lugos (now Lugoj in
Romania).
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Unfortunately, there is no prospect of personnel from
Bavaria. The double examination, much illness, and many
deaths among the sisters have caused us deep wounds that
are still bleeding. Much as we would like to help, it is simply impossible, and sickly or frail people would not be of
service to the very large classes in Hungary.
Requesting your continued, gracious benevolence, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
5011: To Msgr. Paul Oltvány
Szeged
J!M!

December 7, 1874

Very Reverend Papal Chamberlain!
What shall I say about all that has come into being in
Szeged since our last exchange of letters? One house purchased, a second built, a garden laid out with a fountain and
statues, and the assurance that all of this belongs to the sisters and our order by deed! 42 May God reward you a hundredfold for what you have done out of love for God’s work
and the sisters’ well-being! May God keep away all enemies
who could do them harm at any time!
The crown of my desires was the entry into the chapel
by Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament. May St. Teresa [of
Avila], on whose feast our dear Lord took possession of this
new home, obtain for all the sisters who will work in this institute the same good religious spirit that prevailed in her
houses and bring us many talented aspirants with a religious vocation!

42. According to Msgr. Oltvány’s letter to Mother Theresa on October
16, 1874, the property in Szeged was registered under the title, Paul
Oltvány Foundation because it would be more secure than if it were registered under the congregation’s name and the government tried to confiscate it later. It was understood, however, that the property belonged to
the sisters. See Copia Publica (Transcript, Generalate) 4548-52.
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I was very happy to hear that 20 young women are already zealously studying the subjects that can make them
suitable laborers in the Lord’s vineyard. I was not a little
surprised to hear that seven of them have already taken the
examination in the first course of the preparatory teachers’
institute. Please do not take it amiss if I ask that you would
use your influence so that, in the future, these young people
would not have to take the examination with male students,
but in the convent instead. This is what they do in
Temesvár.
Please be assured that we are very concerned about
doing all in our power for Szeged, but the harvest in the
Lord’s vineyard is always so great that there are never
enough laborers. There is a strong generation rising in Hungary, however, that gives great hope for the future.
My visit to Hungary is prevented by the Bismarck era
that is causing us a fair amount of trouble. Please help us
pray that this will be for the glory of God and bring no further harm to the order!
Thank you very much for the undeserved remembrance
on October 15. 43 In return, I wish you God’s blessing, grace,
and well-being for the coming feast days and the New Year,
1875!
Please forget any unpleasantness you may have experienced from the sisters during the past year!
Requesting your continued good will and remembrance
in your devout prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus

43. The feast of St. Teresa of Avila
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Munich
February 29, 1876

Very Reverend
Seventeen years have already passed since we were
called by Bishop Alexander Csajághy in Temesvár to send
laborers into the Lord’s vineyard in Hungary. Among those
chosen to heed the call was Sister Abundantia [Litschgi].
God abundantly blessed the sacrifice and labors undertaken
by our good sisters and now there are nine houses with 94
sisters entrusted to Sister Abundantia’s care and direction. 45
Besides the schools and boarding schools, there is also an
aspiranture, a candidature, and a novitiate. (Through the
generosity of the bishop, an orphanage will be transferred to
the sisters this spring.) 46
Bishop Bonnaz watched over this garden of the Lord
with genuine pastoral care and gave the sisters the best and
most zealous priests as confessors. Nevertheless, with such
rapid expansion, the work has increased so much that these
priests can hardly manage it anymore. Bishop [Joseph]
Németh, who completely dedicated his priestly charity to
this work of God until now, has been appointed auxiliary
bishop to our bishop who is in very poor health. Soon he will
be taken from us entirely and leave a vacancy that cannot be
easily filled by the Hungarian clergy. The education and formation of the promising new members in both scientific and
religious aspects as well as pastoral care requires our own
priest, because the sisters on the missions often need spir-

44. Internal evidence indicates that this letter was addressed to Fr. Joseph Litschgi, the brother of Sisters M. Abundantia and M. Veneranda
Litschgi. He was the director of the seminary in Freiburg, which was
closed from 1874 until 1883 as a result of the Kulturkampf.
45. Temesvár, Gyárváros, and Józsefváros (now Timişoara-Cetate,
Timişoara-Fabrica, and Timişoara-Josefin in Romania), Perjámos, Lippa,
Oravicza, and Lugos (now Periam, Lipova, Oravita, and Lugoj in Romania), Versec (now Vršac in Serbia), and Szeged
46. See Footnote 21, p. 111, regarding Bishop Bonnaz’s foundation.
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itual help as well. This has long been the subject of our
prayer. God may have destined you, together with the three
sisters, to continue God’s work in Hungary, a work for which
your previous position has prepared you. 47
Please do not take it amiss if, in our distress, I venture to
ask if you would be willing to care for our order in Hungary. Would the bishop of Freiburg48 release you from his
diocese?
Would you kindly send me your decision regarding this?
Recommending this intention in prayer to God, I remain
respectfully yours,
M. Th. of J.
5153: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Motherhouse
May 11, 1876

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Bishop!
Nicholas, the delivery person, arrived safe and sound
on Monday morning and will begin the return trip this
evening, but what can we say about your great generosity?
Everyone congratulates us on the beautiful thoroughbred
horses of the noblest pedigree. They stand together in such
a way that a better match could never be found. Everyone is
rejoicing over them.
According to what I heard, besides buying the horses
for us, you also paid for their transportation. I cannot find
words to express my gratitude for such great sacrifice. Besides all you do for the sisters in your diocese, you even remember me. I can only express a heartfelt “May God reward
you” for this latest proof of your pastoral benevolence and

47. When a mission was opened in Munzingen in the Grand Duchy of
Baden in 1863, Fr. Litschgi was prefect and beneficiary there.
48. Lothair von Kübel (1823-81), Administrator of the Archdiocese of
Freiburg (1869-81)
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promise that we will pray earnestly before the Blessed
Sacrament that God will grant you strength and long-lasting good health because then we will be able to enjoy your
episcopal support for many years to come.
May God bless the work of the sisters so that you may
enjoy the fruits of your sowing, your efforts, and your sacrifice!
Asking for your blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
5154: To a Priest
Temesvár
J!M!

May 24, 1876

Very Reverend Father!
According to the news from our sisters, you were
pleased to leave us your gallant horses. Since they have won
great praise here, I feel obliged to express my deep gratitude
for this recognition—after the bishop49 kindly remembered
us in our poverty in such a manner—as well as for the harnesses and the winter blankets.
We will faithfully follow your hints on how to handle
the horses.
Please accept my special gratitude for the pastoral attentiveness that you always show our sisters when they
come to you with their concerns about Hungarian teachers.
May God awaken a vocation to the religious life in many
good souls so that the need for personnel can be better met!
The climate, as well as the distinctive characteristics of the
people and their various languages, present so many difficulties for foreigners that often health and even life itself
must fall victim.
With great confidence, we recommend this intention
and ask for a remembrance at the Most Holy Sacrifice,

49. Bishop Bonnaz. See Document 5153, pp. 126-127.
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which we need even more now because it seems that
Bavaria is also being drawn into the Kulturkampf. 50
Respectfully yours,
M. Ther. of Jesus
5155: To [Fr. Joseph Litschgi]
[Freiburg]

Munich
May 31, 1876

J!M!
Very Reverend Director!
Your kind letter of April 19 brought us, unfortunately,
a negative response to our request. 51
What shall I say in reply? Perhaps we have not prayed
enough, or we are unworthy of such a gift. God has destined
you for higher things and wants to place you on a lamp
stand in the holy Church so that your light, enkindled by
the Spirit of God, may inflame many hearts and lead them
to Jesus, the Good Shepherd. May the adorable will of God
be praised!
Please do not forget the Poor School Sisters, at least in
your prayer, and recommend them to the Sacred Heart of
Jesus and to his Immaculate Mother, so that we will be worthy to labor for the glory of God and faithfully persevere in
the struggle.
Respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
Mary Theresa of Jesus
General Superior

50. Kulturkampf is the term often used for the struggle between the
Catholic Church and the German government under Bismarck for control
over schools, ecclesiastical appointments, and civil marriage.
51. See Document 5137, pp. 125-126.
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5199: To the Sisters Who Professed Perpetual Vows
Temesvár
Central Motherhouse in Munich
Feast of Mary’s Presentation, November 21, 1876
J!M!
Dear Sisters!
After thanking God for granting you the favor of admission to the eternal wedding feast, you also thanked me.
I wanted to respond to your personal letters immediately
but simply could not find the time. Nevertheless, today’s
beautiful feast of Mary’s Presentation must not go by without my keeping this resolution.
Today Mary, the Most Blessed Virgin, offered herself
to God in the temple. She did this with all the glowing love
of her heart, committed herself unreservedly to God, and
never again took back this sacrifice. Let us follow her noble
example!
You have already done the first point, since the longing
expressed in your letters of petition assures me of your ardor
and of your free and deliberate decision in approaching the
altar of sacrifice. I do not doubt in the least that you offered
your entire self to God with all the desires of your heart and
did not withhold a single fiber of your being—the second
point.
The third point remains to be fulfilled—to live your
vows with fidelity and perseverance, to stand with Mary in
joy and sorrow, in consolation and affliction, in sorrow and
pain, in life and death, faithfully living in accordance with
what God wants of us and what is presented to us in our
holy rule. God has given us our holy rule as an expression of
the divine will and, after we die, we will be judged according
to its precepts.
How blessed will that judgment be if, in our lifetime, we
have followed in the footsteps of Mary and imitated her example. She herself affirms this in her beautiful hymn of
praise, the Magnificat, “You have looked upon your servant’s
lowliness.”52 Let us humble ourselves with Mary and walk
52. Luke 1:48
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in lowliness before God! If proud and haughty thoughts do
not find a place in our hearts, God will also look upon us and
give us one day the reward of the humble—everlasting joy.
This I wish you with all my heart.
Jesus bless you! Praised be Jesus Christ!
M. Th. of J.
5203: To Sister M. Ignatia Drewes
Lugos
J!M!

Motherhouse
December 3, 1876

Dear Sister Ignatia!
According to what you told me, you were ill and bedridden when our last letter arrived. God grant that this letter
finds you feeling stronger and much better.
God seems to have given you much light and grace during your holy retreat. Make faithful use of it and carry out
your good resolution to be very faithful in little things. This
is the way the saints became holy because with the dear
Lord, what we do is less important than how we do it.
Through a good intention and a pure motive, everything will
be in service to God.
When the classes were assigned this year, you were
given the fourth class. This will probably be enough for you
because of your illness.
It is easy to understand that the various religious denominations make it very difficult to teach the children.
Nevertheless, adhere to Catholic principles so that we do not
deny our faith or our God. We have some places in Bavaria
where Protestant and Jewish girls attend classes. We pray
as we always do in school but we do not insist that they pray
with us. We only ask that during prayer they conduct themselves quietly and reverently.
Venerate St. Sebastian as patron of the sick. Through
his intercession, we have already been protected from much
harm.
Jesus bless you! Praised be Jesus Christ!
Mary Theresa of Jesus
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January 4, 1877

J!M!
Very Reverend Pastor and Confessor!
In response to your kind inquiry of December 16, 1876,
I am honored to reply that ever since we have been praying
the Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary in our order, 53 it has
been prayed in the manner described by our father spiritual
[Matthias Siegert] when he was in Hungary.
Our holy rule prescribes that even in cases of illness, a
dispensation must be obtained from the general superior if
the breviary is omitted for a long time,
The following can show how strict Rome is in this regard. The superior of our Munich motherhouse 54 was preparing to leave Rome in 1865 when the turmoil of war began.
Her companion 55 worked until 11:00 p.m. in order to complete all the requirements. Our cardinal protector 56 came for
a visit and advised them to take a good night’s rest. The superior responded with, “My companion has not prayed the
Office yet,” to which the cardinal protector replied, “I cannot dispense you from that.”
The time that the sisters give to praying the Office will
never be lost. Because of their fidelity to this obligation, God
will bless their work all the more abundantly.
Sincerely thanking you for all the loving care you bestow on our sisters in Lippa, asking for your patience with
their shortcomings and weaknesses, and recommending
them to your pastoral guidance in the future and all of us to
your devout prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
The Poor School Sister,
M. Ther. of Jesus
53. According to the rule that was approved by the Holy See in 1859
and given final approbation in 1865, the sisters prayed the Office of the
Blessed Virgin Mary. Prior to 1859, they prayed the Divine Office in accordance with the Notre Dame Rule compiled by St. Peter Fourier in the
seventeenth century.
54. Sister M. Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann
55. Sister M. Romana Sottovia
56. Cardinal Clarelli-Paracciani
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5235: To Sister M. Ignatia Drewes
Lugos

Motherhouse
March 21, 1877

J!M!
Dear Sister Ignatia!
In the psalms, the royal prophet said, “It was good for
me to be afflicted,” 57 words that always prove to be true, dear
Sister, as you acknowledged in your last letter. I thank God
for giving you the light and understanding to recognize
God’s guidance and to learn something useful for the future
from the incident that you told me about with such childlike
openness. Yes, dear Sister, if we would always recognize the
guiding and formative hand of God in the various events of
life, we would see some things in a different light and know
how to use all for the good of our souls.
Venerate your patron saint with true devotion. He was
such a faithful child of Divine Providence; ask him for the
grace to be able to imitate him.
If the dear Lord sends you sorrow, think of the sufferings of Jesus, our Divine Bridegroom. Unite yourself with
his sufferings and make sacrifices for the order so that God
will protect and preserve it.
Jesus bless you!
Mary Theresa of Jesus

57. Psalm 119:71
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Munich
August 5, 1878

Monsignor! Very Reverend Papal Chamberlain!
The book, which you wrote and our sisters translated,
arrived today. 58 Its contents testify to your keen interest in
our order and I thank God for choosing you as an instrument
to strengthen our new aspiranture on Hungarian soil.
In accordance with my expressed wish, you have already succeeded in separating the aspiranture from the
boarding school. The students in the teacher-training school
also have their own classrooms and living quarters. The positive effect of this separation will become increasingly evident as time goes on.
You also sought to provide the sisters with a secure endowment in order to improve their material well-being,
which was another of your great concerns. On the great day
of reckoning, may God, who never lets anything go unrewarded, repay you a hundredfold!
I was especially pleased with the news that you continue to remember the departed sisters in your pastoral
manner and provided them with a peaceful resting place
next to the founders of the mission in Szeged. 59 I believe that
I can assure you that the sisters will take it upon themselves
to pray for the eternal repose of those who have done so
much good for them while they were living. The Precious
Blood of the spotless Lamb of God that will be offered to the
heavenly Father in the cemetery chapel will compensate for
what we, in our weakness, lack.
I cannot help but acknowledge my great joy upon hearing about the fulfillment of your wish with regard to Földeak
and that the sisters will be able to take charge of the school
58. Msgr. Oltvány was a well-known author of books and pamphlets on
Canon Law, the Hungarian tax laws, and various other religious, historical, and educational topics.
59. The cemetery chapel, which Msgr. Otlvány had built, also served as
the sisters’ burial place.
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in 1880. 60 The fund that you have allocated for this mission
is like a mustard seed that will eventually grow into a tree
with the souls of the children resting in its shade.
Finally, I also want to express my deep gratitude for all
the endeavors you made to help our order in Szeged. This
will be a beautiful memorial for all eternity.
Sister Abundantia [Litschgi] was here in the meantime
and will tell you about our father spiritual’s [Mathias
Siegert] jubilee celebration. 61 Both he and Fr. [Joseph]
Schnabl send their best regards and join us in asking to be
remembered in the Most Holy Sacrifice.
God willing, someone from the motherhouse will come
to visit the Hungarian convents this year.
Requesting your continued benevolence and remembrance in prayer, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
General Superior of the Poor School Sisters
5326: To Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
Temesvár
J!M!

Munich
October 6, 1878

Your Excellency! Most Reverend Bishop!
Since it is no longer possible for me to visit our sisters
and houses in Hungary, I have entrusted this task to our
first general assistant and motherhouse superior, M. Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann. I recommend her to your gracious benevolence and ask that you would show her the
same considerate kindness and trust that was always so undeservedly granted me and that you would communicate to
her the concerns and wishes of your pastoral heart.
As for myself, I request your blessing from afar.
With deepest respect, I remain,
Mar. Theresa of Jesus
60. Msgr. Oltvány had been pastor in Földeak until he was transferred
to Szeged in 1872. A mission was opened in Földeak in 1881.
61. Fr. Siegert celebrated the golden jubilee of his ordination to the
priesthood on July 23, 1878.
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J!M!
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Munich
November 8, 1878

Your Excellency!
Please do not take it amiss if I send a letter about our
dear Sister Margaret’s return. 62 Our telegram came back
with the remark that the lines were down because of a recent snowstorm and the message had to be mailed from Linz
[Upper Austria]. God visibly protected her on the journey
and brought her safely to her destination.
Please accept the expression of our deep gratitude for all
the thoughtfulness shown her in your diocese and especially for the loving care that you gave her in such great
measure. She does not tire of telling us about this, as well as
of the notable sacrifices you are making for God’s work. 63
We can only pray that God will reward you since we cannot,
and we will place our prayers of gratitude and petition on
the steps of the altar before the Blessed Sacrament.
To my great consolation, Sister Margaret told me that
by appointing a father spiritual for our houses in Hungary,
you provided so well for the spiritual needs of the sisters in
their life as religious. The best will can be found everywhere
among the sisters, who are most grateful for every word of
instruction. The authorities are doing all they can to make
the situation easier for the sisters and have only words of
praise and recognition for their work.

62. Sister M. Margaret of Cortona Wiedemann had just returned from
her visit to Temesvár.
63. During his 29 years as bishop of Csanád, Bishop Alexander Bonnaz
was universally known as a great benefactor for the people of his large
diocese. He gave more than 2 million florin (ca. $800,000) in donations for
various works and foundations in the diocese, which included the establishment and building of several missions staffed by the School Sisters of
Notre Dame. He also built a new motherhouse for them in TemesvárJozsefváros, which was completed in 1881. In his last will and testament,
Bishop Bonnaz left an additional 500,000 florin (ca $200,000) for charitable purposes.
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Since one of Bishop Alexander Csajághy’s favorite sayings was, “Mary has always helped us,” we place all our trust
in her power and intercession before God and face the future with confidence.
Repeating the expression of our gratitude, recommending our sisters, and requesting your blessing, I remain respectfully yours,
M. Theresa of Jesus
5337: To the Sisters of the Congregation
J!M!

[March 1879]

In accordance with the sisters’ request, we are informing you about Szeged.
On March 4, the news went through the city for the first
time that the Tisza River was rising and threatened to break
through the railroad embankment. On March 7, the sisters
were told to bring the boarders and aspirants to a safer place
because no one could predict what would happen. Some were
sent home to their relatives and some went to Temesvár.
Four sisters also left on the night train for Temesvár.
During the following days, there were all kinds of conflicting reports. Even knowledgeable people were of the
opinion that the sisters could stay. As a precaution, they
took all the bedding, clothing, and food supplies they could
carry up to the attic and even purchased additional provisions so they could live there for a while in safety. The elementary classrooms were made available as places of refuge,
and the good people brought their personal belongings,
trusting they would be safe behind the convent walls.
But alas! There was a terrific crash early on the morning of March 12. Water began gushing forth and all the
church bells rang in alarm. 64 Desperate wailing filled the
streets and it seemed as if it were the end of the world.
64. Both the Tisza and Maros Rivers were already flooded when, on
March 12, 1879, a railroad embankment near the outskirts of Szeged collapsed and the entire city was inundated. Of the approximately 6,000
buildings in the city, only about 300 were still standing after the flood.
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Two sisters left at once with a boarder who had stayed
behind. The other two sisters and an elderly helper wanted
to remain, but after an hour, the water came over the steps
and into the community room. One building after the other
collapsed so that the sisters finally had to climb out of the
window and into a boat in order to reach the railroad station. They were never sure whether or not the lightweight
vessel would be dashed into pieces by the wreckage of a
falling house.
The seven troops who accompanied the sisters in the
boat used sabers to hack their way through a fence so that
the sisters could slip through and get to the railroad station
where a rescue train was waiting to take them to Temesvár.
Szeged was literally inundated by the flood, but our convent was still standing and, with the exception of an old sick
cat, all who were living there were rescued. When the elderly woman stepped into the boat, the old faithful housedog
clung to her, so she took pity on it and brought it along to
Temesvár. She quickly threw some feed to the pigeons in the
garden cages. The troops told the sisters to drive the two
pigs out of their pen and into the open field on the bank of
the river that was still dry, which they did.
On March 17, the carpenters, who had been sent from
the motherhouse, arrived in Szeged to pick up what they
could find.They made an opening in the roof so they could retrieve the beds, clothing, and so forth and, by means of ropes,
ladders and hooks, they lowered the items into the boats.
When they got into the attic, they heard rattling and rumbling in the background and thought, “Now they want to
steal, too!” They bravely went after the noise. What did they
find? The two pigs that had been chased away were feasting
on a bag of flour! As could be seen by the remains, they had
also helped themselves to apples and dried prunes. The
ragged mattress and muddy pillows were testimony to their
place of rest.The two animals were very well-preserved!After
the sisters left, the pigs must have run home again and fled
up the stairs ahead of the water. Even the pigeons were still
alive. The carpenters brought them to Temesvár, together
with the personal belongings of the sisters, aspirants, and
boarders. Not a single life was lost in the Szeged convent!
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We cannot help but think of the beautiful and encouraging words of Psalm 90, “Thousands will fall at your side,
and ten thousand at your right side, but no harm shall come
to you, for to the angels has been given command about you,
to guard you in all your ways!”
The aspirants are now with the sisters at the
orphanage in Józsefváros where the bishop65 made available
the garden house and an adjacent building with
sufficient room to accommodate 30 to 40 people. He also
gave them a quarterly allowance of 700 florin66 for their
living expenses.
Let us give thanks for God’s loving care!
Praised be Jesus Christ!
[No Signature]

65. Bishop Bonnaz
66. Approximately $266 in American currency at the time
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Temesvár, 10n, 16, 57, 71,
125, 136. See also List of
Documents.
Csanád (diocese), 4, 12
Czapek, Sr. M. Josepha
(Amalie), 50, 53-54
Deaf Children, Institute for. See
Institute for Deaf Children
(Gorizia).
Deischer, Sr. M. Willibalda, 37
Demetria Forster, Sr. M. See
Forster, Sr. M. Demetria.
Diakovár (now Đakovo, Croatia),
9n
Dionysia Reichart, Sr. M. See
Reichart, Sr. M. Dionysia.
Directory of the Congregation,
12n
Dirnberger, Sr. M. Gerharda
(Marie), 37
discipline, religious, 51
Divine Office, 131n
Divine Providence, 6, 48, 132
Divine Wisdom, 101
Drewes, Sr. M. Ignatia, 116n,
117, 130, 132

education: methods, 42;
teaching all denominations,
18, 19-20, 130; vision and
purpose, 6, 24, 26, 58, 92-93
Elisabeth Wehrle, Sr. M. See
Wehrle, Sr. M. Elisabeth.

Emerika Köppel, Sr M. See
Köppel, Sr. M. Emerika.
enclosure, episcopal, 7n
examinations, teaching, 41-42,
124
faith, 60, 130
faithfulness, 129, 130
famine: in Hungary, 90
fasting, 33
fear of God, 77
February Patent (1861), 64n
Felser, Julie, 23n
flood. See Szeged (Hungary):
flood (1879).
Földeák (Hungary), 120n, 133134n
Forster, Sr. M. Demetria
(Walburga), 37, 61
Forster, Sr. M. Wunibalda, 23n,
33, 53, 71
Fourier, St. Peter, 31n, 131n
Francis Joseph (Emperor of
Austria), 5n, 11, 13-14; visit
to Temesvár, 111n
Frei, Sr. M. Theobalda, 91, 100,
103
Freistadt (Upper Austria), 5, 13
Friess, Käthi, 23n, 75, 78
fruit, 7, 46, 51, 80, 127
future, 36, 124, 136
Gabriela Pfaffenzeller, Sr. M.
See Pfaffenzeller, Sr. M.
Gabriela.
garden, 6, 8, 36, 80, 123, 125
generosity, 16, 82
Georgia Wimbauer, Sr. M. See
Wimbauer, Sr. M. Georgia.
Gerharda Dirnberger, Sr. M.
See Direnberger, Sr. M.
Gerharda.
Gerharda Schneeberger, Sr. M.
See Schneeberger, Sr. M.
Gerharda.
Gerhardine Westermeier, Sr. M.
See Westermeier, Sr. M.
Gerhardine.

Gerhardinger, Mary Theresa of
Jesus: novice director, 40
German: spoken in Hungary, 42
Germeline Zeus, Sr. M. See
Zeus, Sr. M. Germeline.
gifts, acceptance of, 49
Gisela Stangl, Sr. M. See
Stangl, Sr. M. Gisela.
God’s Love, 81, 121
God’s Work, 25, 36, 46, 108
Gordiana Thalhofer, Sr. M. See
Thalhofer, Sr. M. Gordiana.
Good Shepherd, 27, 69, 118, 128
Gorizia, 11n, 15, 36
grapes, 118
Grünhof (now Dobrkowo near
Resko, Poland), 15n
Gyárváros (now TimişoaraFabrica, Romania), 50-51, 53,
59, 60-61, 69; dedication
document, 54-56
happiness, 80
Hartl, Sr. M. Symphoriana, 61
harvest, 27, 32, 98, 119, 124
heaven, 4, 16, 60, 80-81
Hildegard Riedhammer, Sr. M.
See Riedhammer, Sr. M.
Hildegard.
Hofstättner, Fr. Francis X., 61
Holy Communion, 80
Holy Rule, 129; presented to the
Holy See, 6, 26, 42-43;
approval (1859), 44-45, 46;
translation, 49; episcopal
testimonials 92, 93
Holy Spirit, 79, 128
hope, 7, 49, 80, 99, 102, 124
horses, gift of, 126, 127
Huber, Sr. M. Josephine (Marie),
89
Hugstetten (Baden), 113n
humility, 80, 129-130
Hungarian: acquiring fluency,
64
Hungary: call for sisters, xi-xii;
religious communities, 121n

Ignatia Drewes, Sr. M. Ignatia.
See Drewes, Sr. M. Ignatia.
Ignatius, St., 116
Ilona Pánczély, Sr. M. See
Pánczély, Sr. M. Ilona.
Institute for Deaf Children
(Gorizia), 11, 13
Irenäa Schmederer, Sr. M. See
Schmederer, Sr. M. Irenäa.
Italian War of Independence
(Second, 1859), 35n, 39n, 45n
Jablonski, Fr., 8
Jabuka (now Jabuka near
Pančevo, Serbia), 8-9
Jasper, Sr. M. Colomana
(Sophie), 37
Jesuit law, 113n
Jesus, 29, 49, 69, 80-81,109. See
also Good Shepherd, Sacred
Heart.
Job, Fr. Francis Sebastian, 13n,
14
Joseph, St., 38
Josepha Czapek, Sr. M. See
Czapek, Sr. M. Josepha.
Josephine Huber, Sr. M. See
Huber, Sr. M. Josephine.
joy, 7, 29, 36, 44, 46, 51, 79, 80,
100, 107, 129-130
Józsefváros (now TimişoaraJosefin, Romania), 90, 98, 138

Kammerseder, Fr. Anton, 38
Käss, Sr. M. Margaretha, 9
Komlós (now Comlăuş,
Romania), 22
Köppel, Sr. M. Emerika (Ottilie),
37, 61
Kronburg (Austrian Tyrol), 38n
Kübel, Lothair von (Apostolic
Administrator of Freiburg),
126
Kulturkampf, 128n; in Baden,
113; in Bavaria, 96, 103-104,
106, 111, 112, 118; in Prussia,
111, 112, 118, 124

Kunigunda Olofson, Sr. M. See
Olofson, Sr. M. Kunigunda.
Küttel, Carl von, 18n, 56
LaMaitre, Professor, 76-78, 82
Laywomen: in teacher-training
classes, 34-35
Lehner, Fr. Alexander, 114
Lent, 84
Liberals, 14n, 106
Lippa (now Lipova, Romania),
70-71, 73, 74, 98, 105n, 109,
111
Litschgi, Fr. Joseph, 125-126,
128
Litschgi, Sr. M. Abundantia,
23n, 33, 71, 112-113, 115-116,
117, 119, 125, 134
Litschgi, Sr. M. Veneranda,
113n, 125
love, 80, 81, 107, 111, 116, 123,
129
Ludmilla Riecks, Sr. M. See
Riecks, Sr. M. Ludmilla.
Ludmilla Schenk, Sr. M. See
Schenk, Sr. M. Ludmilla.
Ludovica Pfahler, Sr. M. See
Pfahler, Sr. M. Ludovica.
Lugos (now Lugoj, Romania),
122
Lupp, Sr. M. Casimira von
(Wilhelmine), 50, 71
Magnificat, 129-130
Mann, Sr. M. Sidonia von, 86
Mannes, Sr. M. Stephana
(Anna), 37, 77
Marcella Peter, Sr. M. See
Peter, Sr. M. Marcella.
Margaret of Cortona
Wiedemann, Sr. M., See
Wiedemann, Sr. M. Margaret
of Cortona.
Margaretha Käss, Sr. M. See
Käss, Sr. M. Margaretha.
Marguet, Aloysius, 18n, 24
Marienbad (now Mariánské
Lázně, Czech Republic), 45,
88

Martinsky, Canon Joseph, 52n,
66, 68, 70, 77
Mary, 16, 29, 31, 34, 39, 41, 45,
46, 61, 68, 76, 81, 115, 116,
129-130, 136; Mother of our
order, 46, 80, 116; Mother of
Perpetual Help, 115
Massanari, Sr. M. Ancilla, 61,
76, 83
Meier, Sr. M. Berchmanna, 95
Meier, Sr. M. Nepomucene,
(Theresa), 71, 73, 77, 89-90
Meier, Sr. M. Syna, 91
Monica Weber, Sr. M. See
Weber, Sr. M. Monica.
Montvilla, Ms., 78-79, 81-82, 84
Mortification: moderation in, 33
motherhouse: requirements for,
4; union with Munich
Motherhouse, 13
Munich: 700th anniversary
celebration, 22-23
Munich-Au (Bavaria), 40n, 70,
104
Münsterberg (now Ziębice,
Poland), 122
Munzingen (Baden), 113n, 126n
mustard seed, 7, 46, 134
Nagyvárad (now Oradea,
Romania), 97
Nako, Anastaiće de, 22
Németh, Joseph (Auxiliary
Bishop of Csanád in
Temesvár): canon and
confessor, 103, 104-105, 107108, 108, 110; bishop, 119,
121n, 125
Nepomucene Meier, Sr. M. See
Meier, Sr. M. Nepomucene.
nondenominational schools. See
schools, nondenominational.
Notre Dame Rule, 131n
obedience, 30
Oelhafen, Sr. M. Philomena
(Anna), 71, 73, 77, 83, 89-90

Office of the Blessed Virgin
Mary¸ 131
Ohlwerther, Sr. M. Borromäa,
76, 86
Olofson, Sr. M. Kunigunda
(Barbara), 50, 66, 67
Oltvány, Canon Stephan, 56, 58,
60-61, 106n, 120n
Oltvány, Msgr. Paul, 120n, 121,
123-124, 133n
Oravicza (now Oravita,
Romania), 88, 89, 91, 98, 100,
111
Pánczély, Sr. M. Ilona, 112, 114,
115, 119
Pannajot, Sr. M. Wolfganga, 79
patience, 46
Pauletig, Fr. Andrew, 47
peace, 80
Perjamos (now Periam,
Romania), 12, 20, 25, 53, 59,
61; dedication document, 5758
perpetual profession: letter to
sisters, 129-130
perseverance, 129
Peter, Sr. M. Marcella, 89
Petzl, Sr. M. Cantianilla, 76
Pfaffenhofen (Austrian Tyrol),
114n
Pfaffenzeller, Sr. M. Gabriela,
23n, 34, 46, 51, 53, 60, 65, 66,
94, 115. See also List of
Documents.
Pfahler, Sr. M. Ludovica, 83
Philomena Blattner, Sr. M. See
Blattner, Sr. M. Philomena.
Philomena Oelhafen, Sr. M. See
Oelhafen, Sr. M. Philomena.
Pius IX (Pope), 109n
postulants: letter to, 79-81
prayer, 80, 85, 100, 102, 115,
121, 133
Preyer, John Nepomucene, 18n
priest for motherhouse:
qualifications, 41, 46

Prückelmeyer, Sr. M.
Sigismunda, 23n, 77
Rappan, Philomena, 79, 82, 8485
Reichart, Sr. M. Dionysia, 117
reign of God, 11, 121
Reisach, Carl August
(Archbishop of Munich and
Freising), 1n, 2,
Rethbauer, Sr. M. Alexia
(Caroline), 95
Riecks, Sr. M. Ludmilla (Marie),
37, 44, 73
Riedhammer, Sr. M. Hildegard,
89
Romana Sottovia, Sr. M. See
Sottovia, Sr. M. Romana.
Sacred Congregation of Bishops
and Religious, 1, 44, 90n
Sacred Heart, 108, 111, 128
Schenk, Sr. M. Ludmilla, 23n,
32-34, 36, 39-40, 46
Scherr, Gregory von (Archbishop
of Munich and Freising), 46,
49
Schlecht, Sr. M. Valentina, 91
Schleicher, Sr. M. Sidonia, 65
Schmederer, Sr. M. Irenäa
(Aloysia), 46-47, 83
Schnabl, Fr. Joseph, 134
Schneeberger, Sr. M. Benedicta
(Caroline), 66, 67
Schneeberger, Sr. M. Gerharda
(Julie), 66, 67, 76
Schön, Dr. Bruno, 112n, 119
Schön, Msgr. Matthias, 41
schools: nondenominational, 96,
101n
Schwarz, Mrs. Theresa, 13
Scitovszky, Ján (Archbishop of
Esztergom), xi, 1n, 2, 3
Sebastian, St. 130
seed, 51, 98, 99, 117. See also
mustard seed.
Serbian Province and Temesvár
Banat, 49n

Sidonia Schleicher, Sr. M. See
Schleicher, Sr. M. Sidonia.
Sidonia von Mann, Sr. M. See
Mann, Sr. M. Sidonia von.
Siegert, Fr. Matthias, 2-3, 11-12,
41, 52, 101, 115, 131; illness
and recovery, 38, 50, 110; in
Hungary, 68, 96; in Rome,
109; jubilee, 134
Sigismunda Prückelmeyer, Sr.
M. See Prückelmeyer, Sr. M.
Sigismunda.
silence, 80
Silvana Trauner, Sr. M. See
Trauner, Sr. M. Silvana.
soeurs professes, 7
soeurs religieuses, 7
Sölch, Sr. M. Amanda, 89
Solferino, Battle of, 45n
Sottovia, Sr. M. Romana, 131
spiritual reading, 80
Sproll, Sr. M. Aloysia (Victoria),
113n
Stangl, Sr. M. Gisela, 107
statutes of the congregation See
Holy Rule.
Steinbach, Sr. M. Ambrosia, 102
Steisslingen (Baden), 113
Stephana Mannes, Sr. M. See
Mannes, Sr. M. Stephana.
Sterner, Sr. M. Winfrieda, 46, 71
Straubinger, Sr. M. Thais, 61
Striegau (now Strzegom,
Poland), 122
Strossmayer, Joseph George
(Bishop of Bosnia-Szerém), 9n
Stütz, Sr. M. Bertha, 113n
Symphoriana Hartl, Sr. M. See
Hartl, Sr. M. Symphoriana.
Syna Meier, Sr. M. See Meier,
Sr. M. Syna.
Szatmáry, Madame Carola, 106n
Szeged (Hungary), 106n, 118,
120-121, 123-124, 133-134;
flood (1879), 136-138
Temesvár (now Timişoara,
Romania), xi, 16n; permission

to open a mission, 10n, 11n,
13; dedication document, 1618; opposition by city council,
98
Temesvár Motherhouse: origin,
7; financing building, 30-31;
early conditions, 36;
development, 63, 92-93, 125126, 135-136
Thais Straubinger, Sr. M. See
Straubinger, Sr. M. Thais.
Thalhofer, Sr. M. Gordiana, 76
Theobalda Frei, Sr. M. See Frei,
Sr. M. Theobalda.
transformation, 80
Trauner, Sr. M. Silvana, 89
Traunkirchen (Upper Austria),
22n
tree, 7, 46, 80, 134
trust in God, 8, 40, 75, 94, 121
Valentina Schlecht, Sr. M. See
Schlecht, Sr. M. Valentina.
Vatican Council (First, 1869-70),
100
Veneranda Litschgi, Sr. M. See
Litschgi, Sr. M. Veneranda.
Versec (now Vršac, Serbia), 88,
89, 90
Vienna (Austria), 48n
vineyard, 11, 23, 32, 65, 106,
109, 124
vocation to religious life:
qualifications, 40, 119;
promotion, 12, 108-109, 127
Voisard, Sr. M. Blanca, 85
Walburga, St. 110n; Walburga’s
Oil, 110
Weber, Sr. M. Monica
(Margaretha), 89
Wehrle, Sr. M. Elisabeth, 113n
Weidner, Sr. M. Armella
(Frances), 27n
Werch, Frieda, 94
Westermeier, Anna, 72-73, 7576, 83-84, 85

Westermeier, Sr. M. Gerhardine,
75-76
Wiedemann, Sr. M. Margaret of
Cortona, 65, 66, 68, 71, 72,
79; in England, 109; in Rome,
131; in Hungary, 134, 135
will of God, 11, 84, 128, 129
Willibalda Deischer, Sr. M. See
Deischer, Sr. M. Willibalda.
Wimbauer, Sr. M. Georgia, 23n

Winfrieda Sterner, Sr. M. See
Sterner, Sr. M. Winfrieda.
Wolfganga Pannajot, Sr. M. See
Pannajot, Sr. M. Wolfganga.
Wunibalda Forster, Sr. M. See
Forster, Sr. M. Wunibalda.
Zaccheus, 100
Zeus, Sr. M. Germeline, 91, 94
Zwack, Sr. M. Augusta (Rosa), 9

